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ISKENDERUN, -'Eoifcey— Is-

raeli Ambassador to.Turkey Zvi
Elpeieg toured a sensitive bor-
der province this weekend,
sending a message to nearby
Syria that Turidsh-Israeli coop-
eration is strengthening despite

protests from the Arab’ world.
Accompanied.by.bodyguards

and embassy officials; Elpeieg
met local dignitaries in the
province ofH&ayi daimedfrom
Turkey by Syria for..more than
five decades.
“We arehereto look at the

possibility for further trade
between (Turkey and. Israel],”

Elpeieg said at his hotel in the

naval port city’of Iskenderun, 35
km from tiie Syrian border.
He demed the 'weekend visit

was related to a recent military

pact with NATO-member
Turkey, which has angered
Damascus. ...... .

Turkey has ruled Hatay fiance

1939, when France, then the
colonial power in Syria, ceded it

to Ankara., The province,
populated mostly by ethnic
Arabs, is still shown on Syrian
maps as belonging to Damascus.
Turkey, and Syria also have

long-miming disputes over the
sharing of regional water and
accusations that Damascus
helps Kurdish guerrillas in their

12-year separatist fight in

southeast Turkey.
Relations worsened with news 1

,

that Turkey had signed a
military pact with Israel in

February. IDF F-16 jets have
takea. part - in- training /flights

over Turkey under the accord.

Turkish Defense Minister
Oitan Sungnriu said on Friday

the pact would hot be debated in

parliament despite protests
from the country's Islamists and
reported donbts by Turkish
Prime Minister Mesut Yilmaz.

On. Thursday, Prime Minister

and Defense Minister Shimon
Peres met in Tel Aviv with

Adm.
.
Guveu

.
Erkaya,

commander of. the Turkish
Navy, who visited Israel- as the

guest of OC Navy Adm. Alex
Tal. •

Also participating in the
meeting, held at the Defense
Ministry m Tel Aviv, were Tal,

IDF Chief of Staff Lt-.-Geo.

Amnon Lipkin-Sbabak and
Turkey’s ambassador to Israel.

Erkaya said that during his

visits to'-the Israel Navy and
Israel’s defense industries, he
came across various areas for

potential cooperation between
Israel and Turkey.

Syria, meanwhile, has warned
that it may take a dispute with
Turkey over the Euphrates
River to the UN Security
Council. '..

Peres, Netanyahu

square off tonight

Members of the cast of ‘Hibrid’, a surrealistic work presented by the Semola Theater from
Catalonia, perform at the opening of the Israel Festival in Jerusalem last nighL (Sam Uzidyi

THE culmination of this

year’s sluggish election battle

is due to be reached tonight,

when the two prime ministeri-

al candidates square off for a

much-touted half-hour
debate.

At the start of the last leg of
the race. Labor and the Likud
are both claiming the polls are

going their way.
Boih Prime Minister Shimon

Peres and Binyamin Netanyahu
spent the weekend in hectic simu-
lations in preparation for the de-

bate, which will be taped at 11

this morning, but televised at

S:30 p.m. on Channel 1 and at

10:30 p.m. on Channel 2.

Political observers feel that de-
spite the near war footing in the

parties and the intensive coach-

ing of the candidates, the debate
itself is ultimately of limited sig-

nificance. It is, however, expect-

ed to have a very high viewer
rating, and may be the candi-

dates’ last chance to convert the

remaining floating voters and to

strengthen the commitment of
the already converted.

Political observers agree that if

everything goes according to the

candidates' expectations, there

will be no winners or losers. It

will take a major surprise for one
of the two to come out on top, or
an enormous blunder for there to
be a clear loser.

Stringent security will be in

force at the Labor Party's studios

in Tel Aviv, where the debate
will be taped. The choice of the

studio was left to Labor, because

the Likud won the coin toss that

enabled it to decide whether it

preferred to host the event or to

SARAH HONIG

let its man have the last word.
Netanyahu opted for the last

word.
Peres will get to open with a

90-second personal message,
which will be followed by a state-

ment of equal length from Netan-
yahu. Moderator Dan Margalit,

who composed the questions and
who alone knows what they are.

will put four different questions
to each contestant, allowing each
90 seconds for his reply. The two
first questions will also have fol-

low-up questions, for which 60
seconds will be given for the

answer.

At the end. according to the

Likud's insistence, each candi-

date will get to put a question to

his opponent. Here, too, there
will be a minute-and-a-half for a
reply. Finally, Peres and Netan-
yahu will wrap up the event with
their own 90-second final

messages.
The candidates will be ad-

dressed only by the moderator
and the camera will focus only on
the moderator and the speaker,

and not on the rival. This format,

say political insiders, makes it

easy for the candidates to launch
into their prepared recitations

rather than engage in a real quid-

pro-quo.

Each side claims its man is in

peak form and the only worry is

that neither of the two succumbs
to fatigue from over-training.

Last night. Labor rejected a
reported request by the Likud
that Netanyahu be allowed to

have media experts present in die

studio during the debate. Labor's
media team said in response:

“Bibi is scared of the debate. The
‘media whiz' apparently cannot
appear alone without getting di-

rections and signals from various
advisers. The media robot has
been exposed. Bibi cannot ap-

pear without his handlers.” The
Labor officials said this was a des-

perate attempt to cancel the de-
bate, since Netanyahu and his ad-
visers know he cannot handle
pressure, even of a debate.

In reaction, the Likud said that

Labor's claim regarding the re-

quest was a total fabrication, and
that no such request was ever
made by them. A Likud state-

ment said that Labor's charge is

“a sign of panic."

Labor is entering the final

stretch in high spirits. The polls

continue to predict a narrow lead
for Peres, and the consistency of
this prediction over the past cou-
ple of months, says Labor infor-

mation chief Haim Ramon,
“speaks for itself. The fact that

Bibi has not been able to close

the gap means that he did not
amass the force needed to over-

come the incumbent. We expect
the momentum for Peres to actu-

ally grow and the lead for Peres
will prove to be far greater than
the polls predict.”

In Labor much hope is pinned
on the bandwagon effect, where-
by the polls become a self-fulfill-

ing prophecy, leading the unde-
cided to flock to what they
perceive as the more popular,

winning camp.
The Likud, however, claims

that everything is wide open and
that things could go either way.
The Likud yesterday released a

report prepared for it by Gallup,

(Continned on Page 3)

Turkish government crisis

could benefit Islamic party

French documentary catches Peres

threatening Arafat at Erez in ’94

FORMER Premier Tansu
GSRer’s party ,halted cooperation

with Turkey’s ruling ' coalition

yesterday.

A government's collapse could

give another shot at power to the

increasingly influential, pro-Is-

lamic Wefibre Party, whose phi-

losophy has worried . Turkey's
Western allies - as well as the

country's powerful secular

military.

. Ciller called tire government
“practically and legally” finished,

the Anatolia news agency report-

ed from Madrid. Her True Path

Party’s executive body formal-

ized the break early yesterday,

after she arrived in Ankara.

The Islamist party yesterday

said it was considering a censure

motion against secularist Prime
Minister Mesut Yilmaz as the fi-

nal nail in the coffin of his tat-

tered coalition government.

“Of coarse we will wait for it.

It's one of the options,” said

News agencies

ANKARA

Abdullah GuI, a deputy chair-

man of the Islam-based Welfare
Party.

The main opposition Islamists

are set to be the biggest benefac-

tors from the likely collapse of

the conservative government af-

ter 11 weeks of bitter infighting.

“Welfare Party is the largest

party of Turkey. Without us you
can’t be anything, we have the

largest group in parliament.” Gul
said in an interview.

The success of any censure mo-
tion. which could not be beard in

parliament until after June 2 local

elections, would depend on coali-

tion partner Ciller, whose True
Path Party (DYP) has now with-

drawn its support from the acri-

monious union.

“The DYP will begin to work
urgently for a majority govern-

ment. Until the new government
is formed, our ministers will re-

main in place,” she told reporters

after a late-night party strategy

session.

She has described the govern-

ment as “legally and practically

finished" after a constitutional

challenge to its right to rule.

Welfare came in a narrow first

at inconclusive general elections

last December but was denied

power by Ciller and Yilmaz. po-

litical soulmates but bitter per-

sonal rivals.

The Islamists, whose win was
the first such victory in NATO-
member Turkey's modern histo-

ry, have shrewdly played the se-

cularists off against each other.

Much of the government dis-

cord is due to Yilmaz's support

for Welfare charges ofcorruption
against former premier Ciller.

The Islamists, with 158 MPs in

the 550-seat assembly, were also

(Continued on Page 3)

SHIMON Peres, when foreign

minister, threatened Yasser Ara-
fat with blowing the whistle on
Palestinian non-compliance with

the Oslo accords and scuppering
the Palestinian Authority's
chances of receiving $500 million

in LIS financial aid.

French filmmaker Serge
Moati. who made a documentary
film, Shimon Peres, a fight for
peace, caught Peres haranguing
Palestinian leader Arafat in pri-

vate during a 1994 meeting at the

Erez checkpoint.

A preview of the Sim, to be
broadcast next month on France

3 public television, revealed a

gripping monologue in which
Peres told a gium-looking Arafat

that Israel was working hard in

the LIS Congress to win funds for

the Palestinians and warned the
PLO chief not to compromise the

effort by writing letters of protest

to the Israeli leadership.

The incident was filmed in 1994
when Peres was still foreign min-

News agencies

ister and after Arafat had re-

turned to the Gaza Strip follow-

ing a partial Israeli pullout.

With a hand-held video cam-
era, Moati was allowed to shoot
the start of a meeting between
the two men at Erez, watched by
two nervous security men.

Peres pulls a letter from Arafat
out of his pocket and begins to

complain:

“I want to say one thing, Mr.
Chairman, about the letters. I

suggest not to write letters. Be-
cause if you write, we shall have
to answer. We shall answer, we
shall begin to complain. We shall

say ‘you didn’t hand over to us

the prisoners, you didn't do this

and that,’ which will kill the Pal-

estinian story in the American
Congress.
“Because if we shall write a

letter like this, and it will reach
the American press, it will be a
catastrophe. And you know we

are working today for the Pales-

tinian cause in the American
Congress more than you are. We
are now working extremely hard
to get approval of the $500 mil-

lion. to approve the loan. You
must understand it,” Peres said

forcefully.

“Yes. yes, we know that,”

Arafat acknowledged, fumbling
with a green plastic notepad.
“And for that reason, we don’t

answer publicly even, because we
don't want to embarrass the Pal-

estinians. So my suggestion is

leave out letters. Let’s meet
whenever you feel like it.”

Moati told Reuters be could
not believe his luck when be was
allowed to film the exchange but
he was sure it would be cut when
be submined the film as promised
to Peres and Arafat.

“To my surprise, nobody ob-
jected,” he said.

Most of the film was shot be-

fore Peres became prime minister

(Continued on Page 3)

Jewish rioters attack

Arabs, damage property

in Old City rampage
BILL HlfTMAN

HUNDREDS ofJewish worship-
ers rampaged in the Old City Fri-

day morning, attacking Arab by-
standers and damaging Arab
property, following aU night
prayers lor the Shavuot holiday
at the -Western Wall.

“The rioting was unprovoked,
and. we still haven't figured out
what motivated it,” Jerusalem

P&lice spokesman Shmuet Ben-

Ruby said.

The rioters broke windows and

merchandise at stores just made
Damascus Gate. They also turned

over vendors' stalls and pushed

and shoved Arab bystanders.

Many merchants quickly dosed

the shatters on their stores to

avoid damage. Ben-Ruby said no

injuries were reported.

The Jewish rioters also threw

stones at Arab vehides on Sultan

Suleiman Street, outside Damas-
cus Gate. About 25 complaints

2*051000

were filed with police for damage
caused by the rioting, represent-

ing a small number of the in-

stances, Ben-Ruby said-

Police were caught by surprise

by the unrest, which followed a

quiet all-night study-and-prayer

services at the Western Wall, at-

tended by thousands. The unrest

broke out about 8 a.m., as a

crowd of worshipers leaving the

Western Wall made its way
through the Old City. -.

Dozens of border policemen

anti police were called to the

scene, and dashed with the riot-

ers. There were- no arrests.

Police sources said the rioting

was apparently provoked by a

group of right-wing Jewish .ex-

tremists in die crowd ofworship-

ers. who began attacking Arab
targets, with other worshipers

following their lead.

Environment Minister Yossi

Sand said he intends to raise the

issue ofcompensation for the Ar-

abs whose property was damaged
in the rioting ar this week’s cabi-

netmeeting. Sand said it is unac-

ceptable that only Jewish victims

ofArab rioting shouldbe entitled

to such compensation.

Arafat: Israel is talking to Hamas
YASSER Arafat said yesterday that Israelis

andHamas are talking, and he is all for it. But
at least one faction of the militant Islamic

movement vowed to keep fighting and said

any retreat from violence was a “viola-

tion.”

The Palestinian leader said the dialogne

between Israel and Hamas was a result of

Hamas's agreement to cease violence during

the election campaign.

“It was d big surprise for ns when we heard

that there is dialogue and connections
between Hamas and some on the Israeli

side.” the Palestinian leader told Egyptian

television in an interview rebroadcast on
Palestinian television. “We see it as a good
position.”

In Israel, the government has repeatedly

denied any contact with Hamas. Government
officials were unavailable last night for

comment.
Arafat, who was interviewed during a state

visit to Oman, did not specify which Israelis

were involved in the dialogue.

(AP)
Begin: Gov’t colluding with Hamas. Page 2

CALLING ALL JOURNALISTS
To Israel's 1 996 National Election Media Center

ELECTION INSIGHTS BY TOP NEWSMAKERS
Monday, May 27, 8:30 am.:

“Where Is the Religious Vote Going...

Hizbullah attacks IDF
in security zone

DAVID RUDGE

FIGHTING broke out again in

south Lebanon yesterday, when
Hizbullah gunmen fired light

weapons, mortals, and rockets at

IDF troops near Soujud. in the

security zone’s eastern sector.

There were no IDF casualties.

According to reports from the

area, gunmen from Hizbullah's

fighting arm. the Islamic Resis-

tance, opened fire at an IDF pa-

trol, which returned fire.

In a separate incident earlierm
the day, a roadside bomb explod-

ed alongside a car carrying Leba-

nese civilians in the Jezzine en-

clave, north of the security zone.

News agencies reported one
person wounded in the Hizbullah
attack, but sources m the security

zone said there were no
casualties.

Yesterday's incident was the

first clash since last Sunday, when
an IDF soldier was wounded and
two Hizbullah gunmen were
killed. The bodies of the gunmen
were found in searches on Friday,

together with their personal
weapons.

The future existence

-of the Jewish state of

Israel depends on

YOU
to vote and make

others vote for the

“right" party and the

"right" prime minister.

Send contributions to

Shalom Ledorot
P.O.Box 2265 Jerusalem SIB22

The Morning After the Elections
?"

PANEL: Prof. Shimon Shetreet, MK, Minister of Religious Affairs, Labor

Rabbi Avraham Ravhz, MK, Agudat Ytsrad - Degel Hatorafi

Prof. Avner Shald, MK, National Religious Party

Yosef Ben Aharon, Likud, Former Director of Prime Minister's Office

Moderator: Dr. Avi Befcer, Executive Director, Israel

Council on Foreign Relations

Tuesday, May 28, 5:30 p.m.:

*The Last Showdown"
Dr. Yossi Beilin, MK, Cabinet Minister, Labor

Ehud Obnert, Mayor of Jerusalem, Likud MK
Moderator Yehuda Levy, President and Publisher, The Jerusalem Post

Followed by Perspectives of:

Abdul Wahab Darawsahe, MK, Democratic Arab Party

Prof. Naomi Chazan, MK, Meretz

Zvi Wealberg, Knesset Candidate, Yisrael Ba'Aliya

Prof. Claude Klein, Faculty of Law, Hebrew University

Moderator. Nick Tatro, Chairman, Foreign Press Association

And a major program FORJOURNALISTS ONLY on Election Night. Wednesday,

May M. from 8 pjn. Details in Tuesday's Jerusalem Post, or call for invitation.

Sponsored by: The Israel Council on Foreign Relations

The Jerusalem Post

Charles Levine Communications - CLC

The Holiday Inn Crowne Plaza, Jerusalem

All sessions in English at the Holiday Inn Crowne Plaza Hotel, Jerusalem.

Entrance with valid press card only. Advance reservation ESSENTIAL

Tel. 02-234475 Fax. 02-258063. Admission: N)S 10 per person per day.
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Agreement
on cease-fire

monitoring
delayed

HILLEL KlfTTl-EB

WASHINGTON
TALKS on establishing a five-

nation committee to monitor the
Operation Grapes of Wrath cease-
fire broke off Thursday with sev-
eral key issues still unresolved.

Israeli officials said most of the
draft has now been completed.
But agreement is still elusive on
handling complaints of cease-fire

violations, with Israel maintaining
a consensus vote should be neces-
sary.

In addition, the US and France
cannot agree on how long each
side would hold the rotating chair-

manship.

A US official said the adminis-
tration would serve first, and is

not interested in a co-chair
arrangement, saying “There needs
to be a single address.”

US special Middle East coordi-

nator Dennis Ross is scheduled to

meet with Lebanese premier
Rafik Hariri in Brussels on
Tuesday, but that could be post-

poned so a follow-up meeting on
the monitoring committee could

beheld.

The US official explained the

continued delay as reflecting the

care Israel and Syria place on pre-

cision in the agreement so as to

avoid misunderstandings in the

field.

“It’s the way the parties want to

do it. It's the only explanation I

can give you," he said. "We don’t

want confusion, neither do they.

It's working between those con-

cerns dial’s taken the time that it

has”
He said the sides "are very close

now" to agreement on the draft

document following discussions

that began two weeks ago.

“We did not make much
progress this time," Lebanese
Ambassador Riad Tabbara said.

‘The next meeting is going to be

on Tuesday. Hopefully, between
now and then there will be
instructions.”

French officials said no firm

decision had been taken on when
the talks would resume and it

could be on Wednesday.
Israeli Ambassador Itamar

Rabinovich denied Israel is solely

responsible. “Everything really

doesn't depend just on us.There is

work to be done with the three rel-

evant capitals in the Middle East

[of Israel, Syria and Lebanon]."
he told reporters.

“This is an important agree-

ment It involves sensitive issues.

Rather than be rushed and make a
hurried patchwork in order to fin-

ish at all costs today, we have
wisely decided to take a few more
days in order to conclude ... We
should be able to conclude fairly

shortly,” be said.
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Begin: Government
cplludmg with

Hamas to halt terror

until after elections

i-

SARAH HONIG

Kibbutz Ramat Rahel founding member Sarah Carmf reminisces with a photograph of herself as

the kibbutz, established on JNF land bordering Jerusalem in 1926, celebrated its 70th anniversary
yesterday. A historical exhibition on the kibbutz win be open through tonight. (Joe MaJcotot

Schach calls on haredim
to vote UT

J

HAREDI loader Rabbi Eliezer

Schach called on his supporters on
Thursday to vote for (he United

Torah Judaism list However, he did

not endorse a candidate for prime

minister, according toUTJ leaders.

Schach ’s move was apparently

aimed at quashing rumors that he
favors the party led by Shas rene-

gade MK Yosef Azran, Telem
Emunah, whose No. 2, Rabbi
Yehezkel Ashayik, is a Schach
confidant

His statements came in a meet-
ing with UTJ MKs Avraham
Ravitz and Moshe Gafni on
Thursday, when Schach said it

was “necessary to act to save
United Torah Judaism.”
After the meeting, Ravitz and

Gafni issued a leaflet declaring

Schach’s position that was distrib-

uted in Bnei Brak and Jerusalem.

Regarding the prime ministerial

race, Ravitz said “the subject

came up but nothing definite can
be said in the matter.”

A recent report said Rabbi
Shrauel Auerbach, one of the lead-

ing Lithuanian rabbis, had
expressed support for Telem
Emunah, causing friction between
UTT’s Degel Hatorah and
Yisrael factions, which feared]

di votes would be lost However,
Auerbach denied tbe report and
said he had not endorsed any party.

Meanwhile, thousands of hared-

im have arrived from abroad
recently in order to vote for United

Torah Judaism in tbe elections.

They arrived mostly from the US.
Canada, Belgium, and Switzerland.

Tbe Gerer rebbe and the

Vizhnitzer rebbe are expected to

meet with the leaders of Agudat
Yisrael tomorrow and issue a pub-
lic endorsement of Likud candi-

date Binyamin Netanyahu for

prime minister. According to

another scenario, the announce-

ment will call on tbe followers to

“vote for the candidate closest to

Judaism,” which they will inter-

pret as Netanyahu.

The Belzer rebbe called on his

followers last night to abstain from

voting for prime minister.

Gtim)

LIKUDMK Ze'ev Begin charged

yesterday that tbe government is

in collusion with Hamas to pre-

veflt tenor attacks just until after

.
election day, and. that Hamas has
decided - to . support Shimon
FttfeS’-s reeJecrioo.

Begin said there is a “conspira-
cy” to persuade imprisoned Hamas
leader Sheikh Ahmed Yassin to

call on tbe tenor organization to
• holdits fire just until die elections.

Begin’s comments follow
reports thata senior internal secu-

"
rity foniht comprising the chiefs

.
of the General. Security Service,

the IDF. and the police, approved
a visit to SheikhAhmed Yassin by
two Hamas leaders - Jamal
Hamitni and Sheikh Azhar. The
stated, purpose for the visit to
YassinVprison cell was to enable
them to ask him to issue a public

call on Hamas to desist from ter-

rorism until election day.

.

“Sheikh Yassin has agreed to

issue an appeal to end military

attacks by Hamas until after the

elections,” one Israeli security

source said about Wednesday’s
meeting, which was disclosed a
day later.

Hamas sources confirmed the

meeting bad taken place in a prison

hospital, but did not say when the

wheelchair-bound Yassin, jailed

for life in 1989 over the kidnap-

ping and killing of two Israeli sol-

diers. would issue a statement

. Begin said this was “a conspir-

acy” and that “it is a shocking col-

lusion between the government of

Israel and die Hamas to prevail on
Yassin to call off terror outrages

up to elections day only. The fact

that the chief of the General
Security Service and the heads of
the IDF and police weighed
appealing to the Hamas about a

date limited to election day, and
the feet that they approved such

an appeal, indicates that this gov-
ernment’s policy has interfered

with the judgment of our security

system's leaders.”

Begin argues that “it is clear

now that Hamas - which Peres

has labeled a terror monster - has

decided to support Peres’s reelec-

tion bid.”

Arafat:

Palestinian

cabinet to

stress jobs

GAZA (Reuter) - Palestinian

Authority President Yasser Arafat

unveiled his newly formed gov-

ernment’s po!icy-\on Thursday*.—
pledging to ^reduce economic^
dependence on- Israel, while hon-
oring his ^commitments to foe.-'

interim agreements on self-rule.

Arafat, who named a 26-mem-
ber cabinet two weeks ago. pre-

sented a policy statement to the

88-member Palestinian

Legislative Council for discus-

sion ahead of a vote of confi-

dence. No date has been set for

the vote.

Arafat said his government will

focus on job-creating schemes
and encouraging people to return

to farming their land to combat
high unemployment.
“At the top of its priorities, the

government places the need to

provide jobs to laborers on our

land and in our own projects in

order to end our dependence on
the Israeli economy." the 97-page

statement given to the media said.

More than 60,000 workers lost

jobs when the government
clamped a closure on the West
Bank and Gaza Strip after Islamic

terrorists killed 59 people in sui-

cide bombings in February and
March.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Closure imposed on territories
The IDF placed a total closure on Judea. Samaria,

and Gaza last night in preparation for die

upcoming election. Only in special humanitarian

cases will passage be permitted to Palestinian

residents of the territories.

The IDF Spokesman said that passage of goods
to and from the territories will also be banned, as

of midnight last nighL

^ Top-ranking Palestinian VIPs will,be allowed in,

“with a driver, while lower-level VIPs will have to

undergo regular searches at IDFcheckpoints.7ar»

Egyptian police arrest IDF officer
Egyptian police in Taba arrested an IDF officer

yesterday for entering Egypt with two magazines

of bullets, security sources said.

They saidithe unnamed officer told police in

Taba that h<2 forgot the bullets were with him in

the car when he crossed the border from Israel

into Egypt. Reuter

Yad Vashem stops cave plans
Yad Vashem has decided to immediately freeze

plans for a memorial cave where survivors and
their families could buy memorial plaques to be
displayed.

The move was made on the recommendation of
chairman Avner Shalev, after the plan stirred

questions over whether it was right to ask for

payment for foe plaques. However, foe board
decided to allow anyone who had already ordered

a memorial to go ahead with their plans. /tint

Airport strike over
Airports Authority workers called off all sanctions

on Thursday after reaching an agreement with foe

Treasury over pension terms. The sanctions

caused disruptions at BenGurion Airport last

week.
Interior Ministry workers, meanwhile, are to

continue with their sanctions today over a wage
dispute. The two sides entered into arbitration^
Thursday and another session will be held today.

Workers will only deal with election-related

matters, such as updating identity cards.

Pharmacists at government hospitals will

continue their strike today. Itim

Man killed, 10 hurt in crash
Aiik Ben-Shinit, 22, of Holon was killed and 10
persons were injured yesterday morning when a
jeep collided with three other vehicles at the

Kinneret
Ben-Shitrit was a passenger in a jeep traveling

fromTzcmah to Ein Gev, whose driver tried to

pass and crashed head-on into two other cars and
a van. Tbe driver of the jeep and two car
passengers were seriously hurt, and seven others

suffered light to moderate injuries. They were
taken to Poriya Hospital near Tiberias.

In Rishon Lezion, a six-year-old boy riding a
bicycle was hit by a car and very seriously hurt on
Wednesday nighL The boy ignored a stop sign and
was hit by a car at an intersection. He was
admitted to Sheba Hospital in Tel Hasbomer. Itim

Envoy to visit Russia over tension
Foreign Ministry deputy director-general Eyian
Bentzur will travel to Russia on Tuesday in an
attempt to ease tensions between the two
countries, Israel Radio reported.

His visit was prompted by unsubstantiated

Russian media reports that Israel planned to

renege on promises to hand over Russian-owned
property in Jerusalem to Russian control, the radio
said. AP
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George Cleve, conductor

Saida Bar-Lev, violbust

Genadi Gurevich, violinist

Program:

Works by Mozart:

Overture to ’’The Marriage of Figaro"

Marches, K. 335

Serenade in D major, K._320 {" Posthorn
’ )

Concertoiie for twaviolins, K. 190

Overture to "Don Giovanni"

Wed., 29.5, K30 p.m., T-A, Concert 4 Philodassica

George Cleve, conductor

Dmitri Alexeev, pianist

Program:

Mozart: Symphony no. 39, K. 543 .

Lutoslawski: Concerto-for Orchestra

BrahmsvPian^«mcert^ne.-2 - .
-

: .TV : '
**,

; - -v-i * •• m

Sun., 26.5, 830 p.m., T-A, Concert 9 Series A

| Mon./ 27.5/ 8:30 p,m., Jerusalem, Concert T

| Tue^ 28.5, 8:30 p.m., Haifa, Concert 8 Series C 1

Pcrturmances are held in: Tel-Aviv: M a n n Auditorium
Haifa: Haifa Auditorium.lci usalem: ICC (Binyenci Ha’Oomah)
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Beduin mother trains as nurse to save son’s life
AN ILLITERATE Beduin mother
of six living in a tent 40 kilometers

east of Beersheba has been taught

Hebrew, arithmetic and complicat-

ed medical techniques in order to

give home care to her 22-month -

old son, bom with severe chronic

diarrhea and vomiting.

Soroka Hospital will discharge

foe boy. Abu Bader Ismail, today,

and doctors, nurses and social

workers will keep in contact with

foe family by cellular phone.

Dr. Revital Hevroni, a Soroka

pediatrician, said it will be the

first case in Israel of a parent per-

forming total parenteral nutrition

(TPN)'on a child at home. This

JUDY SIEGEL

involves the giving of a nutrition-

ally adequate solution of glucose,

minerals, vitamins and protein

hydrolysates through a catheter

into the vein that drains into the

right upper chamber of foe heart.

The baby is attached to the feed-

ing tube 1 8 hours a day, as nutri-

tion by mouth cannot give him
adequate amounts of essential

nutrients.

Hevroni said the cause of the

baby's malabsorption of nutrients

in foe bowel is not known, but it

may be a genetic defect or an
autoimmune disease. He was first

hospitalized at the age of two
weeks due to the inability to hold
down his mother's milk. During 1

1

months of hospitalization in

Beersheba, he underwent stomach
surgery to correct a defect, but that

was not enough to halt the diarrhea

and vomiting.

The Beduin parents, who live in

a tent in the Ksifa area - have five

other children. Another baby girl

died, apparently from the same
medical problem. Tbe father, who
previously worked as a driver but
is now unemployed, has another
wife as well.

AEPAC director stepping down
FOR the second time m two

years, the American Israel Public

Affairs Committee is losing its

executive director.

Neal Sher, who had gained fame

by heading the" Justice

HILLEL KlfTTLER

WASHINGTON

Department’s Office of Special

Investigations which prosecuted

former" Nazis living m foe US,

On the shloshim for the passing of our beloved

MINNA GIVTON ? t

We will visit her grave and unveil her tombstone on

Tuesday, May 28, 1996 (Sivan 10, 5756),

at 5:30 p.m., at Har Hamenuhot in Jerusalem.

We will meet in the parking lot

The family

informed AIPAC's board just hours

before the start of Shavuot that he
was resigning to return to academia
“I think it's been a good two

years. The organization I left is in

good shape. I think it's appropri-

ate to move onto other things,”

Sher said in an interview.

Sher said he would be assuming
an adjunct professor position at an
unnamed university, and would
assist in retrieving the assets of
Holocaust victims from Swiss
banks.

He emphasized that his depar-
ture from leading foe pro-lsrael
lobbying group was purely of his
own initiative. Sher's predeces-
sor, Tom Dine, was ousted after a
long term due to derogatory
remarks about haredi Jews.
Sher. 48, listed his primary

accomplishments as “preserving
md” to Israel during a period of
“major changes on [Capitol] Hill."

Until a suitable nutritional for-

mula is found that can halt the

diarrhea, foe boy must live indefi-

nitely on TPN. Although this pro-

cedure requires total sterility and
expertise learned in nursing
school over a period of many
months, the mother decided to

study all that was necessary.

She was trained by the hospital

staff and now can read Hebrew
and calculate numbers. She gave
birth to another child, a girl, since

her son was hospitalized. The
father built a small hut and took
out a loan to buy a generator to

provide electricity. Pelephone,
which heard about the case,

donated a cellular telephone to foe

family; Travenol, which manufac-
tures the nutritional fluids, will

supply the liquid food free, and
the baby’s uncle will transport it

to foe hut once a week.
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STATE OF ISRAEL
The Central Elections Committee for the

Fourteenth Knesset and for Prime Minister

PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTER
The Central Elections Committee is operating a telephone information center

for inquiries regarding voting rights and the location of voting stations:

From May 15, 1996 to May 16, 1996, from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.

From May 19, 1996 to May 22, 1996, from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.

From May 26, 1996 to May 27, 1996, from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.

On May 28, 1996, from 8 am. to 11 p.m.

On May 29, 1996, ELECTION DAY, \from 7 am. to 10 p.m.

To check your voting rights call:

177-022-0280 in Hebrew

177-022-0282 in Arabic

177-022-0281 in Russian

177-022-0283 in Amharic

Give your name and ID number and you will receive

the exact address of your voting station.

MRFDRL-VOUR BEST BET!

Uote for MflFDflL!

internet: httpyAvww.haitech.com/mafdal

£

l
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A giant portrait of Boris Yeltsin is installed In front of Christ the Saviour Cathedral in Red Square
ahead of a rally in SODDort of his candidacv for reelection as Russian nresident- (Renter)rally in support of his candidacy for reelection as Russian president.

Yeltsin to discuss Chechnya
cease-fire with rebel leader

MOSCOW (AP) - President
Boris Yeltsin said yesterday that

his meeting .
with Chechnya's

rebel leader - the highest level

talks in die 17-month war — will

begirt tomorrow in Moscow and
focus on stopping die fighting.

With three weeks to go before

Russian presidential elections,

Yeltsin is anxious to show voters

that he . cares about ending .the

unpopular war. which has left an
estimated 30,000 people dead.

But in Chechnya, new Russian

offensives were reported, and top

military officials said they had lit- .

tie faith in talks. A previous call

by Yeltsin to stop die fitting was .

essentially ignored by his com-
manders tins spring.

Both sides to the planned talks

tomorrow said they would focus
on a cease-fire and that die thorni-

est question — Chechen indepen-

dence - would be avoided.

“I think we will reach agree-

ment on complete termination of
all armed clashes," Yeltsin told

reporters yesterday on a campaign
stop in die Far North city of
Vorkuta, the ITAR-Tass news
agency reported. “Of course, we
shall not surrender Chechnya."
The separatists' military com-

mander, Aslan Maskhadov, also

said the meeting between Yeltsin

and rebel leader Zelimkhan
Yandaibiyev would start tomor-
row and focus on military issues.

Maskhadov, quoted by The
Moscow Times yesterday, said die

question of Chechnya's political

status would come later.

“We have to stop the war. This

is the main problem, and it is

important both for Yeltsin and for

us," he said in Chechnya on
Friday.

Maskhadov said die rebels hope
pre-election pressures on the

Kremlin will help them to extract

an acceptable peace deal, the

newspaper said.

The president is in a tough race

against a Communist challenger,

and the war in Chechnya has cost

him die support of some key liber-

al allies.

Meanwhile, the death last

month of rebel leader Dzhokhar
Dudayev - reportedly killed in a
Russian airstrike - may also have

created new possibilities for talks.

Poll gives slim lead to Czech PM’s party
PRAGUE (Reuter) - Prime Minister Vaclav
Klaus's right-wing Civic Democratic Party (ODS)
held a six-point lead. -over' ils closest rival, the

Social Democrats (CSSD), in the last opinion, poll

before next weekera's&ectibnsi
*

'

Based on the figures, the current coaltition, the

last remaining right-wing government in Central

Europe, would win 104 seats in the 200-member
parliament and narrowly ensure its return to power.

The survey- by the independent polling agency

STEM said 27.8 percent of decided voters would
back the ODS compared with 21.8 percent for the

CSSD. A similar STEM poll three weeks ago gave
the ODS 29.1 percent and the CSSD 20.4 percent

STATE OF ISRAEL
Centra! Committee for the Election of the 14th Knesset
and the Prime Minister

Notice regarding

TRANSPORTATION FOR VOTERS
In accordance with the Political Parties Financing Law, voters who, on election day, are

more than 20 km. from the polling station at which they are to vote are entitled to

transportation.

Travel tickets will be providedpersonally to registered voters who show their

Identity card (andpreferably their voter's card). Without an Identity card, no ticket

will beprovided.
Transportation will be on Egged Inter-urban buses and trains.

Tickets for those entitled to them will be available at the following locations:

a. Those traveling by Egged wiil receive a return ticket:

1 . At special ticket windows, at Egged bus stations.

2. At places where there is no Egged bus station, tickets will be distributed at

points, the location of which is given on notices in the settlement concerned.

b. Tickets for those traveling by train will be available throughout Israel at

station booking offices. If there is no booking office at the station, a ticket wifi be
provided by the ticket inspector on the train.

For travel on regular Egged lines, tickets will be given out to those entitled to them, the

day before election day, at Egged ticket windows throughout the country, between 1 :00

and 8.-00 p.m., and also on election day, from the time voting booths open, until JfcOO pjn.

Tickets for travel by train will be given out to those entitled to them on election day,

ONLY at station booking offices, from the time the train service starts, and until the

service closes.

For travel on the Eilat bus route and from southern Arava settlements south of Mitzpeh

Ramon, those wishing to travel must register beforehand. Transportation for these

voters will be In accordance with a special timetable, which is available at Egged ticket

wfodows. Tickets for travel to and from Eilat will be given out at Egged ticket windows,

attire Jerusalem, Haifa, Tel Aviv, Beersheba and Eilat bus stations.

Tipkets will also be given out at settlements in the Arava, at times to be announced on
notice boards in the settlements.

A toter traveling to or.from Eilat is entitled to receive a ticket, the validity of which is

from the day before election day, to the day after election day.

The points at which tickets will be distributed to voters are listed below.

EGGED: Northern Region. Kiryat Shmona, Safed, Tiberias, Nazareth, Afufa, Tivon,

Nahariya, Acre, Karmiei, Kiryat Haim, Haifa, Haifa-Garmei, Haifa-Beit

Hakranot

Central Region. Zfchron Ya'acov, Pardess Hanna, Hadera, Netanya,

Kfar Saba. Ra'anana, Herzfiya, Hod Hasharon, Nes Ziona, Gedera, Petah

Tikva, Tbi Aviv Central Bus Stn., Arfosoroff Tel Aviv Depot, Lod Ramla,

Rtehon Lezion, Rehovot, Ashdod.

Jerusalem Region. Jerusalem, Beit Shemesh.

Southern Region. Ashkefon, Kiryat Gat, Malachi Junction, Beersheba,

Dimona, Arad, EQaL f

i
ISRAEL RAILWAYS: Rehovot, Hashafom Tel Aviv, Hadera, Binyamina, Haifa Central.

Kiryat Motzkin, Acre, Nahariya, Bat Gaifm, Netanya, Beit Yehoshua, Tel Aviv - Savidor.

Myanmar leaders crack down
on Sun Kyi suporters

DEMOCRACY leader Aung San Suu Kyi said

Myanmar’s military authorities had arrested 256

of her supporters in an attempt to stop today's

planned parry congress from going ahead.

Suu Kyi told a crowd ofabout 5.000 people out-

side her front sates in the rain yesterday that the

ruling State Law and Order Restoration Council

(SLORC; had arrested 256 members of her

National League for Democracy iNLD).
At least 232 of those arrested"were elected rep-

resentatives of the NLD planning to attend the

party congress at Suu Kyi's house.

“We are going to go ahead with the meeting."

Suu Kyi said to deafening applause for regular

weekly address.

Plain-clothes military intelligence agents Oniin-

gled in the crowd but the gathering passed off

without incident.

Since Monday the government has been pluck-

ing NLD members off the streets, taking them
from their houses or hauling them off buses as

drey attempt to travel to Rangoon, opposition

sources said.

The SLORC has dented arresting the NLD
members, saying they were only detained for

questioning in order to prevent “anarchy" that

9
News agencies

RANGOON

could result from the congress.

“These are very strange actions.” Suu Kyi said

about the arrests. “I wonder how they can say

everything is under control..does that mean they

can maintain law and order only by putting peo-

ple in jail?”

The military’s actions have drawn sharp criti-

cism from around the world.

The White House warned that "a continued

crackdown would lead to a further deterioration in

our already strained relationship.”

In Tokyo. Japanese Foreign Minister Yuldhiko
Ikeda told his visiting Myanmar counterpart. Oho
Gyaw. that Suu Kyi’s supporters be immediately

freed.

In Bonn. German Foreign Minister Klaus
Kinkel demanded die release of those

and said future cooperation with Myanmar would
depend on the government beginning “substantial

dialogue with the democratic opposition."

Organizations such as Amnesty International

and the US-based Human Rights Watch-Asia
have also denounced the arrests.'"

The three-day congress of elected representa-

tives oftiieNLD coincides with the sixth anniver-

sary of the party's landslide election victory on
May 27, 1 990, which was never recognised by die

SLORC.
The congress was to be flie first time the elect-

ed representatives had met as a group since they

won S2 percent, or 392, of the 4S5 seats up for

grabs in the 1990 election, which was called by
the SLORC.

It would also be the first time NLD leader Suu
Kyi, who was released from six years of house
arrest last July, meets the representatives together.

From her traditional perch atop a table to allow

her to speak to the crowd over die gates of her
home, Suu Kyi condemned die SLORC for not
allowing die representatives to assume their elect-

ed posts.

“We have to ask why the SLORC held this elec-

tion.” said die democracy leader who was under
house arrest at the time of die poll. “It was the first

free and fair election in 30 years and the SLORC
was praised and honored for this: Once you do
something which brings dignity you should keep
it up,” she said.

(Continued from Page 1)

which conducts the in-house polls

commissioned by the Likud. Ac-

cording to a series of polls from

the end of April to May 22, Ne-

tanyahu is making small but

steady gains, and in the latest poll

actually leads Peres by 3.6ft in

the Jewish population, but when

the Arab population is included.

PERES

is behind by 3.7ft. Israel, the gap had narrowed by
Yet this poll too shows him three percentage points,

moving ahead, since be was 8.8ft In his report. Levy notes that

behind in late April, and even on Gallup does not seek to decipher

May 19 the gap was 6.7ft. Be- the floating vote, as other poll-

rweec May 19 to May 22, accord- sters do, “because there are no
ing to the report, signed by Ya’a- models for the first-ever one-on-

cov Levy, the president of Gallup one prime ministerial contest.

But considering the narrowing of

the gap. and the fan that 14%
either bad not decided or decline

to say how they will vote - and

realizing that this group indudes

a large right-wing component -

we feel that the race for prime

minister remains open...My esti-

mate is that any result is possible,

and that these elections could be

decided by very few votes.”

(Continued from Page 1)

last November following the as-

sassination of Yitzhak Rabin.

Moati asked Peres in an inter-

view what he thought of Arafat.

“He’s not a charismatic man
nor is he physically impressive.

Bui 1 noticed two things. One,

there is a certain warmth in his

FRENCH

personality, whether you like it the evening because he works all

or not,’’ Peres said. nighL Then he can be very im-

“And then, be has two sorts of pressive. He looks straight into

looks, of eyes. In the morning, your eyes,

they are almost dosed like a blind “When 1 met him I was in-

person. His eyes are wide open in trigued. I was looking for tilings

that marift this man strong or im-

portant. The record speaks for

itself. It is Arafat who put the

Palestinian question on the agen-

da of our time,” he said.

Asked when he first met Ara-

fat, Peres hesitated a moment be-

fore saying: “When we signed the

agreement in Washington [in

September 1993].”

(Continued from Page 1)

the instigators of the constitution-

al court's annulment of the

March confidence vote that ap-

proved Yilmaz’s administration.

TURKEY
The government has been par- President Suleyman DemireL, re-

alvzed since the ruling 10 days fusing to seek a new mandate,

ago. with Yilmaz, backed by Turkish newspapers reported

the resignation of Ayvaz Gokde-

mir, the second low-grade minis-

ter from Ciller’s wing to step

down to pressure Yilmaz into

resigning.

The latest poll of 5,800 people was released by
the private television -station TV Nova -before a
blackout on pre-election polling took effect yester-

day, one weekJjefore the-voie on May-3.1 -and. June

Klaus claimed that his party would get at least 30
percent of the vote. “Our (ballot) number is ‘three*

and I believe our result will also begin with number
‘three’,” he told TV Nova.
Milos Zeman, chairman of the center-left Social

Democrats, said he expected the elections would
consolidate his party’s position- “Just before the

elections it (the polls) prove the increasing influ-

ence of Social Democracy," Zeman told Nova.
PERSONAL & NATIONAL

STOCKTAKING
Today, when everyone is arguing whether to have peace with security or security with peace, it's worthwhile to
stop for a moment and ask a ample question: How much is peace worth? In order to a

see what has happened in Israel during the past 4 years.

answer this question, left

More Education

1991 = NIS 7.5 billion

i995 = NIS 17.5 billion

More University Students

1991 = 78,640 students

1995 = 146,000 students
More Health

1991 = NIS 1.186 billion

1995 - NIS 2,470 billion

More Infrastructure

1988-1991 =780 km. roads

1995 = 1800 km. roads
More Tourism

1991 = 951,200 tourists

1995 = 2,214,600 tourists

Afore Exports

1991 = NIS 35 billion

1995= NIS 55 billion

More Investment in Indust,

1991-1992 = NIS 3.788 billion

1994-1995 - NIS 7.7 billion

More Foreign Investment

1992 = NIS 0.24 billion

1995= NIS 6.4 billion

More Employment and less Unemployment

1992 = 11% unemployment

1995=6.5% unemployment
More investment in Development Towns

1991-1992 = Nia 1-045 billion

1994-1995 = NIS 2.958 billion

More Growth

1992-95 A World Record: 23.8% growft

More International Relations

1991 = Relations with 85 stales

1995= Relations with 161 states!

Greater comfort for you and your family

The rapid growth ofaBthe economic indicators has not
bypassed you and you1

family. Together with an
impressive growth in the scope of educational, health,

transportation and communication services, there has
been a definite growth in the number of cars,

refrigerators, wasting machines, videos and television'

sets, telephones and cellular phones, TV and cable
channels. The Israeli citizen of 1996 enjoys a high
standard oNiving by any measure.

All these are lacts. Notslogans or election propaganda.
Much more remains to be accomplished, but only with the continuation of

the peace process will Israel achieve a better future.
Now you are invited to make your own calculation ofpeace. Ootid Luck!

SEEHOWMUCH
PEACE IS WORTH!

jwn trite rsmnsbmmw
13 Kalishar St.. POB 29335, Tel Aviv 61292
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Deal reached to hold
local elections in Mostar

SARAJEVO (Reuter) - Moslem,
Croat and Serb representatives

averted disaster in the divided city

of Mostar yesterday by signing a

final agreement with the city'sEU
administrator to hold local elec-

tions next month-.

A text of the agreement calls for

the poll not later than June 30th.

Elections originally had been
scheduled for the end of May but
non-Croat parties in Mostar
refused to register because
refugees and displaced people dri-

ven from their homes during the

43-month Bosnian war would
have been unable to vote.

The agreement signed yesterday
called for buses to be made avail-

able to ensure that refugees and
displaced people who want to

vote in Mostar can make the trip.

It also called for the European
Union to designate one voting
location in eacticountry where the

large majority of refugees from
Mostar now live, provided those
states agree.

The countries were identified as
Germany, Norway. Sweden and
Switzerland.

Analysts said yesterday’s agree-
ment appeared to defuse an elec-

toral row which had threatened

the uneasy peace between
Moslems and Croats in Mostar
and cast a shadow over country-

wide elections scheduled for

September.

The deal also strengthened

Bosnia's troubled Moslem-Croat

federation, which rales 5
1
percent

of the country.

Civic leaders from both com-
munities hailed the agreement as a

breakthrough, despite reserva-

tions.

"We signed an agreement today

that will not be changed," said

Mile Puljic, the Croatian deputy
mayor of West Mostar. "Despite

the fact that the agreement was
reached between Sarajevo and

Zageb without the participation of

local authorities, we agreed to do
il”

The Moslem mayor of east

Mostar, Safet Oracevic, was more
enthusiastic: "I think that despite

all the shortcomings of the agree-

ment. these first elections will

help create a democratic atmos-

phere," he said.

"It will allow all Mostar citizens

to elect their Fust joint city admin-
istration."

Moslems and Croats fought as

allies against separatist Serbs in

the early days of the Bosnian war.

That alliance soon crumbled and a
three-way scramble for territory

ensued.

Nowhere was the fighting

between Moslems and Croats

more vicious than in Mostar dur-

ing 1993 and early 1994.
Bosnian Croats used superior

firepower and secure supply lines

to neighbouring Croatia to grab

most of the west bank of the

Neretva river as it flows through
Mostar, bottling the Moslems up
on the east bank.

Tens of thousands of Moslems
who lived on the west bank were
“ethnically cleansed" from their

homes and escaped abroad or
were displaced elsewhere in

Bosnia. Thousands more fled

Moslem-controlled ternlory in the

city to escape the war.

Under the initial rules

announced for the elections, only

current residents of the city would
have been allowed to vote, a deci-

sion which would have effectively

ratified ethnic cleansing and die

de facto partition of Mostar.

Despite millions of dollars in

reconstruction assistance and gen-

erous dollops of EU and US
diplomacy. Mostar remains a
deeply divided city in which the

scars of war have barely begun to

heal.

Moslems keen to return to

homes on the west bank have
been prevented from doing so.

and even local buses running
across the river travel virtually

empty.

North Korea threatened

by widespread malnutrition
LONDON (Reuter) - Communist North Korea is

plunging into a worsening hunger crisis after harvest

and flood disasters, a senior international aid worker
said yesterday.

The isolated, impoverished nation has called on
foreign states to help ease widespread food short- .

ages. Vast areas of farmland were devastated by 1995

floods which destroyed the rice crop.

"If no more food aid is available, there will be seri-

ous problems with malnutrition. There are isolated

cases already," United Nations expert Trevor Page

said.

“The entire country of 22 million people faces food

sh..rages" Page, director of the UN World Food
Program's (WFP) office in Pyongyang, told Reuters.

"There is five months to go before the (next) har-

vest and no aid is in the pipeline.”said Page, who is

visiting London.
His remarks were echoed by ethnic Koreans return-

ing home to Japan from a trip to North Korea yester-

day. "There is almost nothing to eat throughout the

country, except in Pyongyang and other big cities."

said*a ’middle-aged truck-driVeT who has visited

North Ko'rtft four times since 1list September.

Page'said foreign aid donations, which had been

welfbelow requirements, hddufried iip in the last few

weeks, partly because donor countries had little

information about the plight of North Korea, and
remained suspicious of its government.

North Korea, the world’s most secretive country,

rarely admits Western journalists or other visitors,

and until last year scorned all foreign aid as a threat

to its sovereignty and to its policy of “juche” or rig-

orous self-reliance.

But last autumn North Korea surprised the world

by appealing for aid following floods which devas-

tated the country’s harvest.

Page said that while between November and March
the country had been receiving about half the

100,000 tons a month of aid it needed, the flow had
now dried up.

‘'The pipeline is dry because the world knows so

little about North Korea, and donor countries are sus-

picious about what they will do with the aid," he

added.

But he said fears that much of the aid would be

diverted to the country’s’s politically powerful, one-

million-strong army had proved groundless.
' Few Western countries hate' relations''

1

with Stalinist North Korea.-which mamiains a perva- ;
'

sive personality cult around “Great •Leader"’ Kim'
Jong-il and his late father. Kim tf-sung" v , V:

A Sri Lankan boy fiBs a bag with fish which be caught on the dry bed ofthe Victoria hydro electric dam reservoir. Water levels have fall-

en so low due to the failure ofthe southwest monsoon to arrive, that the ruins ofa once-submerged town have now reemerged. (Rouen

Rival demonstrations in

Central African capital
RIVAL groups held proand anti government

demonstrations in the Central African capital yes-

terday, a week after the start of an army mutiny

that has devastated the tranquil riverside city.

Several hundred people marched through the

city center carrying banners expressing sup-

port for die mutineers and demanding toe res-

ignation of President Ange-Felix Patasse.

As the demonstrators dispersed. CentralAfrican

troops fired warning toots to deter looters.

Across town, a pro-Patasse demonstration

gathered a group of about 40 people who bran-

dished portraits of the president and cheered as

a convoy of French armored cars passed.

French troops who intervened to quell die

mutiny are deployed around toe city center

whose looted colonial villas are pocked with

bullet boles. Water pours into the street from

Vigilantes armed with machetes or bows and'; i-
: '

t
arrows guard property thai hqs so far escaped ';,

\ attaclc:.'Streets' 'are!jittered with, bottle labels.'.,,

frofn'toe MOCAF brewery.

Anti-French and anti-Patasse graffiti is

everywhere. “No to the French, yes to the

Americans" is scrawled on the wall of the

News agencies

BANGUI
burned-out French Cultural Center.

Troops mutinied last month to demand three

months’ unpaid wages. They took.to toe streets

again a week ago. accusing the presidential

guard of trying to disarm them.

In Paris, die former emperor of the Central

African Republic charged yesterday that the

French legionnaires stationed there were
“killers" and characterized toe situation in his

country as serious.

In an interview with toe Paris daily Le
Parisien, Jean Bedel Bokassa said he could

bear gunshot fire and see military convoys
pass by his house in Bangui.

“Corpses are rotting on the ground,” he said.

Bokassa, who came to power in a military

coup in 1,96$ agdproclaimed himself-emperor
m'a lavistoi^mpny.^ 1977, was.higbly crit-

ical of to£ 2,400, French soldiers stationed, in

,

.^hecounttyin^,
“The French legionnaires are killers," he was

quoted as saying. “They don’t talk of peace. I

am sick to my heart. It’s the central African

people they are in the process of killing."

France said it hoped for formal talks “as soon

as possible" between the rebelling troops and
President Andre-Felix Patasse, who sparked

toe latest mutiny by seeking tighter control of

the army. Troops rebelled last month over back

pay.

Bokassa was accused of killing, torturing

and even eating his opponents during a 1 4-year

reign.

He was overthrown in a French-backed coup
in 1979- After living seven years in exile in

France and Ivory Coast, Bokassa returned to

Central African Republic to face trial on
charges of murder, torture, and cannibalism.

In a three-month trial, prosecutors claimed

Bokassa *s palace was filled with evidence of
atrocities, including the frozen body of a
teacher hanging on a freezer hook and mounds
ofhuman flesh prepared for roasting.

.-
. Witnesses said Bokassa.enjoyed footing foreign

.
.
visitors by servinghuman fresh as roast beef.

.A tearful Bokassa denied toe allegations but

was convicted of murder and sentenced to

death in 1 987. The sentence was commuted to

20 years in prison, and he was freed in

September 1993.

Albanians decide whether to return communists to power

he most advanced method of sales in the world
E&av

Do You Cleanse
Yourself
Properly?

An embarrassing question:

Do you wash your hands attar I y. But do you
parts ofyar bcxfy al the same time? Most of us have not

yet adopted this habit.

Wiping Is not cleaning.

We are In the hat# of using paper after performing our txxffly functions,

but this is not an affective means of truly cleaning. A simple
bacteriological examination wffl reveal teat this is the case.

Senior physicians, In discussing the method of washing as against
wiping, have said: We are not speaking here only of personal
hygiene, but also of the effect on health. It seems that the material
faded In feces, when it comes Into prolonged contact wfth the mucous
membrane of the -region or with intestinsTmucous may lead to even
greater incidence of ilmess. There are those who dalm that they Include
materials known to be carcinogenic [Le., responsible for spreading
cancer]— Hence, such washing Is of great importance, the rinsing is

effective, and the area may even be dried without contact with the
human hand. 1 must state that one who has become used to such
washing wS not wart to continue to wipe.*

Surgeons and gynecologists also advise the use of the Bidan as a
means of easing the discomfort of those suffering from hemorrhoids,
rashes and Irritations in intimate areas, as well as for women in

pregnancy or after ctidbbth.

Bklan - The Recommended Solution

We offer a convenient, simple and economical solution to the problem
of personal hygiene: Bidan is a modem toltet seat that replaces the
existing seat and aDows the rinsing of the lower regions of the body by
means of ejet of water wifh a touch of the hand, and thereafter drying
by means of hot ter without need for wiping with paper.

Bidan for Hygiene and Freshness
As explained, Bidan is essential for personal hygiene and health.
Moreover, nothing compares with Bidan for a feeling of freshness and
comfort.

Bidan le easy to Install

TIRANA (AP) - Albanians, who
suffered for decades under one of
the world’s most repressive

regimes, vote today on whether to

join many neighboring countries

and return the Communists’ suc-

cessors to power.
The Socialists, whose leader

Fatos Nano is in jail, are seeking

to make the parliamentary elec-

tions a referendum on four years

of rule by President Sali Berisha

and his Democrats.
They point to widespread cor-

ruption, abuse of power and pres-

sure cm courts and free media in

arguing that Democrats should be
thrown out, despite having given

Europe’s poorest country one of
the continent’s fastest economic
growth rates.

Democrats argue that toe

Socialists are little more than the

heirs to the xenophobic Communist
rule of Enver Hoxha that kept

Albania virtually shut off from toe

rest of the world for decades.

The vote is expected to be close.

More than 2 million people in

this country of3.2 million are eli-

gible to vote for the 140-seat par-

liament, and observers expect a
turnout of about 85 percent
Observers from the

Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe and other

groups are present.

A total of 1 1 5 deputies will be
elected directly from districts and
another 25 will be taken off party

lists, on the basis of their precem-
age of toe overall vote.

If they vote to re-elect the for-

mer Communists, Albanians will

follow other fonner Communist
countries like Hungary and
Bulgaria, where post-Communist
leadership was chaotic and voters

bought die argument that the for-

mer Communists offered experi-

enced government
The Czech Republic, which

elects a new parliament next
weekend, is one of the few former
East Bloc countries in which for-

mer Communists stand no chance.

Life better for unlucky ex-Beatle Pete Best
SINGAPORE (Reuter)

Drummer Pete Best considered

one of the unluckiest figures in

rock history after his 1962 firing

by the Beatles just before they

shot to fame, says he is finally

getting what be deserves - recog-

nition and royalties.

Best 54 and still Liverpool-

based, does not look back in anger
on his pre-Fab Four days.

The friendly and soft-spoken

drummer, whose brushed-back
helmet of grey hair and immacu-
late mustache are reminiscent
more of singer Engelbert
Humperdinck than John Lennon,

now fronts his own band which is

on toe road for an 1 8-country tour.

The Pete Best Band, whose
other five members were notbom
when the Beatles broke up in

1970, plays “classic rock ‘n’ roll"

including a peppering of Beaties*

standards, said Best
The handsome drummer was

abruptly sacked in August 1962 in

favour of Ringo Starr. A few days
later, toe Beatles recorded their

first hit single, “Love Me Do“ and
“P.S. I Love You."
Best said he was pleased by the

“The Beatles Anthology I," a
double-CD set of early rareties

Installation throughout the
country, including electrical

connection, NIS 75. All prices

include VAT.

Prices include shipping to the

customer’s home. The prices in

installments are final.

Bidan Is essentia! for the disabled

assuring independence and privacy together with personal hygiene.
Thera are specialty designed operating mechanisms for those
ptysfoafy Rnvted.

Bidan -3 models:
1 . Bidan Turtx) fcr rinsing in warm water, and thereafter drying by
means of warm air.

NIS 150x8 monthly payments

2. Bidan -fejr rinsing in warm water

-

NISI50x5 monthly payments

3. Reader Bidan . for washing In water at natural temperatures.

NIS 75x3 monthly payments

Plastom Ltd. - Manufacture and Marketing of Bidan

16 Kishon Street, Bnei Brak (near the Canyon) - Tel. 03-5798814

Jerusalem: Shaufofl & Sons. iS'tarf.Tef. 02-370668

Haifa: Nurit Sofctaryot 18 Katzenstefci. Blue Band

Industrie! Area TeL 04-841 8757

pipe Une Ltd. 52 Kbtxitz GakiyoL TeL 04-887323*

Uri Kramon. 27 Hehahffl. TeL 04-8829238

Aahdod: Shk&vsM. 5 Rogozhi. Tel. 08-8531538

Bnel Brak: 0*W>. 3W Tel. 03-5796099

Bearaheta: Kknhl Ceramics 9 Hapeies,
Emek Sarah. TeL 07-237855

LSto Vfexl - Budding Materials Lid., 12 Happed. Emek Sarah,
TeL 07-274467

NatanyK Ha’ambas. 29 Statue) Hantesv. Tel. 09-616434

Tel Aviv: Magenhefm. 29 King George, TeL 03-5282335

PetahTIkva: Ben-David,30 Hayyfrn Ozer, TeL 03-9315854

Tfoeriac: Studio Wneret Mtefcaz Lev Hagam, TO. 06-7231 53

^77 Or Dial Our Toll Free Number 177 - 022-6066
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STATE OF ISRAEL
Central Committee for the Election of the
14th Knesset and the Prime Minister

Notice to the Public

A film explaining the function of the'

officials at polling stations,

“ELECTIONS

ELECTIONS"

released late last year with great

fanfare and which has sold mil-

lions of copies worldwide.
“It makes me happy in view of

the fact that they’ve actually

given me acknowledgment - I’m
on 10 tracks," said Best.

Asked how much he stood to

earn. Best said: “There’s a lot of
speculation, of people saying 1*11

be a millionaire before the end of
toe year. We’ll wait and see. If it

transpires. I’ll be very happy.”

Bek, a walking compendium of
Beaties lore, said toe first original

song ever played live was the

obscure “Love of toe Loved”,
which the group never recorded.

-We knew our own potential,

that somewhere along the line, we
were going to make it”

Best said he felt sorry for his

former pals, who had to endure

intense fame, broken marriages

and loss of privacy.

"They’ve gone through an
awful lot,” he said. “Financially

they’re well off, but socially, I

don’t know. My view is it’s a very

cloistered life - the penalty of
success.”

Best, who hasn't spoken to toe

other Beatles since his firing, said

he bears no grudge.

“As far as I’m concerned, it's

history. Whether they feel inhibit-

ed by it, I don’t know."
“If we did meet up (today), from

my side, it would be veiy much a
case of, not what happened 30 years
ago, but what’s happening now, and
what are you going to do next?”

will be broadcast on the Educational Television channel,

Cable Channel 23
on Monday, May 27, at 8:30 p.m. •

and on Channel 1 1 1

on Tuesday, May 28, at 1 2:47 p.m.
I

t lilt HEBREW E MYERS ITV OF JERUSALEM
Center for literary Studies and

Department ofAmerican Studies

invite the public to two lectures in the

.
context of the research project on

NARRATIVES OF
JEWISH SELF - DEFINITION
IN ISRAELAND AMERSCAr

1948- PRESENT
Today, Sunday, May 26, 1996

16:00 -Yigal Schwartz, Hebrew University ofJerusalem

Aharon Appelfeld: Literature and Religious

Anguish (in Hebrew)

1730 - Vfelter Benn Michaels, Johns Hopkins University

American Holocausts: The Rise of the Cultural Nation

Beit Meiisdorf, Room 502

ML Scopus Campus
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Scientific denial of Holocaust deniers
differences may
be due to light

TELL ME WHY
JUDY SIEGEL-TTZKOVICH

/
bought a skirt in a depart-
ment store after bringing
along a blousefrom home to

match the- color. But when J
tookpie skirt and blouse home

,

they weren’t the same color

,

even though tftey had looked
exactly the same in the store.
How is this possible? Rachel,
Jerusalem.
Prof. Rina Reisfeld. an expert

in light spectroscopy in the
Hebrew University’s department
ofinorganic chemistry, explains:
The blouse looked a different

color at home because of differ-
ent : lighting conditions there
compared to those in the depart-
ment store. Incandescent light
has longer wavelengths than fin-

orescent light. The fluorescent
lights that were probably in die
store produce a whiter, harsher
type of light than incandescent
bulbs, which produce a yellower,
softer light. The colors we see
result from die light that is

reflected from an object, in this
\ case clothing, and not the light

absorbed by the object
By the way, I mice suggested to

Tadlran that it add Europium gas
to their fluorescent bulbs; its red
lines would make the light

wanner and more pleasant The
company never did, but Philips

recently did so.

Why do hungry mosquitoes
seem to go directly to the toes of
a sleeping person? Levy, Tel .

Aviv.

By coincidence, a week after

your question was received, the

British Medical Journal dis-

cussed this matter in its April 27
issue. It quoted investigators

from the Wageningen Agriculture
University in Holland, who have
been studying the chemical fea-
tures ofhumans that attract vec-

tors of malaria, especially

Anopheles gambiae. This is their

explanation:

Carbon dioxide from the breath

is a powerful attractant for mos-
quitoes, but there are others.

Confronted... with * a . . naked,
monontef^jhuinan hpsL-inosqui-

.

.
toes tend to.go for the. feel rand

ankles. Their? intense interest in

those regions correlates well

with {articular combinations of
skin temperature and density of
eccrine sweat glands. However,
•if the subjects, wash their feet

with non-perfumed but bacterici-

dal soap, the mosquitoes are

diverted to other parts of the
body. So apparently die feet pro-
duce an odor that attracts mos-
quitoes. The smell is chemically
similar to that of some types of
hard cheeses: scientific experi-
ments are being carried out using
this odor to lure malaria-bearing
mosquitoes and kill them.

When 1 heat a pot half-filled

only with water, it doesn’t boil

over. But when 1 boU a pot half-

filled with dry beans and water,
it inevitably boils over and
extinguishes the fire. What is

the explanation?Atara, TelAviv.

Prof. Avraham Parola ofBen-
Gurion University's chemistry
department comments:
The cooked beans boil over

because of the protein they con-
tain. When the protein is heated,

this results in foaming, which
brings the level of the* water
above the top.

Why do some chickens pro-
duce brown eggs? Eddie, Kfar
Sava.

Ofer Bogen, a chicken breed-
er at Ramot Hashavim in the
Sharon, replies:

Brown eggs are produced by
different strains of layers than

white eggs. In Israel, most brown
eggs are laid by the admonit
strain of chickens. The eggs are

exactly the same in nutritional

value, however.

Have you always wondered
about the scientific explanation

for ordinary phenomena? Now
you can get an answer. Mail your
question to TELL ME WHY, do
Jerusalem Post Science A.

Technology Reporter Judy
Siegel-lttkovich, The Jerusalem
Post, POB 81, 91000 Jerusalem,

orfax it to (02) 389527. Please

•include your first name and
place ofresidence. Calls will not

be accepted.

JUDY S1EGELJTZK0VICH

P
OPULAR acceptance of a

variety of pseudo-scientific

“facts" - from sightings of
unidentified flying objects and
Loch Ness monsere to astrological

charts, psychics and guardian
angels - has provided a fertile field

for Holocaust deniers.

So says Dr. Michael Shenner, an
assistant professor of die history of
science at Occidental College in

California, director of the Skeptics

Society and publisher of the quar-

terly journal Skeptic. The 42-year-

old scholar recently made his first

visit to Israel to presenta draft ofhis
book. Denying History: How Do
WeKnow theHolocaustofAnything
in History Happened? to Yad
Vashem in Jerusalem. The 150-

page volume, which he co-authored

with Jewish Holocaust scholarAlex
Grofman, will be sent out free over
the Internet in addition to conven-
tional publication so that it can

reach the widest possible audience.

“As an outsider, a non-Jew, I give

the work some perspective that is

refreshing," he adds.

Shenner was invited here by Dr.

Philip Mannaros, a Jerusalem psy-
chologist and image consultant who
chairs die Israel Skeptics Society.

Shenner appeared dining his visit

before scientists and other sympa-
thizers at Bar-Ban University.

Holocaust deniers regularly hold

debates and presort their arguments

before large American and
European audiences, most ofwhom
are naive and uninformed. There is

a connection, he says, between
belief in pseudo-scientific phenom-
ena and die tendency to deny that

die Holocaust occurred- or that die

Nazis had a calculated plan to wipe
out the Jewish people. Individuals

watch science-fiction movies, fol-

low their astrological chans, believe

newspaper reports on UFOs and
then begin to question whether doc-
umented historical events, such as

die murder of six minimi Jews, real-

ly occurred.

Although there is a great collec-

tion of persona] testimony by
Holocaust survivors. Holocaust

deniers take advantage of die fact

that nowhere is there a written doc-

ument signed by Hitler ordering the

extermination of the Jews.

Shenner s new bode, fiiD of docu-

mentation to scientifically prove

that the Holocaust occurred, con-

tains digitally enhanced treated

photographs from the US National

Archives dial had been taken from
LIS planes flying from a height of
seven kilometers overAuschwitz in

June 1944.- Using sophisticated

laser scanning techniques • only
'

‘Skeptic’ debunks all kinds of nonsensical theories by using scientific tools.

recently developed by the US
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration's Jet Propulsion

Lab, Shenner had the photographs

magnified and clarified. A queue of

people are clearly visible waiting

outside Crematorium #3; in the next

photograph, they are gooe, having

been pushed into the building and
gassed, their bodies burnt in the

ovens, \fents for Zyklon-B gas are

easily visible on the roof. The Nazis

had claimed this building was mere-

ly a storeroom for goods. Another
photo shows people being moved
into barracks.

Those who deny the Holocaust

because they hate the Jews, or
Germans who want to assuage then-

guilt, are not likely to be convinced,

says Shermer, who personally visit-

ed many concentration-camp sites

in Europe. However, historically

ignorant but fair-minded people

will be impressed by Shermer’s sci-

entific evidence.

“History should be treated like

science. There are theses that can be
tested," he says.Among the pseudo-

historical claims common in the US
is the claim by blacks that Classical

Wsstcm culture was bom in Africa,

rather than in the Middle East,

Greece and Rome. Another theory is

feat fee ancient Greek philosopher

Aristotle “stole" all his material

from black Egyptians in Alexandria.

“The weakness in tins argument is

feat Aristotle feed before fee library

in Alexandria was even buffo”

The Skeptic magazine, which he

has been publishing for three years,

debunks all kinds of nonsensical

theories by using scientific tools.

Thejournal has a home page on fee

Internet’s World Wide Web at

htrp^/www^keptic.com/ and is

based in Altadena, California. The

magazine's printed circulation has

grown to 25,000, while the world-

wide dues-paying membership of

the Skeptics Society totals about

5.000. Contributors to fee journal

include an impressive lineup of sci-

entists, authors, physicians, and
even professional magician James
Ranch, who has had serious run-ins

with Israeli-born “psychic" Uri

Geller.

A survey of society members,
published in \folume 3, #4 edition,

gives an interesting profile ofskep-

tics. Over a fifth have PhDs and

nearly three-fourths are college

graduates. Asked if there is a God
(“purposeful higher intelligence that

created fee universe”), 20.7% said it

was very likely. 14.4% possibly,

8.6% not very likely. 26.4% defi-

nitely not likely and fee rest defi-

nitely not. Nearly a third identified

themselves as a snong atheist, a fifth

as agnostic, 43% Jewish and much
smaller proportions as Catholic,

Lutheran, Presbyterian, Mormon,
Moslem, Taoist and Buddhist
The great majority did not believe

in an evil spiritual presence in the

universe, reincarnation, life after

death, alien 3bduction stories or the

ability of science to prove the exis-

tence of God or immortality.

Almost all believed the theory of
evolution is essentially correct,

while half said it was very likely

that extra-terrestrial intelligence

exists somewhere else in fee uni-

verse. Asked how to respond to

Holocaust revisionism, most urged
presenting counter arguments to the

public, while rally a few suggested

ignoring them and 173% said these

odious theories should be barred

from leaching in public schools.

Shermer says he has long been
intellectually attracted to “the study

of why people believe in weird
things-the power of belief systems.

A lot of this stuff is harmless, but

some of it is dangerous. People go to

alternative healers and throw away
their conventional medications,

sometimes risking their lives."

Among fee false beliefs that most
annoy Shenner are the belief in

angels, “which is a huge industry in

the US," psychics, astrology and
“recovered memories" of abuse as a
child. Recently, there has been a

wave of arguments that HIV does

not cause AIDS. As for psychics,

who often appear on TV, audiences

are persuaded when these percep-

tive people notice things, elicit

information and seem to know per-

sonal facts about people they never
met. “But people remember fee hits

and forget the misses." Shenner
notes.

Being a skeptic does not mean
one cannot be religiously observant,

Shenner insists. “I have no problem
wife people who say they believe in

God, but I do argue with those who
can prove it The Bible is a literary

masterpiece of allegory, metaphor

and homilies to help os lead our

lives. That's the purpose of the

Bible - to elicit human emotions,

not to be a guide to science and

nature. I know many scientists who
are religious, and I have no difficul-

ty wife that"

He says he feels “there is nothing

wrong with my telling my daughter

about Santa Claus; she knows die

got her Christmas presents from us
and not from Santa. Before I had
children, I had thought I would stick

only wife fee rational." When peo-

ple are confronted with theories

claimed to be true, aD Shermer asks
is that they should be tested under
controlled conditions and according

to scientific criteria.

PA advised to eliminate old

flour mills due to lead poisoning

*

Ordering by credit on the Net will be safe

J
ERUSALEM doctors, who
discovered that old flour

mills axe responsible for

numerous cases of lead poisoning

in Arab villages, have urged the

Palestinian Authority’s health

officials not to allow these nulls

to re-open as the Israeli forces

withdraw.

According to Shaare Zedek
Hospital’s Sha'ar Patuah
newsletter, the director of its

internal medicine division, Jftof.

Chaim Hershko, first discovered

the cause of lead poisoning in

patients brought in from the terri-

tories about a decade ago. The
patients suffered from anemia

and severe stomach pains, which

Hershko quickly diagnosed were

the result of lead poisoning.

Research teams sent to Arab

villages in Israel and the territo-

ries found contaminated mills in

1 40 of them. In a technique used

for 1,800 years, the millstones

iused to grind the wheat are

attached with a piece of metal,

wife lead fining the gap between

fee stone and the metal. During

fee grinding process, the flour

becomes contaminated wife lead

filings.

Thirteen recent cases of serious

lead poisoning were discovered

by Prof. Eliahu Richter of tbe

Hebrew University-Hadassah

School for Public Health and

Community Medicine and doc-

toral student Nuha Sharif. The
source was an old flour mill near

Hebron.
The authorities closed it down,

but it was subsequently re-

opened wife the same ancient

millstone. Hershko and Richter

warned fee PA's health officials

that when the
_
Civil

Administration folds up m *e

area, villages win be tempted to

open dangerous flour mills.

LESIONANALYZER
Storing computerized images

of skin growths is helpful in

detecting changes at an early

stage. A new computerized der-

mal analysis system feat does this

has been installed at the

Hadassah-Unrversity Hospital in

Jerusalem'sEm Kexem.

The dermatologist or plastic

' burgeon takes a photograph of the

lesion, which is digitized and

decomposed into fundamental

color components. Dispersion of

the centers of saturation of the

three basic color components of a

lesion image has been found to

correlate strongly with malignan-

cy. This dispersion is not usually

HEALTH SCAN
POST HEALTH REPORTER

detectable by a simple visual

examination.

The device also carries out a

contour analysis of the skin

tumor and follows fee rate of

change, to help fee doctor pro-

vide a. more accurate diagnosis.

The technology was developed

by a team from the hospital and
its affiliated Hebrew Univefrity-

Hadassab Medical School, in

coordination with Jerusalem

Medical Imaging Ltd. The project

was assisted by fee chief scien-

tist’s office in the Ministry of
Industry and TYade.

Dr. Din Ad-El, a Hadassah plas-

tic surgeon who was on the devel-

opment team, says the system is

easy and convenient to use and is

effective even with lesions rally a

millimeter across. A number of
medical centers abroad, including

the prestigious Massachusetts
Genera) Hospital in Boston, have
expressed interest in obtaining

the system.

MORNING-AFTER PILL
Shilo, Jerusalem’s only com-

prehensive family-planning orga-

nization, recently sent out letters

to over 100 clinics, doctors and
pharmacists informing them feat

its counselors are authorized to

hand out the “morning-after pill”

to couples who fear pregnancy

because of a broken condom. The
pill is actually taken in three suc-

cessive doses, preventing any
resulting embryo from taking

root in fee uterus.

Joanna Zack-Pakes, who runs

the voluntary service (which won
the Mayor’s Prize in 1995 as an

outstanding volunteer organiza-

tion) said many pharmacists were

surprised feat Shilo does supply

the hormone pill and that it is

considered safe and efficient.

Zack-Pakes said Shilo requires

all candidates for fee “morning-

after pill" to first have counseling

and answer certain medical ques-

tions.

She noted that there are several

other “emergency contraceptive

measures” available instead of

fee hormone pill. These include

the insertion of an intrauterine

device (IUD) if the woman has

already given birth at least once

before.

Shflo has some 30 trained pro-

fessionals who handle confiden-

tially nearly 1,000 clients a year

(tel. 02-248412, 258841).

DRAWING ON
SIDEWALK SAVES LIVES
A simple stenciled picture

painted on fee sidewalk can help

reduce fee risk of children being
injured or killed at school-bus

stops, according to a study by the

Connecticut Childhood Injury

Prevention Center. According to

statistics In tbe US, the riskiest

time for school-bus injuries

occurs when children are board-

ing or disembarking.
Writing in fee journal

Pediatrics, the Connecticut
researchers reported that painting

(with a stencil) a yellow school-

bus-shaped picture at least three

meters from fee roadway at seven

school-bus stops in Farmington,

Connecticut, could significantly

reduce the risk of injury to

schoolchildren.

The researchers taught young-
sters age six to 12 to line up and
stand in a “safe zone" behind fee

stenciled picture as they waited for

the bos to arrive and again after

they disembarked. They compared
die use of the picture against sim-

ply designating a “safe zone" wife

an object such as a bush, tree or
sidewalk crack near six additional

bus stops, which served as control

groups. Parents were trained to

observe the behavior of fee chil-

dren at the bus stops and were
asked not to intervene unless a

youngster was endangered.

The study found feat both boys
and girls were significantly less

likely to step outride fee safe zone
at the bus stops wife stenciled pic-

tures. Perhaps road safety author-

ities here would test this simple

technique on Israeli children?

ORDERING goods by credit

card over the Internet should

become safe within a yearor

so, according to a computer security

expen in Haifa. Until then, supply-

ing your credit card number is a
risky thing to do.

Nikky Pappo, director ofdevelop-
ment at the computer security com-
pany Hiashim. says fee recent stray

about fee cancellation of dozens of

Visa Gold credit-card numbers
because they had been accessed by a

computer “hacker" was not new.

In fee US. there was a famous
incident in which someone obtained

access to 20,000 credit-card num-
bers. In many cases, these were not

used for fraudulent purposes, but

only as “proof” to these computer
freaks feat they were technically

able to teach litem, says Pappo.

There are software programs illic-

itly available to hackers that help

them zoom in oo credit-card num-
bers given for payment for goods
over tbe Internet. Asked why com-
panies nevertheless encourage cus-

tomers to buy goods by giving their

caedh-card numbers, Pappo says:

‘They are interested only in selling.

They don’t care if the customer gets

into trouble feat way.”

While encryption techniques for

card numbers are already available,

they cannot be used an die Internet

until the various banks and credit-

card companies agree rat standard-

ization. But when this is achieved in

about a year, it wiD be extremely dif-

ficult for anyone to undo fee codes

and obtain numbers illicitly, Pappo
says.

SMARTCCARD) STUDENTS
Bar-Han University students have

no money jingling in their pockets

and purses anymore. A smart card

containing a computer chip has

taken fee place of petty cash trans-

NEW WORLDS
POST SCIENCE REPORTER

actions cc campus.
The card is being tried out by

Bezeq on the 2 1 ,000 students atBar-

Baa. They can use it to pay for pub-

lic phone usage, sending faxes and
making photocopies. They can also

buy drinks and newspapers from
vending machines and pay for park-

ing, cafeteria meals and bookstore

purchases using the piece of plastic,

which they “fill” wife electronic

money from their bank accounts

from time to time at special “re-

charging” points around campus.

The experiment is a cooperative

effort of Bezeq, Bar-Dan, Racom
Electronics and Schlumberger of
France. It marks the introduction of
smart cards to the Middle East
Seventeen countries use smart
cards, and it will be introduced by
Schlumberger to tbe US at the

Atlanta Olympic Games.

THE FUTURE ISNOW
The first FutureKids franchise for

teaching computers is opening in

Ra’anana, with five to 10 more
scheduled to appear around the

country by tine end of this year.

Tbe centers are part of a world-

wide commercial network of fran-

chises that has grown by leaps and
bounds throughout tbe world after

being founded in 1 983 by a religious

Jew from California, Peter

Markowitz.There are currently over

1,500 brandies in 40 countries,

including Arab ones.

The franchisee invests up to

$150,000 of his or her own money
chi computer hardware and software,

training and staff, says Philip

Bcndheim, fee exclusive representa-

tive of Futmekids in Israel

The California headquarters sup*

plies broad support in management
training, and each franchisee under-

goes a special course in die US
before launching the business.

FutureKids held a number of
experimental computercamps in the

Sharon area overPessah, wife much
success, says Bendheim. Although

any child wife a computer at home
quickly picks up a baric understand-

ing of how to use a computet; the

FutureKids teaches a wide variety of
skills, including the use ofdatabases

and the Internet, animation and
word processing. Separate classes

are also open to adults who have lit-

tle orno experience wife computers.

INTERACTIVE FAIRYTALES
The non-profit Center for

Educational Technology — which
supplies schools and kindergartens

wife fee bulk of their software—
has produced a delightful CD-ROM

for home use.

Called Harpatka’otav Shel Nikko

(Adventures of Nikko), the NIS 149

disk contains interactive fairy tales

whose stray line is determined by
the youngster himself.

At each junction in the stoty, the

child uses his mouse to decide on
one of two words: Nikko is an ele-

phant or a prince, he travels by bicy-

cle or car, meets a princess or a frog,

finds her ugly or pretty, wants to go
for a stroll car out on a boat.

After fee choice is made, the ani-

mation proceeds to tell the selected

story segment, and a female voice

reads tiie text, which is written in

voweled Hebrew. Nearly two dozen
very different stories can be pro-

duced, depending on which options

fee child chooses as he goes along
Tbe same disk, marketed under fee

name Dr. Soft, can be used to pro-

duce fairy tales in Hebrew or

English. The stories as they develop

can be stored so that the user

retrieves them and has them played

out as he created them.

PINK PANTHER
Screen Saver Entertainment on CD-ROM
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By Nader Mousavtzadeh

F
oreign policy is commonly described as a

prudent balance between realpolitik and

internationalism. Yet there is a category

that elides and eludes this balance, which may be

called the diplomacy of sentiment. Loyalty, affini-

ty, malice and paranoia are all sentiments that at

one point or another have entered into the calcu-

lations of foreign policy makers, either when aid-

ing old friends or battling more recent foes.

In the Middle East, this disposition obtains

in U.S. relations with Israel, but also in relations

with Iran. Where friendship and loyalty, particu-

larly in the Clinton administration, guide U.S.

attitudes toward Israel, a fierce, almost obsessive

animosity informs this country’s policy toward

Iran, one particular, too, to this administration.

Yet it is no longer clear chat the extraordinary

degree of sentiment infusing America’s policy

toward Iran still serves Americas interests, proper-

ly understood. And it is no longer dear that an

absolute wall ofAmerican hostility will contain

Iran’s hostility. Instead, it might keep out precise-

ly those forces of change and moderation that can

bring about a friendlier, and freer, regime.

One need not be naive about the dangers of

Iranian foreign policy to suggest that those dan-

gers are better met with dialogue than with isola-

tion. Three years after the Clinton administration

announced its “dual containment policy” toward

Iran and Iraq, and one year after the president

banned all U.S. trade with Iran, the Islamic

Republic remains as intransigent as ever.

Wherever one turns, from aid to Bosnia to midear

A-aU with the Russians to arms agreements with

China and military cooperation with India— not

to mention Iranian ambitions in Lebanon and

Central Asia and assorted terrorist acts in Europe

— Iran seems to be stacking its finger in Americas

eve. Or so it is perceived in Washington. And this

may be part ofthe problem-

Certainly, much ofwhat Tehran conceives

ofas its foreign policy is directed at ending

America’s presence in the region and aiding

Israel’s enemies. And wherever there is hard evi-

dence for Iranian aid to terrorists the West should

remain unforgiving. Given Iran’s extreme

rhetoric, it is hand to distinguish the natural

behavior of a state of Iran’s size, power, history

and strategic location from the acts of a noxious,

dangerous regime. The question is when funda-

mentalist ideology is driving Iranian foreign poli-

cy and when it is the basic concerns of any

regional power. There is a difference between

interests and values, even in Iran. Discriminating

between these may enable the kind of “critical

dialogue” (in the Europeans’ phrase) with Iran

that can only make it more amenable to the U.S.

Two questions are central to any considera-

tion of a dialogue with Iran: What are the forces

of reform and moderation, and how can drey be

helped? When is Iran’s foreign policy a legitimate

expression of state interest and when is it terror-

ism? First, there can be no question chat the reali-

ty behind the inflamed rhetoric in Iran is one of

genuine ambivalence, of a regime that almost

twenty years, after the revolution is tom between

factions in favor of a rapprochement and those

milicandy opposed to any dealings with America.

It is a schism between a permanent revolution

and modem reality. The “moderates” will never

return to the Shahs alliance with the U.S., but .

they want to liberalize the economy and they will

tolerate Western television and culture. They are

the pragmatic mayor ofTehran and the

American-educated mayor of Isfahan, they axe

Rafsanjanis advisers, they are che majority of die

educated population that wants a form ofliberal-

ism to rake root within the Islamic Republic

But with every American fin-

ger pointed at Iran, with

every trade agreement denied

the moderates, the radicals

are confirmed in their worst

suspicions, and the moderates

are stripped of their standing.

For the radicals in the regime, anti-

Americanism is a last grasp for legitimacy at

home, and its only hope for Islamic leadership

abroad. The louder they cry, the more desperate

their position. But with every American finger

pointed at Iran, with every trade agreement

denied the moderates, the radicals are confirmed

in their worn suspicions, and the moderates are

stripped of their standing. And the Iranian people

— never haters ofAmerica, whatever impressions

the pantomime ofpublic demonstrations may
have left— are once again robbed of the prospect

of normalcy, even perhaps of democracy. The rad-

icals are also the ones pursuing extreme measures

abroad, funding Hamas, arming the Hezbollah

and assassinating Iranian exiles in Europe. With

this kind foreign policy, there can be no peace

But there is another Iranian foreign policy,

one that exists alongside the radicalism of the

militants, one whose aims are consistent with the

ambitions ofany regional power. Iran is a country

of65 million people, over twice the size of Iraq,

and surrounded by unstable states and dangerous

regimes. Pakistan and India to its east are known

to possess nuclear weapons. Central Asia, a tradi-

tional sphere of interest, is in the midst of a

major upheaval, and Afghanistan’s civil war has so

for poured over 3 million refugees into Iran, was

invaded by Iraq in 1980, and fought an eight-

year war against Saddam Hussein. Securing Iran’s

borders— by forging links with Russia and

Central Asia, or by rebuilding the military— is

something any regime in Tehran, Islamic or not,

would find prudent. To say that Iran’s concerns in

this neighborhood are understandable is not to

say that it should be given a free hand to domi-

nate the Gulf. But it is to say that separating such

regional policies from aid to terrorists is both

simple and necessary.

The history of U.S. relations with the

Islamic Republic, dating back to the hostage cri-

sis, does not, of course, offer much encourage-

ment. But this administration seems more deter-

mined than any of its predecessors to grind Iran

into the ground economically and strangle it

diplomatically and militarily. Indeed, Clinton

himself has said that Iran represents “an unusual

and extraordinary threat to the national security,

foreign policy and economy of the United

States.” Iran has become the all-purpose bogey-

man for an administration that has found itself

increasingly frustrated by its inability to close the

deal on the Middle East peace process and inca-

pable of meeting the terrorist threat of Islamic

fundamentalists.

Bur the bogeyman has no clothes. The
Islamic revolution has foiled. It has had no suc-

cess in exporting its brand ofmilitant theocracy,

ir has been unable to recreate a modern economy,

it has sacrificed a million lives in a senseless war

with Iraq, and it hasn’t even been able to fill the

mosques. And yet it has succeeded in provoking

in the U.S. a degree ofhostility that is out of pro-

portion to its present threat. This hostility is an

achievement that Tehran’s extremists in no way
deserve. It is time to look at what Iran does, and

nor at what ir says.

NaderMousavizadek is an associate editor ofThe

New Republic,

©1996, The New Republic

Bob Dole takes
on new image
By Robert Novak

S
en. Bob Dole's presidential campaign has quietly enlisted the

services of one of the most talented political-image creators of

the past generation: Michael Deaver, who was credited with

helping sell Ronald Reagan to the nation before and after his elec-

tion as president.

Last week, Deaver joined a meeting of the ad hoc committee

of political operatives who advise Dole. This marked Deaver’s first

participation in big-time politics since his conviction in December,

1987, for lying under oath about his lobbying activity after leaving

the Reagan White House. He was sentenced to three years proba-

tion and 1,500 hours community service and fined $100,000.

Morning for Pat?

House Speaker Newt Gingrich, chairman of the Republican

national convention in San Diego from Aug. 12-1 5, has penciled in

Par Buchanan for a five-minute speaking slot at 10 a.m.

That could provoke a major confrontation. Bay Buchanan,

chairman ofher brothers right-populist presidential campaign, has

indicated anything other than a prime-time speaking slot at the

convention will be unacceptable. Giving him five minutes in the

morning might lead to a Pat Buchanan speech outside the conven-

tion hall that would get full television coverage.

Although theTV networks likely will run a cape of any

Buchanan speech in prime time no matter when it is delivered,

Gingrich contends that Republican moderates will be offended if

the runner-up for the GOP presidential nomination is given a

major speaking role this year, as he was in 1 992. The speaker also

says he wants to leave room for new faces at San Diego by putting a

five-minute limit on most speeches including his own.

D’Amato spooked
The Senate Whitewater Committee, headed by Sen. Alfonse

_ D’Amato (R-N.Y.), may effectively close down if the Little Rock
'*

Sfederal jury delivers blanket acquittals for all defendants in the

‘first major trial brought by Whitewater independent counsel

Kenneth Starr.

“Alfonse is spooked,” one ofhis Senate Republican colleagues

told me. A Democratic onslaught has devastated D’Amatos home-

state poll ratings, raising doubts about his election to a fourth term

in 1998. GOP sources predict D'Amato will not continue hearings

ifno convictions result.

A footnote: Whitewater star witness David Hale’s refusal to

testify before the committee is another blow to D'Amato.

Committee staffers are furious at Washington attorney Ted Olson, a

conservative Republican, who advised Hale to take the Fifth

Amendment ifsubpoenaed to come to Capitol Hill.

Vatican critic
President Clintons political aides are furious at Ray Flynn,

U.S. ambassador to the Vatican, for saying he agreed with Pope

John Paul II that Clinton should not have vetoed che bill banning

partial-birth abortions.

“I told you so,” one of Clinton’s political advisers commented.

He had warned Clinton in 1993 that then-Boston mayor Flynn was

a loose cannon who would cause trouble if named to the prestigious

Vatican embassy.

Snibbing Jack Kemp
Gingrich has not uttered a word to Jack Kemp, his friend,

political ally and former mentor, in the more than two months

since Kemp made his eleventh-hour endorsement of Steve Forbes

for president.

Before that, Gingrich had worked for weeks to pave the way for

Kemp with front-running presidential candidate Dole. As the Feb.

20 New Hampshire primary approached, Gingrich pleaded with

Kemp to endorse either Dole or Forbes prior to that showdown,

Instead, Kemp waited until March 6, the day before the New
York primary, when the nomination was virtually wrapped up for

Dole. Gingrich says his silent treatment is not a lifetime ban, but he

does not appear ready to end it yet.

Robert Novak is a nationally syndicatedcolumnist ofthe Chicago

Sun-Times.

©1996, Creators Syndicate
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India’s secular

traditions challenged

I

By Akeel Bilgrami

I
ndia has just completed a gen-

eral election. Its short-term

result is thoroughly indecisive

— a split between three national

forces— but the longer-term trend

is clean the continued growth of

chauvinist, elitist Hindu national-

ism at the expense of India's secular

tradition and its historically disad-

vantaged communities. Three par-

ties will dominate the next Indian

parliament. First Is the Congress

Party, the party that cast out the

British, the party ofGandhi and

Nehru and their lesser successors

Indira Gandhi, Rajiv Gandhi and

now EV. Narasimha Rao, the party

that, until last week, had won all

but rwo general elections during

India’s 50 years of independence.

Second is die Bharatiya Janata

Party (BJP), a parliamentary group-

ing of Hindu Nationalists that has

emerged over the last decade with

remarkable strength and which is

backed by the extra-parliamentary

disadvantaged backward castes.

This rime around, these issues have

been hushed. The BJP, which had

demanded the mosques demoli-

tion, got its way when a mob of its

supporters illegally razed the

mosque with hammers and axes on

December 6, 1992, provoking anri-

Miislim riots in Bombay and other

areas of the country, and it has

since then been soft-pedaling, with

transparent insincerity, its aggres-

empowerment, a specious sense of

unity among Hindus. The success

of the BJP is, to a considerable

tont, the success of this ploy.

A nx»gnirion of the caste

<-ommrrmgnts of the BJP leadership

might email the following encour-

aging thought: given the propor-

tion ofupper castes in the total

population, the BJP has now won

as many seats as a party represent-

ing a limited segment of the popu-

sively anti-secular rhetoric In order larion possibly can. Even ifwe

to win the backward-caste votes,

the major parties, even those who
brought down the Janata Dal gov-

ernment for having proposed it,

now claim to accept the recom-

mendation of the Mandal

Commission that 27 percent of

government jobs be reserved for the

backward castes. With none of

these contentious Issues at stake,

the conventional wisdom goes,

Indians simply voted against the

corruption of Congress poliridans.

Even more important to the

BJP s identity than its hostility to- -

Muslims is that it represents the

resources ofa paramilitaryand ideo- hif^ier castes ofHindu society. It

logical organization known as the

Rashtriva Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS)

and a cultural and religious propa-

ganda organization known as the

Vishwa Hindu Parishad (VHP). And

then there is the National Front-Left

Front (NF-LF), an alliance dominat-

ed by India’s two communist parties

and the more centrist Janata Dal, a

national part)’ committed to the bet-

terment ofthe lower castes and to

the protection of India’s minorities,

particularly its Muslims.

The Congress Party has fared

worse than the most pessimistic

forecasts. On the larest counr, its

strength in Parliament has been

reduced by close to half to about

137 seats. Pre-election speculation,

which suggested that a bad showing

might lead to the party's breakup,

with one half defecting to the BJP

and the other to the NF-LF, has

turned out to be quite false, even if

there was a certain logic to it since

the Congress has always been a

somewhat artificial aggregate of the

Hindu Right and the secular Left.

The BJP has won the most seats

but remains over 100 short of the

275 needed to form a government.

The NF-LF is just behind the

Congress with roughly 1 1 5 seats.

Somewhat like the Islamic Welfare

Party in Turkey, the BJP will not be

allowed to take power since both

the Congress and the NF-LF,

despite their differences, agree that

secular government must be pre-

served. The matter will be decided

next week, but it looks increasingly

likely that the NF-LF will tule, not

in a coalition with but with the

oucside support of the Congress

and some local parties. A minority

government will bring instability,

and it is not at all dear that the

NF-LF can serve its full term with

such precarious and unreliable

external support.

It was often said in the last

few months chat this election,

unlike previous ones, raised no

issues, that no galvanizi ngrideas or

themes motivated the parties and

their leaders. In the 1991 election,

the debate over the mosque at

Avodhya, supposedly constructed

on the site of a temple to the

Hindu god Ram, focused attention

on India’s fractious religious, com-

munal and minority identities.

There was also the (closely related)

issue of the Mandal Commission

report, which expanded affirmative

action to include India’s historically

does nor advertise itself this way of

course. But its rise coincides with a

perception among the upper castes

over the last several years that they

must respond politically to a rising

sense oflower-caste consciousness.

n
Contemporary Hindu narion-

its antecedenrsmnatiou-

^al'tst^i^OR against the British

~an3 has enjoyed a strong hold on

certain sections ofthe Congress

Party throughout its history. But it

has consistently been an uppercase

movement, depending cm a denial

ofthe hererogencous Hinduism of

various sects and cults that existed

through die centuries free ofcaste

hierarchy or doctrinal hostility

toward Muslims, from whom there

was no great cultural distance. In

place ofthis diverse religious tradi-

tion, the upper castes have erected

high-caste, Brahmanical Hinduism

as the reigning orthodoxy, while !
'

resisting the various social reform

movements that have tried to

improve the conditions ofthe lower

castes. These privileged castes; who
have dominated Indian society for

centuries, have also controlled the

democratic politics of the past fifty

years. While frequendy papered

over by inclusive rhetoric, this reali-

ty is exposed whenever there is any

count the various commercial castes

as now fully assimilated among die

upper castes (a process that began

some decades ago with the develop-

ment of capital in the urban cen-

ters), the ceiling seems to have been

reached. The flip side ofthis propo-

sition is that the NF-LF has much

more room to grow. After all their

claimed constituency of the

untouchables, the backward castes,

die tribals, the Muslims and the

working people of the aruntry gen-

erally, add up to a for larger propor-

tion of the population than the

party’s sears indicate

These twin thoughts are, of

course, too simple. The BJP has

been able, for example, to exploit . .

the Hindu echos among the lower

castes ofmany areas, especially in

the North and the \ffesz. And ie has

tended to align itselfwith local par-

ties such as die Shiv Sena in . .

Maharashtra whichhave sutfpefefoj- ,

ly used short term jgd

xenophobic propaganda to gain

support ofthe low^r castes.The

BJP has also been cynically willing

to grin backward-caste support by

ridding canrikfarrs from chose

castes in areas where they are domi-

nant, such as in Bihar, even though

such candidates do not tend to

wield any power within the party.

Western newspapers ritualisti-

cally throw India a bouquet every

five years during elections, for sus-

taining the world's largest democra-
cy. This years elections, overseen by
an especially stem commissioner,

have indeed been a model of peace-
ful and fair polling. But a democra-
cy’s health turns on more than the
formal process of balloting. It

depends on the ability of people
who participate in democratic insti-

tutions to see through the illusions

those institutions can sometimes
fostw about voters’ real interests. In
India, that would mean proving

real threat to upper caste supremacy, that the BJP has reached the IforiKirk, toon T
of its popularity. That is no easv
task. The NF-LF minority govern-
ment, which is almost certain to be
^stalled n<w, may well foil to sur-
feits first term in office, and the

may exploit that feilure to
make even more gains. It is one of
democracy’s paradoxes that even if

H’Pen® through peaceful andto elections, we shall still be left
wicb the feeling that the bouquets
arenotfiJlydeservett

The 1990 decision by Janata Dal
leader V.P. Singh— possibly for

cynical electoral reasons ofhis own— to implement die affirmative

action proposals of the Mandal
Commission was perceived as such

a threat. The BJP and the Congress,

manipulating public hysteria in a
country where competition for

places at university and in the gov-

ernment bureaucracy is already

intense, brought down the govern-

ment. It was then that the newly

empowered BJP distracted'attention

from the issue ofcaste equality by1

raising to a new level its religious

and communal propaganda about
the specter of the external enemy
within— the Muslim minority.

India, the BJP argued* had to

reclaim the manly and glorious

Hindu past it enjoyed before it was
weakened by foreign (fust Muslim,
then British) rule, and then by the
effeminate leadership ofGandhi
and Nehru and their secular lqjacy
which has pampered the Muslims.

*

The attack on secularismand the
Muslims was’ manifestly intended •

to create in the lower castes, just
they were mobilizing for their

as

** Pmfcssor of

D^:ruaofiam^
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After you have gone,
the odyssey continues
By Jacob Heilbrunn

O f all the directors of the CIA, William

E. Colby was perhaps the most

unorthodox. Named to head the

agency in 1973, he moved from presiding over

its efforts in Vietnam to exposing its darkest

secrets before Congress.

But Colbvs ideological odyssey was never

as fax-ranging as it seemed. He was always a

curious mixture of crusading liberal interna-

tionalist and Roman Catholic. Something of

the whiff of die Grand Inquisitor hung over

him. A representative man of the cold war lib-

eralism that imploded in the jungles of

Vietnam, he is an embodiment of the idealism

that, paradoxically, pervaded the CIA from its

inception. As the Clinton administration grap-

ples with reinventing the CIA, Colby’s legacy

offrrs a reminder of the ambiguities inherenr in

reconciling democracy with covert action.

Colby, who was bom in 1920 in Saint

Paul, Minnesota, inherited his idealistic streak

from his lather, Elbridge. An army lieutenant

who wrote prolifically on history and current

affairs, Elbridge Colby was incensed by the

murder in 1 925 of a black soldier from Fort

Benning, Georgia— shot dead when he

refused to step off a sidewalk to let a white man

pass. In the Nation magazine, he denounced

the murderers acquittal by an all-white jury

and badly damaged his army career. Later,

when Wiliam Colby attended Princeton in the

1930s, he imbibed the missionary impulses

summoned up by Princeton President

Woodrow Wilson: “I was a liberal, an antifas-

cist, an interventionist,” Colby later recalled.

With American entry into World War II,

Colby was able to satisfy his thirst for military

glory and independent action by joining the

Office of Strategic Services (OSS). Headed by

William “Wild Bill” Donovan, a World War I

hero and New York lawyer, the newly founded

OSS — until 1941 the U.$. did not even have

an intelligence organization— served as the

Training ground for future CIA directors such

as Allen Dulles, Richard Helms and William

Casey, In the OSS, Colby carried out a number

ofacts ofderring-do, including parachuting

behind German lines in France and Norway.

After the war, Colby, who had worked

briefly as a union organizer, became a labor

lawyer in New York. His Roman Catholic back-

ground had fumed him into an anti-communist

years before, and the party’s attempts to infiltrate

unions and Democratic organizations after the

war only confirmed that impulse. Like his OSS

chums who chafed ar working on Wall Streer,

Colbv seized on the cold war as a way out.

With isolationist Republicans dominating

Congress, it was Truman and his advisers who

embarked on the cold war and made the CIA an

integral part of the new national security state.

Colby himself, in his memoir Honorable Men,

recalled that the CIA was widely viewed “as the

high-quality, liberal vehicle in the fight against

both Communism and McCarthyism." Armed

with bags ofmoney for Eastern European free-

dom fighters and Western European anti-com-

munist labor leaders, Colby and his fellow Ivy

League spies were in their element.

Indeed, it was under the Kennedy admin-

istration that CIA covert action reached its

zenith. Infuriated by the close call during the

Cuban missile crisis, the Kennedy brothers

began to urge the CIA to, in their words, “ger

rid of” Castro. With Khrushchev’s emphasis on

“national wars of liberation” and the Kennedy

administration’s determination to bear any

price, the CIA began to engage in counterinsur-

gency tactics around the globe.

No one had more influence over the CIA’s

operations in Vietnam than Colby. In 1962, as

the Kennedy administration deepened

Americas involvement in Vietnam, Colby

became chiefof the Far East division of the

CIA. He had already visited Saigon in 1959 to

head the CIA’s operations in South Vietnam,

where he herded peasants into what were

termed “strategic hamlets." More successfully,

as part of the “secret war” against the North

Vietnamese, Colby also oversaw some 36,000

tribal forces in Laos as chey harassed and

attacked the supply lines of the North

Vietnamese. LWike his colleagues in the army

or State Department, Colby had recognized

that the VIercong could not be defeated by tra-

ditional methods ofwarfare, but had to be con-

fronted with their own methods.

With this insight in mind, he returned to

Saigon in 1968 to direct the notorious

Operation Phoenix, along with one Robert

“Blowtorch Bob” Komer. The aim of this “paci-

fication” program was to root out the Vietcong

infrastructure inside South Vietnam.

Essentially, American forces gathered informa-

tion on suspected members of the Vietcong and

supplied it to the South Vietnamese army and

police forces. The CIA itself did not murder the

suspected Vietcong, but urged on the South

Vietnamese, who often did. Though Colby

took much of the blame for it, Phoenix was

very much a product of the American eagerness

to hand over responsibility for the war to the

South Vietnamese, to create a political solution

to a military problem.

With the tumult over Watergate and

Vietnam, however, the exposure of the CIA’s

misdeeds over the decades was inevitable. After

Colby was appointed director in 1973, he

began the necessary housecleaning, compiling

the shenanigans of the agency in a 693-page

documenr that became known as the “family

jewels.” To the horror of Gerald Fond and

Henry Kissinger, Colby refused to stonewall the

Church committee investigating the CIA and

came dean. As the reward for his efforts, Ford

replaced him with the pliant George Bush;

inside the CIA, Colby was viewed as a traitor.

Colby’s psychological courage and inde-

pendence in breaking with agency culture can

hardly be exaggerated. His was the first attempt

to reform a CIA chat has yet to be properly

reformed. But Colby’s own response to the dis-

crediting of covert action was to retreat into the

comfortable confines of information collection.

“As nations move into this new era ofinterna-

tional dissemination of information,” Colby

claimed, “they will come to appreciate the ben-

efits of the greater knowledge they will gain.”

In the posr-coid war era, however, this has

proved to be little more than a pious hope. The
truth is that in a world of disintegrating nation-

states, covert actions may well become more,

not less, pressing.

The U.S. has never been comfortable with

the prospect of creating what Harry Truman
feared would become an “American Gestapo.”

But the specter of a rogue national security state

ritualisrically summoned up by William Safire a

few weeks ago in decrying John Deutch’s

attempts to rebuild the CIA is a turnip-ghost.

The CIA has never been a rogue agency, but a

presidential instrument. In the lupine post-cold

war world, we may well return to coven action

as an alternative to overt inaction, on die one

hand, and to massive military commitments, on

the other. If the U.S. remains crippled by the

Vietnam syndrome when ir comes to covert

operations, it may continue to discover that foes

such as Iran have already taken its place in

assisting friends like the Bosnians.

Jacob Heilbrunn is a contributing editor to The

New Republic.
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The new MeCarthyism

By Alan Dershowttz

L
ast year’s acquittal of O.J. Simpson has unleashed the kind o

attacks on the Simpson defense team, and indeed on the crimi-

nal defense bar, unheard of in die country since the days of

McCarthyism, when lawyers who represented unpopular clients were

held responsible for die views and actions oftheir clients.

In talk shows around the country, hosts and callers are character-

izing defense lawyers as enmpfiators in mnnW. My hate mad, and

thar ofmy colleagues, accuses defense lawyers of being “worse than

your diems.” Even some academics, who onghr to know better, are •

denigrating die role of defense counsel, arguing that drey funder die

search for the truth. Not do most bar associations, which usually leap

to the defense of embattled lawyers, seem willing to risk their credibil-

ity by associating with such an unpopular part of their profession.

These attitudes have begun to filter.down to students in mycbsscs

who. while understanding the important role of defense counsel, are

increasingly relucranr to incur the wrath of die public by beginning

their careers on the defense side. This development is welcomed by

some, induding Christopher Darden, who in bis book, “In

Contempt,” points out that if criminal defense attorneys were allowed

to defend only the innocent, “there would be only a handful of crimi-

nal defense lawyers"— he then adds, “which might not fee a bad

world.” If current trends conimiie^we raayreathtbar wodi It would

look remarkably like theformer Scmer Union or checorrenr China, -

where only a handful of criminal lawyers have the courage to chal-

lenge the government. . ' ' —

'

The image of Pttcry Mason uncovering the real killer has been

replaced by the image of the “shyster* in search ofthe loophole

through which his guilty diem: can crawlom of the dutches of the

justice system. This unhealthy attitude: coward crimhxaldiefease

lawyers transcends the Simpson case and threaten,the very structure

of our adversarial system ofjustice and the theaccused under

our Sixth Amendment to zealous legal reptcscataaop, regardless ofthe

heinousness of the crimes for which they stand charged?”

A cottage industry has been builtaround attacking defense

lawyers on radio and television tab shows. Nor have the attacks

emanated only from “right-wzng” hosts: “liberals*Sachas Charles

Grodin compare die Simpson defense ream, and indeedaB defense

lawyers who zealouslydefend their diems, to
“
cigarette manufactur-

ers.” Geraldo Rivera has accused the defense team ofdoing,more “to

exacerbate racial tensions in this country” tha^*oy«^

•*1ie" on behalfoftheir guihy dienes.

reflected in my hate mail.A few examples:

“The law was never meant ro be used by crooked lawyers to free

a heinous criminal. Yju and the rest of'them' have ruined any respect

peopfe had for any ofyou-lfou are afl a disgrace.” s
. . :

“You have aided in the release ofa mmdcxexj consider you and

the others on the Simpson defense ream acassocks after the feet in

murder." »v

“Your high-priced defense ream has made amockery ofour judi-

cial system. You have demonstratedm the woriddrat thoseof us with

enough resources to hire a gronp'rifwily lawyers totally without scru-

ples or morals can then responds out basest msrioasand impulses

however we choose, and natfrehckl accountable.”
'

In fact the defense team in the Simpson case did precisely what

criminal defense lawyers are supposed— indeed obligated— to do.

We tried to win by all lawful nKanswitbom regard to personal beliefs

in the guilt or innocence of the defendant Ifwe had done anything

less, we would have been subject lb professional discipline for failing

to provide zealous advocacy: Ifvftfhad done anything more— tried to

win by unlawful means— we wouldhavfc been subject to discipline,

or even criminal prosecution, foTbreakmg the law. This balance is

sometimes like walking a tighutipe, especially in cases in which every-

one has an opinion on where tfrefine ought to be drawn,

The criminal defense frartis riot like the cigarette industry. It is

an essential part ofotir.coastiq?iricmaI^ system of checks and balances.

By zealously representing dre gullty as wdl as the innocent, by putting

the prosecution to its proof and by challenging the police, defense
lawyers keep the government honest. In this respect, the criminal

defense bar is every bit as cssezfifial^ tri checking the government as is

che press, which is also imdfcrfitS^uent attack.
-

It is fair and constructive to criticize particular lawyers, includ-
ing the Simpson defense tesan, for any perceived violations oflegal or
ethical norms, h is dangerous, however, to condemn defense lawyers
for doing their constitutionally mandared job,

Alan M. Dershowitz is aprofessor oflaw atHarvard University. His
newest book is “Reasonable Doubts* (Simon & Schuster).

© 1996, United Fearure Syndicate, Inc.
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Ex-prisoners get their dream: A reunion in Jordan
LEAH ABRAMQWIT7

AS soon as it became possible
for Israelis to visit Jordan
YehudaNeuman rdnr.

a t , 4 4
—— ^ « ^uu|

yig his Visit It was not to be his
nrsttrip there.

Ncgnan - a veteran member of
Kibbutz Ein Tiurim, and one of the
founders off- the anginal settlement
m Gash Etzion — was taken prisoner
wbcn, just hours before the state was
declared, his kibbutzwas overrun by
Arab LegfonoaHes 48 years ago. He
and about 300 other young farmers-
fighteis from the region who were
also taken prisoner first spent three
weeks in Hebron and were then
transferred to a ptisan camp in the
middle of nowhere in Jordan.
The site was called Urn El Jamal

and when they arrived, there were
another 400 prisoners who had
already preceded them there from
the Okl City of Jerusalem, die elec-
tric power station atNaharayim and
various other battle sites.

*Tve nurtured two dreams in my
life." says Neuman. "One was to
return to Gush Etzion - which 1 was
able to do in 1967. The other was to
return to the prism camp where I

stayed for 10 months."
. This goal was also realized when,
after months of organization and
hard work, a group of 350 former
prisoners and family members
Crossed the Allenby Bridge into

Jordan on March 10 this year. The
date was coordinated with the

Jordanian government who insisted

cm holding tbs reunion during then-

tourist “off-season" when the hotels

aren’t too crowded.

The original plan was to hold a
ceremony at toe prison site; as well

as speeches and singing, a movie
made by toe daughter of a former
prisoner was to be shown in toe

presence of honored guests. But
unfortunately there was a major ter-

rorist attack that week and toe

Jordanian government, fearing dis-

turbances, asked that the visit to Um
El Jamal be kept low-key.

Thus toe ceremony was held rn a

hotel, in a more intimate setting.

However, ti» memories, the laugh-

terand the good feeling that the par-

ticipants experienced were not
dampened by the change in venue.

The formerprisoners had much to

remember. They recalled the early

days at the camp, when they knew
notiiing about their families and
what was happening in Israel. “We
didn't even know that the State had
been declared," recallsNeuman.
Gradually they oiganized them-

selves, and established improved

relations’*with- Star Arab "guards.
1

«allya very special person," asserts

BRISKS-
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Emanuel Carlebach (center) and two members of his family at Karash during a recent visit to Jordan,
at Um £11 Jamal (right), where he was imprisoned in 1948.

Carlebach revisited the prison

former prisoner Emanuel
Carlebach, who also was taken into

captivity when the Gush fell.

“He was a sergeant major, Abu
Akaf, who was a sensitive and intel-

ligent man, but very correct and
stiff.”

He allowed the camp residents to

organize their life in prison almost

autonomously. Except for two or
three daily parades when the prison-

ers were counted ("sometimes this

took hours because toe Arab soldiers

didn’t really know how to count,

much to our amusement"), the

inmates were allowed to set up their

own representative committee and

choose an internal commander.
“We were a very mixed popula-

tion. There were people from every

walk of life: haredim from the Old
City of Jerusalem; pioneers from
Hasbomer Hatza’ir, Ashkenazim
and Sephardim; Hagana members
and Lehi; people aged between 16

and 80," says Carlebach.

Embarrassed that so few soldiers

had held off their entire army for so
long during toe fighting in toe

Jewish Quarter; the Legionnaires

^.actaaEy took some women prison-

...-ttrs. aari .civilians.Aom die Old City -

who .were
-

pld and sick, although

most were released after a short time

in the camp.
The committee represented all the

various communities which made
up the camp population. They chose

Yosef Blukkein, a resident of
Naharayim who knew Arabic well,

as the commander. He did an out-

standing job coordinating the needs

of die different interest groups, and
acting as liaison with tire Arab offi-

cials. (Unfortunately he was unable

to attend this year's reunicm because

of Alness.)

The committee organized every

aspect of camp life, from the med-
ical needs, hygiene, the distribution

offood to cultural activities and the

sealing of internal disputes.

“We had lots of classes, lectures,

religious lectures and sports. Some
people kept in shape by walking

around toecamp several timesa day.

Others engaged in exercises or

crafts," says Emanuel, a retired edu-

cator and resident of Masuot
Yitzhak.

“You can’t imagine the variety of

things that were made out of biscuit

tins, for example,” he recalls.

“Suitcases, shelves, pictures, sculp-

tures, whatever."

A rabbi was chosen to act as spin-

A tale of abuse and survival

banned in Saudi Arabia

S
OHEIR Khashoggi's eyes

glitter with intensity as she

speaks about .the quiet

Strength of women in a kingdom

she calls “Sand," located rough-

ly a world away from the rar-

efied life she shares in the

United States with her four

daughters and her famous broth-

er.

Filled with yarns both real and

fictitious, the transplanted

Saudi’s first book unveils a tale

of desert royalty and breathtak-

ing heroics. It’s also a bold step

toward her being known on her

own terms and not just as the

silent sister of billionaire arms

dealer Adnan Khashoggi.

Mirage ,
the 50-year-old

Khashoggi’s first book, was

published by Forge Press in

February.
. . . .

panned in Saudi Arabia, hers

is a tale of abuse and survival

told in a voice fluent in both

Arab and American cultures,

with a wink of optimism that

separates it from the bitter

Middle East stories related in

Princess and Not Without My
Daughter.

“Contrary to what so many

people think, strength, energy

and drive, these are very tradi-

tional for women in Arab cul-

ture. Beduin women are very

strong and they work, and they

drive. The Beduin woman is

very, very strong. She works in

the fields, she moves in the

desert," Khashoggi says, glanc-

ing down at the Manhattan sky-

line from a three-story suite at

the top of the New York Palace

Hotel, where she clearly feels at

home.
“The city people are different,

in the upper classes too many

women have lost that tradition

of strength. Some people are

happy that way, but everyone

should be free to choose her own

path,” she says, shaking her

head slightly.

“The women -

of my culture -

it’s amazing."
Mirage is the story of Arnira, a

girt from a wealthy and power-

ful family in an Arab kingdom

called Al-Remal, Arabic for

“sand." She is married off to a

handsome prince whom she first

meets on her wedding night

The marriage soon turns abu-

sive and, in a daring escape,

Amira flees with her young son

to start a new life m the US. The

evil husband is determined not

to let her go, however, and she is

forced to live in hiding until toe

two have a final showdown.
Intertwined with Amini's stoiy

are toe stories of other women: a

young pregnant woman stoned

to death for adultery; a woman,
based on Khashoggi's own
mother, who resorts to desperate

measures after her husband

chooses to take a second wife.

But there is also an American

woman who is physically

abused, and Arab characters who
shine through as heroes. Amira’s

brother, Malik, is clearly mod-
eled after Adnan Khashoggi. and

is portrayed as compassionate

and heroic and. yes, extremely

wealthy.
There are protagonists and vil-

lains on both sides of the cultur-

al divide, and the lasting mes-

sage is one of hope and strength

despite the odds.

“I always wanted to write

something about abuse, the fact

that abuse is all around the

world, and it's really harming a

lot of women. I just wanted to

show that there is a way out in

life, there’s always something
you can do. Fortunately, women
in America have shelters and

more support In Saudi Arabia, if

a woman is abused, it's especial-

ly hard for her to leave her

home.
“Her husband can keep her

children. If the women go back

to their families, their families

will tell them: ‘You have to stay

in .this marriage, and try to solve

it.’ It’s very hard."

It is an intimate topic for the

twice-divorced Khashoggi,

whose real life story is threaded

carefully through Mirage.

“I had to speak in Action,

because it’s embarrassing to talk

about my country. I didn’t really

want to embarrass anyone. I

wasn’t too open, 1 think. 1 just

said the truth.

“The stoning, well, it hasn’t

happened to anyone I know per-

sonally, and it doesn’t happen

too much now. Other things are

more personal, though."

Khashoggi grew up in

Alexandria, Egypt, a cosmopoli-

tan and liberal city on the

Mediterranean. In 1963, she left

for Lebanon, then Saudi Arabia,

when she got married for toe

first time at the age of 17, she

says.

“Saudi wasn't really a shock
for nte, but I was happier in my
own world that was more
Western. I think they can’t

blame me. I’ve lived all my life

in toe Western world."

Dressed in understated ele-

gance - charcoal wool pants, a

sweater and little jewelry - she

is also quite at home in

Manhattan, where her brother’s

$22 million apartment features a

sauna, swimming pool and four

separate living quarters.

When she meets for a recent

interview at the Palace, she

casually telephones hotel offi-

cials and asks for a room where
she can chat quietly. Within
moments, she's whisked up to a

deluxe suite on toe 53rd floor

that has housed royalty and dig-

nitaries from around the world.

But all was not golden in her

life, said the daughter of Saudi

Arabia’s first Western-trained

doctor. Her mother died quite

young, she says, her voice

falling to a near whisper.

“I think it was the type of

arranged marriage with my
father that made her so sad, and

the fact that he took a second
wife."
Although she says her first

marriage was not physically
abusive, sbe says it was “unhap-
py." So much so that she took

her daughter and told her broth-

er, “That’s iu I want to leave. He
took me to London."
“My second marriage was the

same. A disaster. I was very

unlucky. It wasn’t terribly abu-

sive, but it was unhappy. It did-

n’t work out.”

After her second divorce,

Khashoggi settled in Greenwich.
Connecticut, which she says is

comfortably close to New York,

where her brother lives and one
of her daughters is attending

college.

“I am still a Saudi citizen, but

I love the States. I got my
courage over the five years I’ve

been living here."

But she is not surprised the

book was banned in Saudi

Arabia. Two of the principal

women in the stories, both

Moslems, fall in love with

Christian men. In Islam,

Moslem women are strictly for-

bidden from marrying non-
Moslems.
“They were also very upset

because I had a prince as a

homosexual,” she said, breaking

out in titters of laughter. "I think

I’m very truthful.

“You know, it’s nice to express

your feelings in life and say

what you want out of iL” (AP)

tual leader. The various communi-
ties held services according to their

liturgies. There were several Torah

scrolls in the camp, including one

that had been saved from 'Gush

Etzion and carried into captivity.

Holidays, according to Carlebach.

were special events. They managed
to celebrate them as tradition dic-

tates. because rrtarzor were sent for

Pessah, luiavim and etrogim arrived

just in time for Succot and even

Hanukka candles were made avail-

able.

After a few weeks the Red Cross

began to visit periodically. They
brought mail and packages from
their families and indeed from all

over the Jewish world. “Don’t forget

that we were the first Jewish prison-

ers who fought on their own soil in

two thousand years,"says Neuman.
Thus after a difficult summer,

when the heat and flies tormented

the prisoners, they endured an
equally hard winter. But toe sleeping

bags, sweaters and winter uniforms

that they received from their fami-

lies and friends made life more bear-

able.

“There were, of course, hours of
loneliness,” admits Carlebach.

“There were times when we waited

to return to our families and longed

to take part in toe historic processes

taking plxe at home."
During the first cease-fire, the fate

of toe prisoners in Jordan was one of

the main issues discussed. Finally,

after 10 months, they were repatriat-

ed - but gradually. Small groups
w ere released over a two-week peri-

od durins February and March
1949.

Now, after 48 years. Neuman
decided to organize a reunion. “1

thought that ifwe manage to get one
bus load of prisoners organized I’ll

be happy."

He contacted key people who had
lived and fought in the Old City, and
who knew other former inmates of

the Jordanian camp. News of the

event was also spread by word of

mouth.

Two other veterans helped him
organize the lists and a bus-tour

company made the technical

arrangements. In toe end, 350 for-

mer prisoners and family members
signed up and seven buses from all

over the country were organized.

Two weeks before the reunion

Neuman made a preliminary trip to

the site of the camp, which is now
cultivated and no longer a neglected

v- .

desert area. Um El Jamal is located

close to the Syrian border near an
ancient Nabatean city by that name.

Neuman notes that camels used to

drink at a watering spot nearby,

hence the name.
But another explanation for the

name is based on its translation: City

of Beauty. “Even though everything

is now built up here. I’m certain Sat
we found the right location," says

Neuman confidently.

Carlebach isn’t at all sure that the

buses actually stepped at the origi-

nal site. “It's impossible to tell ifthis

was actually the prison camp; but

what difference does it make?”
Some of the former prisoners came
just forthe ceremony and stayed one
night: the majority remained for

four days and loured the major

tourist sites after the reunion.

They all agreed with one of the

speakers, Haifa Chief Rabbi She’ar

Yashuv Cohen, who had been one of
the fighters in the Old City of
Jerusalem in 1948 when he was

NO one really knows just

when people first bred and
trained homing, or carrier,

pigeons, but it is certain toe hobby
stalled many centuries ago.

In toe Talmud we are admon-

ished not to believe toe testimony

of a “pigeon flier." This was prob-

ably because the pigeon fliers

were accustomed to bet on hom-
ing races, and Judaism has always

held gambling in disdain.

These valuable and useful birds

have played dramatic roles in

peace and in war and it is believed

that probably the greatest and

best-kept secret of the early gen-

erations of Rothschilds was their

use of homing pigeons to transmit

accurate intelligence and to send

it swiftly across the face of

Europe in order to manage their

vast financial empire.

Training pigeons to be good
homers must start with toe right

stock. While most pigeons will

find their way home over a short

distance, to be a real homer, a bird

must possess genes for orientation

and homing instinct

The whole business suns with

buying really superior breeding

Heading for home
HEADS ‘N’ TAILS

D'VORA BEN SHAUL

stock, preferably from a hobbyist

who trains and flies the birds. The

breeding stock must be kept con-

fined: otherwise, if they are wor-

thy of being called “homers,” they

will simply fly right back to their

native cote, and you will either

have to keep bringing them back

or give up.

Later on, after they have pro-

duced squabs several times, you

may try to release them, one at a

time, while there are still very

young squabs in the nest. In most

cases the desire to take care of the

offspring will offset the inclina-

tion to go back to toe former
home. In'most cases, it may even

convince them that home is where

the nest is. By this stage, in any

case, you will have a generation

of young homers that know no
other dovecote.

THE REAL training begins with

the young pigeons w'hen they are

a few months old. They should be

kept separate from the adults

unless the adults have already

become accustomed to coming
home to their dovecote.

At first, the young pigeons are

allowed to enter and leave the

dovecote through their access por-

tal. For toe first few tunes it is

best to allow this egress about an

hour or so before dusk since they

will be less likely to stray at this

time of day.

Then you start releasing them

earlier and for several weeks this is

ail you do. It is now that they must

taken prisoner. “This is a once-in-a-

lifetime meeting," he said.

One of Cartehachs sons, who
accompanied his father also

summed up toe feelings of many
family members who attended.

“Now I’ve seen with my own eyes

what I've been told all these years

by my father.”

Carlebach himself hadn’t been

particularly excited by toe prospect

ofreturning to theJordan camp after

all these years. “I was more wrought

up by my visit to Gush Etzion, right

after the Six Day War. But in toe

end, this reunion was a very moving
experience. I’m glad that I had the

opportunity to share it with my chil-

dren.”

Neuman is gratified by the large

participation, by the good publicity

that the trip got and especially by the

opportunity to reestablish contact

with people who shared toe prison

experience so many years ago when
both toe state - and they themselves
- were young.

see and retain an aerial view of

their home from all directions and

in various amounts of daylight and

sun position.

When the young birds are well

familiarized with their area, the

first “home flight" should be no
more than five kilometers. Stan

early in toe day, take toe bird to

toe release point, let it emerge

from toe cage or basket by itself

and then leave.

Go home and chew your finger-

nails while you wait for it to

appear. They usually do. Don’t

initiate flight in a novice bird in

stormy weather or in a real

scorcher, and don’t send toe bird

off too late in toe day for good

aerial overview.

From now on you take toe bird a

few kilometers further from home
each time until it has become an

accomplished homer.

TOMORROW
ANCIENT SYNAGOGUES

OF THE GALILEE
Spend a day away-from-rt-afl on one of

Shorashim’s entertaining, English speaking trips.

You’ll meet your sort of people, visit off the beaten

track places, and hear interesting and informative

explanations from expert guides.

Space is limited, so book early to avoid

disappointment

After Jerusalem was destroyed in 70 CE, Jewish

leaders fled to EretzYehuda and, after the Bar

Kochba rebellion, to Galilee, where Jewish life

began to flourish again.

The tour leaves from Jerusalem, and'plcks up
participants in Tel Aviv. Then we visit Arbel,

Tiberias, Kfar Nahum, and PekiMn. Your tour guide is

Yonl Shapiro, and the cost, which Includes entrance

to all sites, a full lunch, and transportation In

air-conditioned buses, is NIS 170.

SUNDAY, JUNE 9

To book and for further information, call:

SHORASH1M, Tel. 02-666231

(9:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.)

,
Ask for Romrt, Tami or Varda

|
P.O.B. 7588, 14 Rehov Abarbanel

I Rehavia, Jerusalem 91 074
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THE ISSUES IN ENGLISH
Come and heareach party present its platform.

HAIFA Goldblum Center

Monday 124 Rehov Hanassi

May 27, 7 p.m. Ell Geva (Labor)

Rodney Saunders (Likud)

Naomi Chazan MK (Meretz)

Jay Shapiro (NRP)

Corns early, space is limited. Tima for questions.

Admission NIS 5 (to cover costs)

Sponsored by The Jerusalem Post, TheAssodafibn ofAmericans

and Canadians In feral, The British 08m Society, Hltachdut Otel

Britannia, the English Speaking Residents’ Association, and toe

South African Zionist Federation (israai).
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Panthers up 2-1

over Penguins
Griffey’s 3 HRs lift Seattle past NY

MIAMI (AP) - The Florida Pan-
thers, vilified for their boring

style during the playoffs, pot on a
show for their critics at the ex-

pense of the Pittsburgh Penguins.

The Panthers took a club-re-

cord 61 shots against fast-skating

Pittsburgh and embarrassed the

Penguins in a three-goal third pe-

riod Friday night. Hie result was
a 5-2 Florida victory and a 2-1

lead in the Eastern Conference
finals.

Stu Barnes' scored two of the

goals in the final period for the

Panthers, who also play host to

the Penguins in Game 4 in Miami

today. The loss was the first in six

road games for Pittsburgh during

the playoffs this year.

“Boring is beautiful; I’m a bor-

ing guy and I kind of like it,
1 ' said

Florida coach Doug MacLeau,
whose Panthers became the
youngest expansion team in NHL
history to win as many as 10 play-

'

off games.

The Panthers, In their third

season, eclipsed the record of the

New York Islanders, who won
nine games in their third year in

1975.

A newspaper column by an
out-of-town sports writer found
its way to the Panthers’ locker

room bulletin board this week.
The writer implored “boring”
Florida not to make the Stanley

Cop Finals for the good of hockey

and television ratings.

“We’ve been saying that we
are pretty good offensive team.

Now we are making people be-

lievers,” said Florida goaliender

John Vanbiesbrouck, who had 26

saves.

The Panthers wanted to take

more shots after getting too fancy

with the puck in losing to Pitts-

burgh in Game 2.

The Panthers put on quite a

show, especially in the third peri-

od when they took the first 20
shots. Pittsburgh didn’t get a shot

on goal until there were just over

three minutes left in the game.

Florida's shots-on-goal total

broke the old mark of 52 set

against Los Angeles on October

19, 1993. Penguins coach Ed
Johnston was not amused
“We folded the tent,” he said

"It was totally inexcusable. ...

When a team gets 60 shots- on
goal, it means we are not check-

ing anyone and we are not bitting

anyone.”

Besides Barnes. Florida's Ray
Sheppard scored his seventh
playoff goal, while rookie Radek
Dvorak and Martin Straka each

got his first. Dave Lowry had

three assists and Gord Murphy,
two.

The Penguins worried that the

three-day layoff from the last

game hampered the necessary
animosity needed for physical

playoff hockey. The teams made
up for lost time with several

fights. Dvorak lost three teeth

when he took a high stick to the

face.
. .

Thee game ended with a free-

for-all at center ice, including the

two goallenders exchanging nu-

merous punches. Vanbiesbrouck

criticized the Penguins’ Dave

Roche for breaking Tom Fitzger-

ald’s nose during the fight.

“It was done out of frustration,

but there is no place for it,” Van-

biesbrouck said '‘That’s not what

it’s all about. This was a hard-

fought game.”

Another concern was the con-

dition of the ice at the Miami

Arena. Managers brought in 10

mammoth dehumidifieis at a cost

of $35,000 to keep the playing

surface from becoming too

chippy.

Detroit 6, Colorado 4

What has happened to home-

ice advantage, in the NHL play-

offs in general and the Detroit-

Colorado series in particular?

In this year's playoffs, road

teams have compiled a surprising

38-36 record In the three games

of the Red Wings-Avalanche se-

ries, the visiting team has won
each time.

That fact has to be comforting

to the visiting Red Wings, who
were ready to tie the Western

Conference final series in Game 4

last night. Colorado’s series lead

was reduced to 2-1 by Detroit’s 6-

4 win in Denver on Thursday
night

“Parity in the league is such

that teams know now it’s not im-
portant where you play, it’s how
you play,” Colorado coach Marc
Crawford said “And if you com-
pete hard, you have a great

chance of being successful We’re

4-3 in the playoffs at home, so

we’ve got a better home record

than most of the clubs that are

left."

Crawford's team is a main ben-

eficiary of the road success. Colo-

rado. at 6-2 on the road, has more

road wins than any other playoff

team.

But the Avalanche were miss-

ing a key player last night, with

the suspension of Claude Le-

mieux. The Colorado forward
was suspended for one game Fri-

day and fined $1,000 for what the

NHL considered an inappropri-

ate punch of Detroit forward
Vyacheslav Kozlov in Game 3.

The Red Wing? were hopeful

of getting standout defenseman
Paul Coffey back for Game 4.

Coffey scored the only Detroit

goals in the first two games of the
• series with Colorado, but was
forced to sit out Game 3 with

lingering back spasms.

The Red Wings got captain

Steve Yzerman back for Game 3
- he missed Game 2 with a groin

strain - and while he didn't figure

in the scoring, he played solidly

and helped inspire linemate Ser-

gei Fedorov, who had four
assists.

NHL Playoff Glance

Conference Finals (Best-of-7)

WEDNESDAY
No games scheduled

THURSDAY'S RESULT:
Detroit 6, Colorado 4
(Colorado leads series 2-1)

FRIDAY'S RESULT:
Florida 5, Pittsburgh 2

(Florida leads series 2-1)

LAST NIGHT
Detroit at Colorado

TODAY
Pittsburgh at Honda
TOMORROW
Colorado at Detroit

Open

SEATTLE (AP) - Ken Griffey

Jr. hit three home runs in a game
for the first time and tied a career

high with six RBIs as the Mari-

ners beat the Yankees 10-4 on
Friday night

Griffey set a team record by
scoring five runs, and went 4-for-

4 with a walk.

Griffey hit a two-run homer in

the fourth inning, a three-run
drive in the sixth and a solo shot

in the eighth. He also singled.

On Tuesday, Griffey became
the sevenih-yoangest player in

major league history to reach 200

homers. He has four multi-homer

games this season and 18 in his

career.

Sterling Hitchcock (4-2), ac-

quired during an offseason trade

with the Yankees, allowed eight

hits and three earned runs in sev-

en innings. He became the first

Seattle starter to last at least six

innings since he did so on May 8.

Griffey’s first homer put the

Mariners up 6-1 in the fourth in-

ning and chased Scott Kamien-
ieclri (1-2). Griffey’s sixth-inning

homer off former teammate Jeff

Nelson, who was part of the

Hitchcock deal, made it 9-2. Grif-

fey’s final homer came off Steve

Howe.
Indians 6, Tigers 3

Albert Belle hit two home runs and

visiting Cleveland sent Detroit to its

ninth straight loss.

Bene hit a solo home run in the

fourth inning, then led off the eighth

with another homer for a 4-3 lead He
leads the majors with 19 home runs.

Belle had three hits and scored
three times. He has eight home runs

in his last 15 games.

Manny Ramirez and Kenny Lofton

also homered as Cleveland won for

the 10th time in 12 games before a

crowd of 26,967, second-largest of the

season at Tiger Stadium. Thousands
of Indians fans, many unable to get

tickets to sold-out Jacobs Field, made
the three-hour drive to Detroit.

Orioles 5, Athletics 4 (10)

Gregg Zaun singled home the win-
ning run with two oats in the bottom
of the 10th inning, giving the Batti-

more Orioles a comeback victory.

It was the 10th win in 13 games for

the Orioles. Jeffrey Hammonds’
three-run homer in the Baltimore
eighth tied it at 4.

Rafael Palmeiro opened the Ori-

oles 10th with a double off Carlos

Reyes (3-8), making his first relief

appearance of the season.

Bobby Bonilla was given an inten-

tional walk. Cal Ripken struck out

and Hammonds forced out Palmeiro
at third. Zaun then hit a line drive in

the gap in left-center;

Roger McDowell (1-1) pitched two
scoreless innings.

White Sox 4, Brewers 3
Ron Karkovice hit a solo home run

with two outs in the bottom of the

eighth inning and the Chicago While
Sox won their sixth straight

Karkovice connected off Steve
Sparks (3-5) for his third home nut.

Larry Thomas (2-3) got one out for

the win, and Roberto Hernandez
pitched a scoreless ninth for his 13tb

save.

Royals 8, Rangers 0
Mark Gnbicza pitched a four-hitter

in his second straight strong start, and
the Kansas City Royals stretched

their winning streak to five with a

GOTCHA - Padres* Steve Finley is tagged ont at the plate by Mets catcher Todd Hundley after

trying to score on a single by Wally Joyner. Padres’ Rickey Henderson had already scored on the

(Reuter)hit.

borne -win.

Gubicza (4-6) retired 14 consecu-

tive batters - 11 on grounders - be-

fore Warren Newson doubled with

two outs in the fifth. He struck out

two and walked none in his 16th ca-

reer shutout, the first since last Sep-

tember 28 against the Chicago White

Sox. It was his first complete game
this season, the 41st of his career.

Bobby Win (4-4) was knocked ont

with two outs in the fourth.

Twins 4, Blue Jays 0
Rich Robertson pitched his first ca-

reer shutout and won for the first time

in eight decisions as Minnesota Twins
won on the road

Robertson (1-7) allowed four hits -

leadoff singles in the first and third

innings a two-out triple in the sixth

and a one-out double in the seventh.

He struck out eight and walked three.

Robertson now has three complete

games in 11 starts, including each of

his last two outings. The Twins have

scored only 16 runs in his seven

losses.

Angels 3,' Red Sox 1
Chuck Finley allowed four hits in

seven innings and Garret Anderson
singled in two runs as host California

stopped a nine-game losing streak

again* the Red Sox.

In the Angels' first home game
since The Walt Disney Co. look over
operation of the team, Finley (6-2)

struck out six, walked four and low-
ered his ERA to 3.97 - the first time it

has been under 4 this season. Tun
,

Neahring's seventh-inning homer was'
the only nm be allowed.

Mike James relieved at the start of
the seventh and hit Jose Canseco in

the left side and Mike Stanley in the

head with consecutive fastballs. Stan-

ley was carried off on a stretcher but

was conscious. Canseco started walk-

ing toward the mound, but third-base

umpire Rich Garcia prevented him
from getting to James.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Braves 5, Pirates 3

John Smoltz won his lOtb consecu-

tive start and became the first 10-

game winner in the majors as Atlanta

rallied for a road win.

Smoltz (10-1) left for a pinch bitter

in the seventh trailing 2-0. Bat Atlan-
ta rallied Cor three runs in the mning
and won for the eighth time in 10
games, making Smoltz just the sixth

NL pitcher since 1920 to record 10
victories by the end of May.

Smoltz gave up two runs and six

hits in six innings, struck out three

and walked three. Mark Wohlers
pitched the ninth for bis ninth save,

allowing an RBI single to Carlos
Garda.

Padres 13, Mas 1
Fernando Valenzuela took a shut-

out into the eighth inning and Brian

Johnson bit his third career grand
slam, leading San Diego to an away
win.

Valenzuela (3-2) gave up six hits,

walked none and struck out four m
eight innings. The 35-year-old pitcher

also contributed an RBI grounder.

Valenzuela, who beat the Mets 5-2

on May 13, did not permit a runner

past second base until Butch Huskey

homered leading off foe eighth. Hus-

key went 3-for-3.

Jason Isringhausen (2-6) lost his

fourth straight decisions. In six-plus

innings, be gave up five runs on seven

hits and six walks.

Dodgers 5, Expos 4 (II)

Raul Mondesi drove in three runs,
including the game-winner in the. top
of the 11th timing, as Los Angeles
rallied from a four-run deficit

Mondesi..scored JBUIy Ashley* who. re-

drew a one-but walk against
1

former
''

’ Dodgef -Gmar TJa&T(Q-2), rfhh’£*d- i,!

gle to left.

Astros 8, Cubs 7
Houston overcame Ryne Sand-

berg's first grand slam in four sea-
sons, beating Chicago on John Can-
gelosi’s run-scoring single with two
outs in foe bottom of foe 10th inning.

Chicago trailed 4-0 before Sammy
Sosa's tiuee-run homer in the sixth

off Donne Wall - Sosa's 16th homer -

and Sandberg’s seventh-inning grand

slam off Greg Swinded.
Sandberg’s fourth career grand

dam put Chicago ahead 7-4. It was
Sandberg’s 10th homer of the seasou-

CarAnab 4, Marlas 2
Tom Pagpazzi singled in the sixth

inning fry St Louis’ first hit, sparking

a comeback as visiting St Louis won
its fourth straight

Vfikc Morgan (1-0), making his sec-

ond start this year after offseason

shoulder surgery, allowed three hits,

and two runs m 6% innings before

leaving the game after being struck on
the right calf by Terry Pendleton’s

one-bopper.

TJ. Mathews pitched 2'A perfect

innings for his third save.

Gary Sheffield drove in Florida's

runs with his 15th homer. John Bur-

kett (3-6) allowed no hits through five

innings, retiring 14 consecutive bat-

ters. But five of the next 10 Cardinals

readied base as they rallied from a 2-

0 defied.

Reds U, Rockies 9
Eric Davis homered twice and

drove in five runs as Cmcmnaii woo
on the road.

Davis had four hits, including a

two-run double, and helped the Reds
build a 9-0 lead in the fourth inning

Barry Larkin had three hits and had
three RBIs as Cincinnati won for the

third straight time.

The Rockies scored twice in the
ninth and had the bases Loaded before

Ellis Burks struck out to end the
game.

Reds starter Pete Scbourek began
with three hitless mnmgg, but .Colora-

do chased him with a six-run fourth.

Dante- Bichette drew fh£ : Rockies to T

9-7?jwiih bis sixth borne- ntn- of -the-'

year, leading off the fifth against

Johnny Ruffin (1-2).

Marie Thompson (3-4) lasted two
batters into the third inning, and was
tagged for eight runs and six hits.

Phillies 5, Giants 1
Curt Schilling allowed three hits in.

seven innings in his third start since

shoulder surgery.

Pete Incaviglia Jut a 450-foot homer
over the left-field bleachers in the

fourth. Solo homers by Mike Lie-

berthal and Todd ZeSe in the sixth

put foe visiting Phillies ahead 3-0.

Schilling (2-0) has beaten the Gi-

ants twice in three starts this season.

He had arthroscopic surgery on bis

right shoulder last August

Schilling allowed one run, struck

out nine and walked one. Schilling,

who had two of the Phillies’ 10 hits,

retired 14 consecutive baoeis before

GlenaUen Hill singled with two outs

in the fifth

FRIDAY’S ML RESULTS:
Atlanta 5, Pittsburgh 3
St Locis 4, Florida 2

San Diego 13, New York 1
Lot Angeks 5, Montreal 4 (II)

Houston 8, Chicago 7 (10)

CMswti 11, Colorado 9
Philadelphia 5, San Francisco 1

THURSDAY'S NL RESULTS:
San Diego 7, Philadelphia S

Garfmad 7, Colorado 5
Only gunes scheduled

WEDNESDAY'S NL RESULTS:
Qurimnitl 4, Florida 1
Atlanta 9, Chicago 4
Colorado 6, Pittsburgh 3

Montreal 4, San Francisco 3

St. Look S, Bouton 2
New York 3, Log Angeks 2
San Dkgo S, Philadelphia 2

FRIDAY’S AL RESULTS:
Qmtaod 6, Detroit 3
Minnesota 4, Toronto 0
Chicago 4, Milwaukee 3
Kansas City 8, Texas 0
Baknaore 5, Oakland 4 (10)

CaRfanla 3, Boston 1

Seattle 10, New York 4

THURSDAY’S AL RESULTS:
New York 4, Oakland 3
Boston 11, Seattle 4
Cterdud 5, Milwaukee 1
Kansu Cky 4, Tens 2

Toronto 5, Minnesota 4 (IQ)

Ou|y gates scheduled

WEDNESDAY'S AL RESULTS:
Tens 6, Minnesota 5
Kansas City 6, Detroit 4
Chicago 2, Toronto 1 (11)
Seattle 6, Boston 1
Milwaukee 18, Oeretand 8
Oakland 5, New York 1

Baltimore iq, Cifflhrata 5

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East DMston

W L Pet GB
Marta 31 IS J360 -

Montreal SB IS .604 2.5

PHbKfeipNa 23 23 £00 7£
Florida 24 25 .ABO B
New York IS 27 >413 11.5
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L
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West Division

San Diego
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L
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24
23
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AMERICAN LEAGUE
EaatDtvMon

W L Pet GB
New York 26 18 Sfll . -

1

Baltimore
' - 26 IB 57B y

Toronto
.

av- 26 , .447- ;6£r
Boston is 27

.
-400 as

DetrolKjr'' ' 12 38!!.' .JSOA.IB;-

Central Dtvtelon

W L Pet GB
Oovotand 31 14 .689 4-

Chicago 27 18 .800 A
KHwoukse 22 23 489 B
Kansas Cky 23 26 .469 10
Minnesota 20 26 .435 11.5

West Division

W L Pet GB
Tens 28 - 19 ,596 —

Souffle 25 21 -543 2S
Cattarrfa 22 24 .478 5S
Oakland 21 25 .457 6.5

Simyonev getsjump on competition

MAJORLEAGUE LEADERS
(Through Friday’s Games)

Sampras top seed

in French
PARIS (AP) - Although he's

ranked No. 1 in the world, Pete

Sampras hasn't had nearly as

much success on day as Thomas

Muster.

So it raised some eyebrows last

week when Sampras was desig-

nated the lop seed in the French

Smashnova’s 1st hurdle

Anna Smashuova is drawn against

Tehran's Wang Sbi-ting in the first

round.
There are no male competitors from

Israel^

Open, even though Muster is the

favorite.

“We have to rank our players

according to the ATP statistics or

else the decision could become

too subjective,” chief referee Gil-

bert Ysem said

The organizing committee for

the two-week tournament that

opens tomorrow went along with

the rankings of the professional

tennis associations despite Mus-

ter’s dominance on clay courts.

Muster, seeded No. 2, won his

fifth clav tournament of the year

Sunday, capturing the Italian

Open again. He is 95-3 over the

past two years on clay.

Andre Agassi is No. 3, fol-

lowed by Michael Chang, Goran

Ivanisevic. Yevgeny Kafelnikov

and Jim Courier, who won in

1991 and 1992. Boris Becker
pulled out of the event last week.

On the women's side, Steffi

Graf and Monica Seles are co-top

seeds. The pair share the top spot

in world rankings.

After flipping a coin to decide

who would be in the top half of

the draw. Graf took the top half

and Seles the bottom.

Graf won last year for the

fourth time, and Seles was a

three-time winner before her lay-

off after being stabbed at a tour-

nament in 1993.

This year marks her comeback

at Roland Garros, where she

dominated between 1990 and
1992. winning 21 straight match-

es. She is scheduled to compete in

the Madrid Open this week.

Four-time Italian Open cham-

pion Conchila Martinez is seeded

third, although she is No. 2 in the

WTA rankings. Arantxa Sanchez

Vicario, a iwo-time winner in

Paris, is No. 4, followed by Iva

Majoli, Anke Huber, and
Chanda Rubin.

Gabriela Sabatini, who was
seeded eighth, withdrew last week,

citing a stomach muscle problem.

Sabatini’ 5 withdrawal allows the

young Swiss star Martina Hingis to

move up to No. 16. The 15-year-

old Hingis thus avoids the possibil-

ity of facing a seeded player for the

first three rounds.

THE competitive spirit is reap-

ing rewards. Constantin Si-

myonev and Danny Krasnov,
both Olympic pole vaulters,

clashed at Hadar Yosef in the

Maccabi Championships. As he

did last week, Simyonev again

cleared the bar higher than

Krasnov, at 5.70 meters versus

Krasnov's 5.65m.

Winning the 10km ran in the

Israeli Championships was Wo-
daje Zvadya in a time of
29:38.88. Coining in second was
Ayalah Setine (30:10.98) and in

third was Amit Ne’eman
(30*34.54).

And on the comings and goings

of our track stars - Dimitri
Kliger, national record holder in

the 400m, has left Israel for Rus-
sia, and has apparently no plans

to return. Athletic officials are

considering canceling his 4639
seconds record since he has not

completed one year’s stay in Isra-

el but are holding out to see if he

resurfaces for next month's Israel

Championships.

THE LOCAL SCENE
HEATHER CHAIT

Gucca’s OK
Olympic wrestler Gucca Chi-

chi ashvilli had the local sports

world anxious this week when he

took a blow to his ribs during a

tournament in Hungary.

Luckily, the injury was not se-

rious and should not deter Isra-

el’s main medal hope, who said

on his return home, “1 have to be

perfectly fit for Atlanta.”

Nick Zagranichni (48kg)
picked up foe gold medal at the

same competition, beating the

Russian and Belarus champions

in an outstanding performance.

Honorable mention for gymnasts
Einat Kedar finished in eighth

place in the European Gymnas-
tics Championships in Birming-

ham. In the final of the jumps

category Kedar was awarded
9.418 points against the Roma-
nian winner’s 9.774.

Adi Fe’er and Maya Shani who

reached the all-round finals took

18th and 23rd places respectively.

End of an Olympic dream'

A severe vims which judoka

Einat Yaron contracted at the

European Championships in Hol-

land dashed her hopes for Atlan-

ta. Yaron, who won the bronze

medal at foe event last year, was

restricted to her bed and missed

her last chance to make the

Olympic team. She is joined by

Guy Fogel who was struck off the

list after he decided not to com-

pete in the tournament.

Gil Ofer (71kg) had two wins

and two losses, finishing ninth.

Golden 16-year-old swimmer
Yoav Gat is only 16 years old

but is making waves like bis

namesake, Yoav Brack. At an

international tournament in Bel-

gium, Gat set a new record in his

age group in the 200m back-

stroke, with a time of 2:06.41

which gave him the gold medal.

A few strokes behind was Nir

Tubis whose time of 2:10.20

granted him the bronze.

Favre’s addiction nearly killed him

Joseph Hoffmaru Sports Editor

NEW YORK (AP) - Brett Favre was so dependent

on painkillers that the Green Bay Packers quarter-

back once took 13 tablets during an awards dinner

and often went to teammates looking for more.

The extent of his medical problems are disclosed

in Monday’s issue of Spans Illustrated.

The marine reports that Favie’s addiction led to

a seizure in February following ankle surgery that

nearly killed hiiq-

During the seizure - his head swinging uncontrol-

lably, his teeth gnashing - his girlfriend screamed to

the nurse, frantic that Favre might swallow his

tongue. Favre’s 7-year-old daughter asked if her

father was going to die.

After the seizure passed, team doctor John Gray
told him: “People can die from those.”

Favre, the NFL's Most Valuable Player, realized

he needed help, and quickly. He entered an NFL
substance abuse program, and on May 14 Favre
admitted his addiction.

He has has entered a rehabilitation center in

Topeka, Kan. Favre bas a reputation as a big” beer

drinker, and part of his treatment is remaining alco-

hol free.

He will be subjected ter as many as 10 unan-

nounced urine tests a month for drugs and alcohol as

part of his after-care program.

“Maybe I’ll find out in two years if I can drink,”

Favre said.

The SI story said Favre’s problems with painkill-

ers began in 1992 when he won a game after receiv-

ing an injection to his non-throwing shoulder.

“I saw (backup) Don Majkowski rarin' to go, and

if he'd gotten back in there, 1 may never have gotten

my spot back,” Favre told SL “At halftime the

doctors said, ‘It’S your choice, but we can shoot it up

(with Novocain) without further injury.’ I said,

‘Let’s do it.’

“They had to pull my shoulder out, and they stuck

the needle way down in my shoulder. In a little while

I didn't feel any pain. I played well and we won the

game. I thought, damn, that was easy.”

NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING - TGwynn. San Diego,

.372; Piazza, Los Angeles, -356;

Grace, CWcmo, .353; Bichette, Colo-

rado, .343; Grudzielanek, Montreal,

.341; Mabry, SL Louis, .338; l~

Houston, .333; Joyner, San
.333.

RUNS - Grudzielanek, Montreal, 45;

Bonds, San Francisco, 44; Burks,

Colorado, 42; Bagwell, Houston, 39;

Sheffield, Florida, 39; Bichette, Colo-

rado, 38; MaWilliams, San Francisco,

38.

RBIs - HRodriguez, Montreal, 51;
Bonds, San Francisco, 47; Bagwell,

Houston, 44; GifKey, New York, 43;
Galarraga, Colorado, 43; McGrlff, At-

lanta, 43; MaWilliams, San Francis-

co, 41.

HITS - Grudzielanek, Montreal, 75;

Grace, Chicago, 85; (Johnson, New
York, 64; Piazza, Los Angeles, 63;

Bichette, Colorado, 62; DBeil, Hous-
ton, 60; McGriff, Atlanta, 60.

DOUBLES - Lansing. Montreal, 17;

DBeil, Houston,' 16; Berry, Houston,
16; Joyner, San Diego, 15; Grace,

Chicago, 14; Alicea, SL Louis, 14;

HRodriguez, Montreal, 13; Caminiti,

San Diego, 13.

TRIPLES - (Johnson, New York, B;

Morandinl, Philadelphia, 4; De-
Shields, Los Angeles, 4; LWalker,

Colorado, 4; 7 are tied with 3.

HOME RUNS - HRodrtauez, Montre-

al, 17; Bonds, San Francisco, 17;

Sosa, Chicago, 16; Klesko, Atlanta,

15; Bagwell, Houston, 15; Sheffield,

Florida, 15; 5 are tied with 12.

STOLEN BASES -McRae, Chicago,

18; DeShiekis, Los Angeles, 15;

EYoung, Colorado, 14; Clayton, SL
Lous, 12; Morandinl, Philadelf

12; Bonds, San Francisco, 12; 1

man, Cincinnati, 12.

PITCHING (6 Decisions) - Smoltz,

Atlanta, 10-1, .909, 2.50; ToJones,

Houston, 5-1
,
.833, 3.33; PJMartinez,

Montreal, 5-1, .833, 3.06; Gardner,

San Francisco, 5-1, .833, 3.02;

Tewksbury, San Diego, 5-1. .833,

4.60; Grace, Philadelphia, 6-2, .750,

3.03; IValdes, LosAngeles, 5-2, .714,

2.48; Nesgle. Pittsburgh. 5-2, .714,

3.32; Ashby, San Diego, 5-2, .714,

3.42.

STRIKEOUTS - Smoltz, Atlanta^;
PJMartinez, Montreal, 71;Nomb, Los
Angeles, 69; GMaddux, Atlanta, 67;
Reynolds, Houston, 66; Kile, Hous-
ton, 64; Stotttemyre, SL Lou's, 62;
ALerter, Florida. 62.

SAVES - BottaTtco. Philadelphia. 13;
Beck, San Francisco, 12; TdWorrall,

Los Angeles, 12; Nan, Florida, 11;
JBrantiey, Cincinnati. 11; ToJones,
Houston, 9; Hoffman, San Diego, 9;

Wohlers, Manta, 9.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING - RAIomar, Baltimore,

.400; O'Neill, New York, .373; Belle,

Cleveland, .365; Giambi, Oakland,

.357; EMartinez, Seattle, .347;
MVaughn, Boston, .345; Knoblauch.
Minnesota, .342; Boggs. New York,

.342.

RUNS - Belle, Cleveland, 42; EMar-
tinez, Seattle, 41; RAIomar, Balti-

more, 40; Griffey Jr, Seattle, 39; Lof-

ton, Cleveland, 38; FThomas,
Chicago, 38; Thome, Cleveland, 37.

RBIs - MVaughn, Boston, 49; Belle,

Cleveland, 49; FThomas, Chicago,

46; Buhner, Seattle, 45; EMartinez,

Seattle, 39; RPaimeiro, Baltimore,

39; Carter, Toronto, 39.

HITS - RAIomar, Baltimore, 72;

Hamilton, Texas, 63; Lofton, Cleve-

land, 62; Belie, Cleveland, 62;
MVaughn, Boston, 61; Molitor. Min-

nesota, 61 ; Giambi, Oakland, 60;

EMartinez, Seattle, 60.

DOUBLES - EMartinez. Seattle, 24;
JnVaJentin, Boston, 15; (Rodriguez,
Texas, 15; GMyers, Minnesota, 15;
Giambi, Oakland, 14; ARodriguez,
Seattle, 14; Baerga, Cleveland, 14.
TRIPLES - Carter, Toronto, 5; Vina,
Milwaukee, 4; Knoblauch, Minneso-
ta, 4; DJeter, New York, 3; Durham,
Chicago, 3; Meares, Minnesota, 3;
JsValentin, Milwaukee, 3; M Lewis,
Detroit, 3; Velarde, California, 3.

HOME RUNS - Belle, Cleveland. 1 9;
MVaughn, Boston, 17; ByAnderson,
Baltimore, 16; Buhner, Seattle, 16;

Griffey Jr, Seattle, 15; Edmonds, Cal-
ifornia, 13; Sprague, Toronto, 13;
FThomas, Chicago, 13.

STOLEN BASES - Lofton, Cleve-
land, 30; TGoodwin. Kansas City, 22;
Ustach, Milwaukee, 13; Nixon, To-
ronto, 13; Vizquel, Cleveland, 11 ;

Battle. Oakland, 9; Durham, Chicago,

PITCHING (6 Decisions) - Nagy,
Cleveland, 7-1, .875, 3.97; Pavlik,

Texas, 6-1, .857, 4.98; Boskae, Cali-

fornia, 5-1, .833, 4.59; Mussina, Balti-

more, 7-2, .778, 4.34; Finley, Califor-

nia, 6-2, .750, 3.97; DeMartinez,
Cleveland, 6*2, .750, 4.92; AFeman-
dez, Chicago, 5-2, .714, 3.42;
JMcDoweli, Cleveland, 5-2, ,714

,

3.86; Belcher, Kansas City, 5-2, .714.
4.15.

STRIKEOUTS - Clemens, Boston,
S3; Appier, Kansas City. 70; AFer-
nandez, Chicago, 67; Guzman, To-
ronto, 65: Finley, California, 65

; Mus-
sina, Baltimore, 63; RJohnson,
Seattle, 58.

SAVES - Mesa, Cleveland, 18; Per-
civai, California, 13; RHemandez,
Chicago, 13; Montgomery, Kansas
City, 13; Henneman, Texas, 12;
RMysrs, Baltimore, 1 0; Stevens, Min-
nesota, 8; Wetteland, NY, 8.
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Haifa cleans house Malone, Hornacek lead Jazz
srie changes OR1 LEWIS Amoi^ the names being linked • /">! g

J?* five are national m ^dy tev- III FOWIO C)VGF 1title in the season inc» ?
ani fi^e^jcr Rafi Cohen, de- ing problems in renegotiating his

A-M.A A. Villi# Vr T VA k-/W ft#VX v/AA Ji. V'kJ
leted. ^ Sl fender Moshe Glam, saper-sub contract with Betar Jerusalem. JL JL

MApCABI Haifa are planning
whoksaJe^ changes in tteir te^
lmeop for next season after theade failed io capture a major soc-
cer title in the season

jnst
completed. J

Manager- Giora Spiegel said
over* the weekend that he ^
very disappointed with the per-
formances of some of his players
througbom the season.

Following the side’s ousting
fiom the State Cup in the semi-
finals last Tuesday, he said he
decided to bid farewell to no few-
er than six players, including cap-
tain Alon Hazan.

S ^

OR! LEWIS

The other five are national
tean» goalkeeper Rafi Cohen, de-
fender Moshe Glam, saper-sub
Ofer Shitrit, Tsabar Daniel and
Uruguayan international defend-
er Edgardo AdinolfL
The five Israelis arc expected

to be placed on the transfer list

today, while Adinolfi will be re-

turning home to seek his fortune
elsewhere.

Alon H&razi may yet join the
ranks on the transfer list, al-
though his fate at the Haifa club
is still to be decided.

1

Hapoel Jerusalem,
Taiba both defeated

ORl LEWIS

SECOND Division promotees
Hapoel Taiba and Hapoel Jerusa-
lem both suffered surprise home
losses yesterday, as the season’s
only remaining issue - who will
join Hapoel Kfar Shalem in Divi-
sion Three - is still to be decided.

Hapoel Ashkelon and Maccabi
Kafr Kana have both gained pro-
motion to the Second Division,

Ashkelon after just one season in

the Division Three.

Taiba suffered a rare home
thrashing (4-1) at the hands of
Maccabi Kiryat Gat. Hapoel Je-

rusalem was a man short and
down 4-2 to relegation-threat-

ened Shimsbon Tel Aviv at half-

time, and their comeback at-

tempt fell a goal short.

Hapoel crushed Hakoab 3-0 in

the Rama: Gan derby, with the

three goals all coming within

eight inmates late in the second

half.

Shimshoo’s victory over Ha-
poel Jerusalem does not ease

their relegation worries. They, as

well as Hapoel Ashdod, who lost

2-0 to Ness Ziona, and Maccabi

Netanya (1-0 winners -over Mac-

cabi Yavne) — are all in rt^pp-rati*

trouble.

The picture may become much
clearer next week, when Ashdod
and Shimshon meet, as the loser

will almost certainly join Kfar
Shalem in Division Three next
season.

SECOND DIVISION
NMsZlom 2 Kap. Ashdod 0
Hap. Jamnteni _3 SMmshon TA 4
HBp.Tafca i yac. Wryat Oat—

4

Mac. Nrtanya ^ Mac. Yawn 0
Hap. Ramat Gan _3 Kafcoaft HQ 0
Kac.Aere 1 Hap. Kfar ShaiM —

0

Kiryat Shmona — 1 Hap. Hadara 0
Irani Ashdod 1 Hap. Bat Yam 2

After 28 rounds
W D L F APIs

Hap. Tabs
Hap. Jerusalem
Irani Ashdod
Mac. Acts
Mac. Kbyat Gat
Hap. Bai Yam
Hamah RG
Mac. Yavne
Hap. RamotGar
Hap. Hadam
Mess Ziona

18 4 6 37 25 58
14 9 5 41 22 Si
10 10 8 42 30 40
9 13 6 35 32 40
11 6 11 41 31 39
8 13 7 33 31 37
10 7 11 33 32 37
6 12 8 22 25 36
9 9 10 28 32 36
9 8 11 28 31 35
9 8 11 32 38 35

Hap Kfayat Shmona 7 13 8 30 36 34
Mac. Netanya 7 12 9 32 28 33
Hap. AahtoJ 8 9 11 37 40 33
SHmahonTA 8 9 11 34 41 33
Hap Kbr Shalem 4 8 16 19 40 20

This week's winning Sportoto line:

This week's winning Toto Plus line:

1A2,1^0£AXA2,1^.1.
Winning Totuteko numbers:

5, 6, 13, 16. 24, Z7, 32.

Among the names being linked

with Haifa fox next season is Ron-

nen Harazi, who is currently hav-

ing problems in renegotiating his

contract with Betar Jenisalem.

Other local players being
linked with Haifa for next season

are Ophir Kopel, Arik Benado
and Adoram Casey.

Haifa is also looking to sign a

Yugoslav player for the central

defender’s role.

Haifa finished in second place

in the league this season wish 19

wins, two losses and nine draws

for 66 points, eight behind cham-
pions Maccabi Tel Aviv.

England

beats India
LEEDS (Reuter) - A battling in-

nings from Graham Thorpe took

England to a six-wicket win over

India in the second one-day inter-

national at Headingley yesterday.

The left-hander, who went to

the crease with England in deep

trouble with two wickets down
and only two runs on the board,

hit an unbeaten 79 as England,

chasing India's 158, made 162 for

four with 15 balls to spare.

The match was reduced to 42
overs a side because of a rain-

delayed stmt and India, asked lo

bat first, were all out with 10 of
their deliveries remaining.

But despite India’s meager to-

tal England faced a difficult task

after Alaslair Brown and Graeme
Hick were both dismissed for

ducks and captain Mike Atherton

followed for seven with only 23

on the board.

Matthew Maynard gradually

helped repair the situation, and

after he was run out for 14, Alec

Stewart combined with Thorpe in

an unbroken 94-run fifth wicket

partnership to' complete what in

the end was a comfortable win.

It gave England a 1-0 lead in

the series, after the first match

was abandoned because of rain.

Plymouth promoted to Division Two
LONDON (Renter) Plymouth
gained promotion:to England’s-.

Division Two Widt
;a 1-0 playoff

wiii' OweLDariingttm at Wembley r

yesterday. With the loss, Darling-

ton remains in Division Three.

England outclasses China

Nick Bannby staked a claim

for a spot in England's Euro 96
lineup by scoring dm first goals of

his international career in a 3-0

win over China in Beijing on

Thursday.

Bannby, who has endured a

miserable - time at his -Middles-

brough club in recent months^
was awarded his first cap of the

year, as coach Terry Venables

demonstrated his faith in his for-

mer Tottenham prodigy.

Paul Gascoigne set the seal on

a dominant England display with

his first goal for his country in

almost three years.

But the one disappointing note

was that Alan Shearer, back after

his groin operation, again failed

to break yfiis international scoring

drought, which now spans 13

matches and 20 months.

Vialli signs with Chelsea

Italian striker Gianluca Vialli,

who captained Juventus to Euro-

pean Cup glory last week, said

over the weekend that he signed a

three-year contract with Chelsea.

Union Bath takes revenge on league Wigan
LONDON (Reuter) - Bath took

predictable revenge over Wigan
yesterday with an entertaining

44-19 victory in the return leg of

the historic cross-code challenge

between the champions of En-

glish rugby union and league.

There was no repeat of the 82-6

thrashing inflicted by Wigan in

the first encounter earlier this

mouth, but the Twickenham
crowd relished a fascinating con-

test of league power versus union

guile.

Bath scored seven tries, yet

their opponents managed three

of their own — with Craig Mur-

dock twice finishing off superb

end-to-end moves and former All

Black Va’aiga Tuigamala, who
started the game at flanker, col-

lecting the other.

Bath raced to a 39-0 lead be-

fore Wigan, like Bath in the

league clash, gradually adapted

to their unfamiliar role, and the

second-half was a 19-19 draw.

The ball, posts and pitch were

no different to those Wigan are

used to, bat in the first-half just

about everything -else looked for-

eign to league players suddenly

thrust into the technical minefield

of union.

There was an inevitable glut of

early penalties, although Bath to

their credit chose to run all but

one of them, allowing Callard a

solitary three points in a nod to

convention.

The scrums, rucks and lineouts

were all sources of frustration for

Wigan, and they conceded two
penalty tries in desperate at-

tempts to defend five-meter
scrums.

But Bath were dearly intent on
displaying die attractive side of

union and England winger Jon

Sleightholme raised a few north-

ern eyebrows with a superb by-

scoring burst which left league

internationals Jason Robinson
and Kris Radhnsla trailing.

A crowd of almost 40,000 saw a

game played in an excellent spirit

and although the exercise was
somewhat similar to forcing flat

race riding legend Lester Piggott

to jump fences in the Grand Na-
tional, there are certain to be

more experiments in tire new pro-

fessional era.

Utah looks to even series at home today in Game 4
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) -
There will be no sweep in the

Western Conference finals be-

cause Karl Malone and Jeff Hor-

nacek wouldn’t let it happen.

Malone and Hornacek each
bad their best game of the series,

and the Utah Jazz remained un-

defeated at home in the playoffs,

beating the Seattle SuperSonics
96-76 on Friday night

Game 4 is today, and Utah will

have a chance to send the best-of-

7 series back to Seattle tied 2-1
If they get repeats of the per-

formances by Malone, Hornacek
- and even Bryon Russell - such a
scenario isn’t out of the question.

Utah is 7-0 at home during the

playoffs with only one of the

games decided by 10 points or
less.

Malone had 28 points and 18
rebounds, Hornacek had a break-

out game as well with 28 points

and Russell the last man off the

bench at the end of the regular

season, broke out of his two-
game slump with a career-high 24
points.

“In the first quarter everyone

was uptight,” Malone said. “I
tried to get something going and
let everyone feed off me. Then
we settled down and let the game
come to us.”

The Sanies were undone by 27
turnovers, 28 fouls and a failure

to hit dutch 3-pointers after they

cut their deficit to six midway
through the fourth quarter.

“They didn't trap us the way
they did in Seattle and Bryon
Russell really stepped up for us,"

Hornacek said. “I think a lot of
people thought the series was
over when we lost two down
there. We still have some work to

do [today], but we feel pretty

good. When you're down 2-0 you
have to pull everything out”

Gary Payton led Seattle with

25 points and Detief Schrempf
had 17. Shawn Kemp, however,

was saddled with foul trouble

once again and barely had more
points

(10) than turnovers
(eight).

The Sonics shot just 40 percent

from the field - the first time in

the series they missed more shots

than they made - and were outre-

bounded 45-37.

StiU, Seattle was right in (he

game after a 9-2 run over the first

six minutes of the fourth quarter

made it 80-74. But Malone
dunked on a picturesque give-

and-go with John Stockton,
Schrempf missed consecutive 3-

ppinters, Russell buried a 3-

pointer and Malone hit a jumper

from the side to make it 87-74
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NICE SLICE - Utah forward Karl Malone scores through double coverage by Seattle’s Shawn
Kemp (left) and Ervin Johnson in Salt Lake City on Friday. (AP)

with 3:40 left.

At that point, the Sonics
seemed to realize the game was
lost and they scored only two

points the rest of ihe way. Utah

outscored Seattle 24-11 in the fi-

nal period after being outscored

51-26 in the fourth quarter of the

first two games.

“He came out and gave us that

lift that we needed,’’ Malone said

of Russell. “We need different

heroes every night. He was
great.”

The game turned Utah's way in

the third quarter as Seattle went

more than seven minutes without

a field goal. Ervin Johnson
scored on a fast break with 9:17

left to put the -Sonics ahead 58-56,

but Malone scored on a layup,

Russell had a layup, steal and

dunk in a space of 43 seconds and

Utah went on a 16-5 ran to open a

72-63 lead.

Malone had a jumper and two

foul shots in a 6-0 run to open the

fourth quarter that gave Utah a

13-point lead from which the

Sonics were never able to

recover.

“We have been playing great

defense at home,” Malone said.

“At home, we seem to get after

people more.”

Russell’s 24 points helped Utah

to a 28-8 advantage in bench scor-

ing and helped alleviate another

sub-par game by John Stockton,

who was 2-for-9 from the field

and 3-of-8 from the free throw

line for seven points.

Early on, it looked like Pay-

ton’s emerging dominance was
going to lead Seattle to a 3-0 lead

in the series.

Pqytoo had three 3-pointers in

the first six minutes of the game -

all from the left corner as Stock-

ton was late coining off screens -
as Seattle opened a 20-13 lead.

Payton finished the quarter with.

13 points, four rebounds and two
assists.

But Seattle’s poise disappeared

in foe second quarter as Nate Mc-
Millan and Vincent Askew drew
technical fouls and Frank Brick-

owski was assessed a flagrant foul

for elbowing Malone to the

ground.

Of the first 26 fouls, 18 were

called on the Sonics, but Utah

didn't take the lead until Horaa-

cek pulled up for a 3-pointer with

2:13 left that made it 44-41.

Payton had 19 points in foe half

on 8-0f-13 shooting and helped

hold Stockton scoreless. Horna-

cek had 17 points and Malone 11

for Utah, which missed eight of

21 free throws but led 51-47 at

halftime.

SEATTLE (76)

Schrempf 7-17 1-2 17, Kemp 2-4 $-7 10,

Johns* 2-3 2-2 6. Hawkins 2-5 6-6 10,

Payton 11-21 8-0 25, Perkins 2-8 0-1 5,

Askew 1-2 1-2 3, McMflfcw 0-5 0-2 0, Brick-
owsU 0-3 0-0 0, Wingate 0-0 0-6 0, Totals

27-68 16-22 76.

UTAH196)
Morris 1-6 1-2 X Malone 12-29 4-6 28,

Spencer 1-1 0-2 2, Honiacek 9-14 7-7 28,
Stockton 2-9 3-8 7, Carr 1-2 2-24, Rnssdl 8-

14 S-6 24, Eisfej 0-8 04) 0, Ostertag 0-1 04
0. Benoit 0-18-0 0, Keefe 0-0 0-20, Foster
0-0 8-0 0. Totals 34-77 22-35 96.

Seattle 27-20-18-11-76

Utah 24-27-21-24-96

3-Point goak-Sennle 6-25 (Payton 3-8,

Sdtrempf 24, Perkins 14, Hawkins 0-2,

Bridwwsld 0-2, McMBbn 03).. Utah 6T6
(Honiacek 3-4, RmseD 3-%. Benoit 0-1^
Stoctoon. 0-2, Morris. 0^ £qnkd flu1,-jr

Nonfe. Rebonads-Seaitfe 48 (Hawkins, Pay-
loo 6), Utah 55 (Mnlone 18). Asdsta-Seattte

16 (Phytoa 3), Utah 26 (Hornacek 8). Total
fonb-SenUle 28, Utah 2a Technfcnb-Mo
MiDan, Askew, Seattle illegal defense, Utah
Okgal defense 5. flagrant ftral-BridcoirskL

A-19,911 (19,911).

NBA PLAYOFFS
Conference Finals (Best-of-7)

FRIDAY’S RESULT:
Utah 96, Seattle 76
(Seattle leads series 2-1)

LAST NIGHT
Chicago at Orlando

(Chicago leads series 2-0)

TODAY
Seattle at Utah

TOMORROW
Chicago at Orlando

Jordan, Pippen head All-NBA First Team
NEW YORK (Reuter) - Michael Jordan and

Scottie Pippen, who led the Chicago Bulls to a

record 72 wins this season, head the 1995-96

AU-NBA First Team, the NBA announced
over the weekend.

Chicago’s dynamic duo was joined by Or-

lando Magic guard Anfernee “Penny”
Hardaway, Utah Jazz forward Karl Malone
and :San Antonio Spurs center David Robin-

son on the team selected in balloting by a

panel of 113 sportswriiers and broadcasters.

..
Jordan, who last week was named the

ieague’s Most Valuable Player for foe fourth

time by a record margin, was a unanimous

choice for the All-NBA First Team for the

third time, receiving 113 first team votes.

Pippen, who also joined Jordan on the

NBA All-Defensive Team, was named as a

Hist Team forward on 91 ballots, followed by
Hardaway (90), Malone (89) and Robinson

(65). This marks foe eighth All-NBA First

Team selection for both Jordan and Malone,

the fourth for Robinson
;

third for Pippen and

second for Hardaway.

Each member of the voting panel selected

AU-NBA First, Second and Third teams by

position, with points awarded on a 5-3-1 basis.

The Second Team consisted of Seattle's

Shawn Kemp and Detroit’s Grant Hfll at for-

ward, Houston's Hakeem Olajuwon, who gar-

nered 40 first team votes, at center and Seat-

tle’s Gary Payton and Utah’s John Stockton at

guard. Payton was named Defensive Player of

the Year earlier this month.

The Third Team includes Phoenix’s Charles

Barkley and Washington’s Juwan Howard at

forward, Orlando’s Shaquille O’Neal at center

and Sacramento’s Mitch Richmond and Indi-

ana’s Reggie Miller at guard.

SPORTS BRIEFS

Homes of suspected hooligans raided
About 200 Newcastle United soccer fans were targeted in

dawn raids on Friday as police cracked down on British

hooligans just two weeks before the start of the European

championship. Police raided 26 homes in northeast England

after identifying troublemakers from footage taken by dosed

circuit television during a night of city center rioting on May 5

after Newcastle’s game with Tottenham. (Reuter)

Uruguay’s Tabarez takes over at Milan

Uruguay's Oscar Washington Tabarez took over at Italian

championsAC Milan over the weekend, admitting he faced a

tall order living up to the legacy of former coaches Fabio

^ - i i ‘— r..nki Tqhowr whn tnftlr thf* 1 AST SMOlffl

off after coaching Italy’s Cagliari, succeeds Capello, who is

moving to Real Madrid after leading MDan to four Serie A titles

and a European Cup in five seasons with the dub. (Reuter)

Atletico Madrid wins Spanish title

Atletico Madrid won the Spanish league championship after _
beating Albacete yesterday.

(Keuierj

Nocriminal charges against Tony Phillips

Chicago White Sox outfielder Tony Phillips won’t face

criminal charges for punching a heckler during a game last week

in Milwaukee, foe District Attorney’s Office said over foe

VMkend. Instead, Phillips and the fan, Chris Hovorka, were

dad for disorderly conduct and must pay $287. The county

charges, similar to speeding tickets, don't cany jail time. (AP)

Justice undergoes season-ending surgery

Atlanta Braves All-Star right fielder Dave Justice underwent

season-ending surgery over the weekend to repair a dislocated

right shoulder. (Reuter)

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - All rates

Include VAT:
Single Weekday - NIS 99.45 for 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS 9.94
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
152.10 10 words (minimum), each adtS-

donal word NIS 15.21

.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 234.00 for 10 words
(minimum).eaeh additional wore - NIS
23.40.
WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 315.90
for 10 words (minimum), each additional

wort -NIS 31 .58.

FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
409.50 lor 10 words (minimum), each ad-
ditional word - NIS 40.95.
MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 843.50
for 10 worts (minimum), each addtkjnal

word - NIS 64.35,
Rates are valid until 31.5.96.

DEADLINES offices;

JeruaetefTi - weekdays: 12 man the day
before publication, (or Friday and Sunday;

8 p.m. on Ttursday.

Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon. 2 days before publication: for Friday

and Suiday: 4 p.m. Thursday in Tal Aviv

and 12 noon Thursday in Hate.

DWELLINGS
General

WHERE TO STAY

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. ‘ Short
lann rentals * Bed and breakfast * P.O.Box
4233, Jerusalem 91044. Tel. 02-611745,
Fax: 02-618541.

CLASSIFIEDS
DWELLINGS DWELLINGS SITUATIONS VACANT
Jerusalem

HOLIDAY RENTALS

PLEASANT HOLIDAY APARTMENTS
for rare in Jerusalem .Best location. TeL
03-9662070.03-966051 2.

SALES

GERMAN COLONY, 2. quiet, central.

20 sq.m, basement, garden, underground
paridng, Immediate. ySRABUILD* Tal 02-

666571

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, cen-
tral.new building, parking, balconies. Im-

mediate. 'ISFVSlIILD'

I

d 02468571.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5, 11th floor, view of Knesset, stor-

age, parking, $485,000.* ISRABUILD*,TbL
024*6-571.

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

RENTALS

BEAUTIFUL VILLA, 250 SQ.M. bUltt.

1,000 sq.m. plot, Rama Hasharon. excel-

lent location, high standard. 'KAV
HAYAM*. TEL 03-5239388.

TEL AVIV, 6, SPACIOUS, furnished,
seaview, suitable embassy. Tel. OS-
6414984, 052-640070.

LUXURIOUS, SPACIOUS, 5 room
apartment. Azarei Chen, doorman. Coun-
try Club, immediate. Tei. 03-6968785
(eve.).

SALES
EXCLUSIVE! ZAHALAf 1.000 sq.m,
plot. 160 sq.m, built. $1,200,000. KAV-
HAYAM. Tel. 03-523-9986.

EXCLUSIVE. QUIET NORTH Tel Avlvt

Penthouse under construction, 200 sq. m.
single level, + 46 m. on real + room lor au
pair * swimming pool, $1,650,000. KAV
HAYAM' Tel. 03-5238988.

EZOREI-HEN, 4 + BALCONY, like new,
doorman + country club *YAELREALTOR*
(Maldan) 03-6426253

SALE/RENTAL. JAFFA, LARGE Arab-
style house, view of sea and Old City, 400
sq. m. built. 'KAV HAYAM'. TEL 03-

DWELLINGS
Sharon Area

HERZLIYA PITUAH, LUXURIOUS
housed View of ssa. For sala/rent. OlM
location. TeL 09-552692, 050-231725.

SALES

Dream house with swimming
pool on moshav in the Sharon

area, on approximately

one dunam.

For derails, 050-205086.

HERZLIYA PfTUAH FOR sale home on
one dunam with swimming pool, super
luxurious. MORAN REAL ESTATE. Tel.

09-572-759.

Sharon Area

WANTED
SEEKING SHORT-TERM RENTAL,
Ra’anana area, for couple. 09-7715344.

DWELLINGS
Haifa and North

SALES

CAESAREA, LUXURIOUS HOUSE +
pfbol + air conditioning and central vacuum
cleaning. Tat. 050-231725, 08-363261.

Dan Region

BUS. PREMISES

ESTABLISHED OPTICAL COMPA-
NY, import + retail, tens of thousands of

customers 4 store and offices, wed kept
on Dizenqoff. Tel. 050-242436.

General

EDUCATION

THE HEBREW CENTER for Languages
and Preparation for Psychometrics. Pri-

vate lessons. Also in you- home. Jerusa-

lem, Tel Aviv, Hate. TeL 050-291460. 03*

9527210.

SERVICES
Tel Aviv

GENERAL
PERSONAL PHOTOGRAPHER FOR
tourists on trips in Israel. Home video
equrpment^^rofessional photography.

Tel Avrv

HOUSEHOLD HELP

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest families, best conditions, the
agency wtti a heart for the Au Pairs. Can
lima TeL 03-9659937.

FORGET THE RESTIi We are the
best!! Tire biggest and oldest agency in

Israel. For the highest quality live-in jobs
phone Au Pair International. 03-6190423.

HOUSEHOLD HELP,
ENCED, center of countn
tons, also Filipinos, for &
688-9868/9.

EXPER1-
xxJ condi*
u TeL 03-

SITUATIONS VACANT
Sharon Area

HOUSEHOLD HELP

HEEDED ENGLISH SPEAKING met-
apelet/au pair for 2 children 6 + 18
months, references required, possible

!ive4n. attractive conditions. Netanya. Tel.

09-610-528.

General

FOR SALE

CASH FOR GOLD, diamonds, coins,
watches & antiques. Tel. 03-510-6769.
052-502-809.

VEHICLES
Jerusalem

ARIE PALOGE - QUALITY CARS;
buying, raffing, leasing, trading.

02-6523735. 050-240977.



Key Representative Rates

Change

US dollar ... NIS 3.2710 + 0.30%

Sterling ...... NIS 4.9322 + 0.14%

Mark NIS 2.1172 * 0.07%
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^^1 Futures, Options,

Stocks, Bonds
and Mutual Funds

34 Ben Yehuda St.,

Jerusalem,

Tel. 02-244963, 03-5758826

Fax. 02-244876

US commodities

BUSINESS & FINANCE

Friday close up slightly Wall St. up 75 for week

Sunday, May 26, 1996 The Jerusalem Pos^

WALLSTREET REPORT WALL STREET WEEK

NEW YORK (AP) - Slocks end-

ed mostly higher Friday in quiet,

pre-holiday trading, as bond

prices firmed and investors ad-

justed portfolios before the long

weekend.

On Wall Street, the Dow Jones

industrial average rose 0.74

points to dose at 5,762.86. The

blue-chip barometer, which set

new highs twice this week, had

risen nearly 37 points in the

morning before retreating.

Advancing issues outnum-

bered deciiners by a slim margin

on the New York Slock Ex-

change, with 1,183 up, 1,083

down and 864 unchanged.

NYSE volume totaled 329.14

million shares at the close vs.

431.32 million in the previous

session.

The NYSE's composite index

rose 131 to 363.74, barely top-

ping Wednesday’s record high at

363.69. The Standard and Poor’s

500-stock index rose 2.51 to

678.51, edging Wednesday’s re-

cord mark at 378.42.

The Nasdaq composite index

fell 0.77 to U47.88,
At the American Stock Ex-

change, the market value index

rose 1.27 to 613.95.

NEW YORK (AP) - On Friday,

the Dow Jones industrial average

rose jnst 0-74 to 5,762.86, finish-

ing the week with a gain of 75.36

after setting new highs Monday

and Wednesday.

The New York Stock Ex-

change’s composite index rose

1.31 to 363.74 on Friday, a record

high and a gain of 4.% on the

week. The SandP 500 index rose

2-51 on Friday and 9.60 on the

week, finishing at a record

678.51.

The American Stock Ex-

change’s market value index rose

1.27 on Friday to 613.95, up 8.74

on the week. The Nasdaq com*

posite index fen 0.85 to 1,247.80,

up 5.92 on the week.

The Wilshire Associates Equi-

ty Index - which represents the

combined market value of all

NYSE, American, and Nasdaq

issues - ended the week at

$6.7587 trillion, up $77.4 billion

from last week. A year ago the

index stood at $5.1294 trillion.

London up 5.1
WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP

Dollar jumps against yen
CURRENCY REPORT

LONDON (Reuter) - The FTSE
100 ended slightly firmer as blue

chips held within tight ranges

ahead of a three-day holiday

weekend. The FTSE 100 index

rose 5.1 points to 3,752.1. But

deciiners outnumbered advanc-

ers 48 to 42, and 10 were un-

changed. Traders and strategists

said the FTSE 100, which lost

37.5 points this week, will strug-

gle to recover in the near-term.

FRANKFURT - Slocks ended

floor trade lower, depressed by a

lower overnight close on Wall

Street, weaker debt markets and

thin volumes ahead of the Whit

holiday weekend. The DAX in-

dex of 30 leading German shares

closed down 18 points at 2p42.24

points, a fall of 10.05 from a week

ago. Stocks recovered a little

ground in late computer trade to

close at 24*49.53 points.

JOHANNESBURG - Indus-

trial shares ended sturdy, but off

their best levels, as confidence

"A fax for you
Allyou want to know about your

accounts, on your tax, within 15 minutes.

D ISRAEL DISCOUNT DANK

returned slowly to the market fol-

lowing the strong April trade sur-

plus and as the specter of another

bank rate hike faded. Dealers

said there was good two-way

trade, with both local and foreign

participants involved in the late

afternoon leaving them upbeat

about market prospects for next

week. The overall index ended

17.3 points up at 6,688.3 a drop

53.4 since last Friday. The indus-

trial index climbed 38.4 points to

7,7892 a loss of 32.5 on the week

and the gold index dipped 2.6

points to 1,973.1, losing 56.1

from last week.

PARIS - Shares closed frac-

tionally firmer in cautious trade

after a day trapped in a narrow

range before the three-day week-

end. Prices failed to capitalize on

normal buying enthusiasm on the

first day of the monthly account

and gained no direction from a

flat bond market. The CAC-40
index closed up 3.20, or 0.15 per-

cent, at 2,117.65, down 19.26 on

the week.

TOKYO - Stocks ended slight-

ly higher, as participants failed to

see a clear direction emerge amid

a stream of company earnings re-

sults. The key Nikkei 225 average

closed up 74.35 points, or 0.34

percent, at 21,798.43, down
118.17 on the week.

HONG KONG - Stocks closed

a day of drowsy dealings narrow-

ly mixed, sapped by a lade of

market-moving news and fresh li-

quidity: The biuerdtip Hang Seng"

Index fell 11.68 points to

11.019.16 after spending most of

the day in a 2U-point box. A rise

of 202.31 from last Friday.

NEW YORK (AP) - The dollar

surged to the highest level against

the yen in more than a month

Friday after a senior Japanese Fi-

nance Ministry official doused

widespread expectations of high-

er interest rates in Japan.

But the dollar ended lower

against the mark, which also de-

rived strength from a sell-off in

yen. The dollar was mixed
against other currencies.

By the dose in New York, the

dollar traded at 107.80 yen, up

from 106.93 yen Thursday and

the highest level against the Japa-

nese currency since April 18. The

dollar also traded at 1.5420

marks, down from 1.5428 marks

Thursday.

The British pound traded at

$1.5120, unchanged. Gold dosed

in London at $390.75 per ounce,

down from $391.25 at the dose

Thursday. Silver traded at $532 a

troy ounce, down from $534.

Other late dollar rates in New
York, compared with Thursday:

1.2665 Swiss francs, np from

1.2655; 5.2190 French francs,

down from 5.2235; 1358.92 Ital-

ian lire, down from 1,560.00;

1.3740 Canadian dollars, down
from 13743.

Patah (foreign currency deposit rates) (63.96)

Currency (deposit tan) 3 MOgmSS 6 MONTHS « MONTHS

gUSM. *S i H
13 !3S ts

Yen (10 mffion yen)
* ~

(Hates very higher or lower then >ndirated escorting to depaatQ

Shekel Foreign Exchange
CHECKS AND
TRANSFERS

Currency basket

U.S. dollar

German mark
Pound sterling

French franc

Japanese yen (100)

Dutch florin

Swiss franc

Swetish krona
Norwegian krone
Dansh krone
Finnish mark
Canadian dollar

Australian dollar

S. African rand

Belgian franc (10)

Aisman schBSng (10)

Italian Ira flOOO)
Jordanian dinar

Egpsjn pound

iesh pun:
Spanish peseta (ICO)

Rates* (23^96 )

BANKNOTES
Buy SeB

These rates vwy ecconSng to bank. *• Benicof Israel.

SOURCE; BANK LHM1

Foreign financial data courtesy of

CommStock Trading Ltd.

Leet Change

Cocoa (JO) fCEQ
CaSao (JO) ICECj

1383
11765

*3
02

Sugar noil fluytCEG)
Whaal (Jd) {CSOT}
Soybean (aA iCBQT]
Orange uu (JJ)(CEO
Crude on fcjra (J4ICEQ

1120
581

807 5

0.04
1.5
-05

121 55
21 32

0.75
0 03

I London commodities

Last Change

Cocoa UJ) (LCE)

Cadm lui ILC^
1118

1798

12

1
Bran audB al uuftflPE) 1910 25

i Spot market metals (US)

Leal Chngi

Gott spot 391 -0.7S

Shier: spot 5.33 -002

H New York metal futures

Leal Change

Gold (Aug) 3943 -0.8

Star (M 5323 -0012

PUmun (JU) 4003 *1.7

Pabdup (Jun) 1298 -1 B

HUghgrede copper 1 1288 001

London metal fixes

Odd AM fa
GSdPMta
Star fa

Last Chang*

391 35 *0
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4

5397

l*or*bbpe«r<iies«asflFWboo*iWH«g».dM
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CRITIC’S CHOICE
ENQUSH THEATER

•Hei£^.Kaye •

MUSICAL theater fans can enjoy the

|»g show-stopping, scenes and songs
from Broadway with the Way Off
Broadway Musical Theater, at 9
tonight at Old Jaffa’s Simla Theater.

•

BUSH actor.David Norris performsDo
You Hear What I'm Saying, his world-
traveling one-manshow on the life and
wirings of JamesJoyce. Excerpts from
Tne Dubliners, Ulysses, Finnegan’s
Wake and more, rub shoulders with sto-
nes and anecdotes about Ireland's most
famous son. The Israel-Irish Friendship
League presents one performance only,
at 8:30 tonight at Yad Lebaoim,
Ra’anank

CLASSICAL MUSIC
Michael Ajzenstadt Pianist Janis Vakarelis plays Tchaikovsky’s first piano

STANLEY Sperber leads rite Haifa concerto tonight, tomorrow and Wednesday at the
Symphony Orchestra in the world pre- Haifa Auditorium at 8:30 p.m.
miens ofOdedAssafs Beta, Ravel’s La
Valse by Ravel and Haydn’s Eighth (“Le Sorr”)
Symphony. Janis Vakarelis is the soloist on
Tchaikovsky’s First Piano Concerto at 8:30
tonight, tomorrow and Wednesday at the' Haifa
Auditorium.
The Israel Festival Jerusalem continues at 8

tonight with the Chamber Music Society of
Lincoln Center performing selections by
Prokofiev, Shostakovich and Brahms at the Henry
Crown Symphony Hafl.
You can still bear Russian pianist Dmitri

Alexeev performing Brahms’s Second Piano
Concerto with the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra
under the baton of George Cleve. The orchestra
will also perform Mozart's 39th Symphony and
LutoslawsJd's Concerto few Orchestra. At 8:30
tonight at Tel Aviv’s Mann Auditorium, tomorrow
at the Jerusalem International Convention Center
and Tuesday at the Haifa Auditorium.

great, decaying metropolis. City Hall is about
power, character and ambition in the most old-
fashioned sense of those terms, but it’s also about
the demise of such thundering terms - about a
political reality in which a leader’s charisma, his

vision and love of his people may just not be
enough to keep the ship afloat. A1 Pacino gives a
great performance as the grandstanding mayor
and John Cusack is line as his fresh-faced right-

hand man. (English dialogue. Hebrew subtitles.

Parental guidance very strongly suggested.)

CINEMA
ADINA HOFFMAN

EYE FOR AN EYE - In John Schlesinger's

intelligence-insulting revenge fantasy. Sally Field

plays a happily married working mother whose
peaceful life is suddenly shattered when a
stranger breaks into her home and rapes and mur-
ders her eldest daughter. A real scumbag of a sus-

pect (Kiefer Sutherland) is apprehended, but he's

released on a legal technicality and Field's char-

acter is left to wrestle both with her grief and her
desire to shoot the macho pig full of holes.

(English dialogue. Hebrew subtitles. Children

under 17 not admitted without an adult)

CITY HALL - Harold Becker and a
team of distinguished screenwriters are steadfast

in their refusal to simplify the sometimes-mun-
dane particulars at work in the office of tire mayor
of New York City. This knack for recording in

arcanely textured detail the mayor’s behind-

closed-doors consultations about fundraising, the

media and infrastructure (should a certain neigh-

borhood in Brooklyn get a new off-ramp?) is

matched by a keen sense of the grander, almost
mythic forces at play in the governing of the

EXHIBITION

Helen Kaye

“ARTISTS Against Violence” is the title of a trav-

eling poster exhibition against intolerance and

xenophobia by 20 international artists. Created in

1993, die exhibition has toured Europe and Latin

America. It opens today at the Helena Rubinstein

Pavilion of the Tfcl Aviv Museum of Art.

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD
ACROSS

rbuild a nest an moss,
i<&6)

9 Translate into Italian (4)

10 Lemon tait is ordered for

the conductor (5,6)

11 Criminal group go nealh of
the border (4)

14 They take the blow and
shake in consequence (7)

16 Is involved with women of
attractive appearance (7)

17 You’re entitled to it, bat it’s

not left to yon (5)

18 Itfe used in casting part of
a film (4)

19 Sloogh farm building
pexhap3(4)

20 Advanced to a crisis (5)

22 & 4 Itinerant craftsman in
poetry (7,7)

23 Soldier on a horse or ship
(7)

24 Ecstatic aroma, it’s said (4)

28 Stays away? (11)

29 Feared toreturn the cheese
(4)

30 Weapon launcher in Navy
port to be due for
znodificaticm (7,4)

DOWN
2 Dock is ship-shape (4
3 Either way, it’s high time
(4)

4 See 22 (7)

5 One of the first peoi
- named in Somerset

(4)

6 Being about fifty-one
perhaps, Tm not without
restriction (2,5)

7 Top chap is to cook French
fries (6,5)

8 Phone the bosses—they're

responsible (11)

12 Bat a blunt question may
incur it (5,6)

13 Camping or sailing? (5,6)

15 A view that makes sense
(5)

16 The point in qnestion
raised by a farmer (5)

20 A notion to be cast as the
Merchant ofVenice (7)

21 Fell and gave up (7)

25 All quiet in the reservoir

(4)

26 Once put down, it can be
served (4)

27 Flycatcher first became a
Channel swimmer (4)

SOLUTIONS
nanaHBanacia
EJ Q 0 G Q B

naaasas asaaanaEaaaaaaa
caaaa snossnass

q s n a a
nan Baalisms

G Q
non scon
a a am
saci-a Hsnaa
a a a a a
sms • Hnanaaa
a a h a asrsnaa
Quick Solution

ACROSS: 5 Pizza, 8 Reaction. 9
Scant, 10 Zanzibar, 11 Using, 14

Zoo, IS Yemeni. 17 Divest, 18 Pod.
20 Slept, 24 Zenithal. 25 Stall, 26
Zero boor, 27 Lynn*.
DOWN: I Craay. 2 Mainz. 5 Staid, 4
Tomato. S Incisive, 7 Zanines*. 12
Zealotry. 13 Zeppelin, 14 Zip, IS
Odd. 19 Opener, 21 Miaow, 22
Phlox. 23 Clerk-

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Spendthrift (6)

4 Cash (5)

8 Souvenir (5)

9 Certificate (7)

10 Trudge (7)

11 Vend (4)

12 Regret (3)

14 Praise (4)

15 Blood vessel (4)

18 Recede (3)

21 Leer (4)

23 Rafiy (7)

25 Uproar (7)

26 Permit (5)

27 Crest (5)

28 Offer (6)

DOWN
1 Heat 16)

2 Raisin (7)

3 Prank (8)

4 Brood (4)

5 Lasso (5)

6 Annual (6)

7 Drone (5)

13 Abandon (8)

16 Non-viable (7 ;

17 Dreadirtiness (6)

19 Brim (5)

20 Beermaker (6)

22 Clear (5)

24 Plunge (4)

TELEVISION

I CHANNEL 1

6:30 News in Arabic 6:45 Exercise
Hour 7:00 Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONAL TV

I CHANNEL 1

15:31 Friends of Shush 15:50
Timeless Land 16:00 Heartbreak
High 16:30 Garfield 16:45 Zap to
DoveJe 16:59 A New Evening 17:34
Zap to Click 18:15 News in English

ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:30 The Himalayas 19:00 News

HEBREW PROGRAMS
19:30 Every Evening with Merav
Michaeti 20:00 Mabat News 20:45
Election broadcast 21:15 Ruth
Rendell mystery: Hearlstones - two
sisters live with their clergyman lather
in an old monastery. Their mother is

long dead, and their father’s new part-

ner in life is killed just before the wed-
ding. Starring Anthony Andrews.
Helen Mich ell and Daisy Haggard
23:30 News 00:00 Stories of the
Good Land

I CHANNEL 2

13:00 Genie and the Captain- Arabic
13:30 Power Rangers 14:00 Flying
Doctors 15:00 The Flintstones 15:30
Dave's World 1 6:00 The Bold and the
Beautilul 17:00 News magazine with
Rafi Reshet 17:30 All Together Now
18:00 Senora 19:00 Central Park
West 20:00 News 20:30 Dudu Topaz
21:58 Prime Trme - local series com-

WHERE TO GO
including

ionth costs
VAT.IS28.0B per line,

Insertion every day of the me
N1S520.65 per One, including VAT, per
month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the
Mourn Scopus campus, in English, dady

«n BronfmanSun.-Thur., 11 am. Irom
Reception Centre, Sherman
Adminetration Bklg. Buses 4a, 9, 23. 26.
28. For into, cal BK2819.
HADASSAH. Visa the Hadassah installa-

tions. Chaqafl Windows. Tel 02416333,
02-776271:

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Micha Ullman,
Drawings 1 994-5New Horizons:

ScutptureMicfia Bar-Am - The Last War.
PtalographsTnanit Barzitay, T995Yaacov
Dorchin - Blocked Wefface to FaceThe
Museum Collections. HELENA RUBIN-
STEIN PAVILION FOR CONTEMPO-
RARY ART. Hours: Weekdays 10 a.m.-6

:
p.m. Tue. 10 am-iO pun. Hi i0 am.-2
am. SaL 10 - 3 run. Meyerhoff Art
Education Center, TeL 6919155-8.
WIZO. To visit otx projects call Tel Avtv

6923819; Jerusalem 256060; Haifa

388817.

HAIFA
WHAT'S ONW HAIFA, (Sal 04-8374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Amona, 9 Leib Yaffe.

731901; Balsam. Salah e-Oin, 272315;
Shuatau Shuafat Road, 810108; Dar
Aldawa. Herod's Gate, 282058.
Tel Aviv: Ariosofoff. 76 Artosorotf. 523-

0746: Kupai Holim Clalit, 7-9
Amsterdam. 523-2383. Till 3 a.m.
Monday; Ben-Yehuda, 142 Ben-Yehuda.
522-3535. Till midnight: Superpharm
Ramat Aviv. 40 Einstein, 641-3730:
London Ministore Superpharm, 4 Shaul
Hamelech. 696-0115.
Ra’anans-Kfar Sava: Doron, 6 Geula.
Ra’anana. 771-6084.
Netanya: Porar, 76 Petah Tikva,

340967.
Krayot area: Hayesod, 73 Keren
Hayesod, Kriyat Bialik, 870-4185.
Haifa: Pevsner. 27 Pevsner, 862-1073.
Herzllya: Clal Pharm. Beil Merkazim, 6
Maskil (cnr. Sderot Haqalim), Herzliya
Pituah, 558472, 558407. Open 9 a.m. to

midnight.

Upper Nazareth: Clal Pharm, Lev Ha’ir

MaO. 570468. Open 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Shaare Zedek (internal,

orthopedics, obstetrics, ENT); Bikur
Holim (surgery); Hadassah En Kerem
(pediatrics, ophthalmology).
Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics); Tel Aviv
Medical Center (internal, surgery).

Netanya: Laniado.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Hadassah Ein Kerem
(internal, obstetrics, ENT);
Hadassah ML Scopus (surgery,
orthopedics); Bikur Holim (pedi-
atrics); Shaare Zedek (ophthalmol-

ogy).
Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv Medical Center
Dana Pediatric Hospital (pedi-

idicatrics); Tel Aviv Medical Center
(surgery).

JS8ES6P
niad0

ioo
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) Or 911

pish) m most parts ot the county. In

Ashdod* 551333 War Sava' 902222
Ashketon 561332 Nanariya' 912333
Betreheba" 274767 Netanya" 604444
Be* Snemean 523133 PaahTfcva" 9311111
Dan Region' 5793333 Retort*' 451333
Sal' 332444 Riston' 9642333
Haifa' 851 2233 Saled 920333
Jerusalem' 523133 TBAmw' 5*60111
Kamnei' 9985444 Tbenas’ 792444
‘ Mobile Intensive Care Unit (MfCU) service in the

area, aromd the dock.

Medical help for tourists (in English)

177-022-9110

The National Poison Control Center at
Rambam Hospital 04-8529205. for emer-
gency calls 24 hours a day. lor information

In case of posoning.

Eran - Emotional Prss Aid. 1201, also:

Jerusalem 610303, Tel Aviv 5461111 (chil-

dren/youth 6961113), Haifa B672222/3.
Seersheba 494333. Netanya 625110.
Karmiel 9888770. Klar Sava 7674555,
Hadera 346789.
Wtzo hotlines for battered women 02-

6514111. 03-5461133 (also in Russian).
07-376310, 08-550506 (aiso in Amharic).

Rape Crisis Center (24 hours), Tel Aviv

5234819. 5449191 (men). Jerusalem
255558, Haifa 8530533. EM 31977.
Hadassah Medical Organization -Israel

Cancer Assodatkjn telephone support ser-

vice 02-247676).

bines drama and satire 22:30
Section broadcasts 23:30 Cracker -
three-part suspense series 00:00
News 00:05 Cracker continuing 1:25
Moonlighting 2:15 Rescue Me (1993)
- Laura is a senior advertising execu-
tive who drowns herself in work after

separating from her husband. When
she meets Michael, she is afraid to

love again. Starring Terty Austin and
Ted Shackleford. 3:50 on the Edge of

the Shelf

B:00 Jerusalem - an Inspiration for

Arhsts 6:30 Society 6:45 Miracles

8:55 Reading Comprehension 9:15
Nature 9:30 Pretty Butterfly 9:55
They Simply Said No 10:00 Family
Relations 10:30 General History

10:55 Scientists 11:10 Candy Can Do
It 11:25 Looking at Arithmetic 11:40
Judaism 12:10 Life Sciences 12:25
Mathematics 12:35 French 12:50
Social Studies 13:15 Data Bank
13:30 Scary Tales 13:45 Kitty Cat and
Tommy 14:00 The Fables of King
Babar 14:25 Cubs Tales 14:35
Kalimaru 14:45 Gaya, Gal and Gili

15:00 Pretty Butterfly

I JORDAN TV

15:00 The Flintstones 15:30 Mac and
Mutley 16:00 Italian Soccer 17:00
French programs 19:35 Cinema.
Cinema 20:00 On the Banks of the
Jordan - part 1 20:30 Jordanian
Armed Forces Band 20:45 The Fresh
Prince of Bel-Air 21:10 Annie Lennox
in Concert 22:00 News in English
22:25 The Bold and the Beautiful

23:15 Film: Starting Again, starring
Joanne Rivera

MIDDLE EAST TV

10:00 Changed Lives 10:30
Lighihouse 11:30 Hour of Power
12:30 Central Message 13:00 Love
Worth Finding 14:00 Benny Hrnn
14:30 John Osteen 15:00 In Touch
16:00 Light for all Nations 16:30
Tunes of Joy 17:00 Silence of the
North (1981) - true stoiy of a
woman's pioneering adventures as
she takes her family across the win-
try but beautiful Canadian trails.

Starring Ellen Burstyn and Tom
Skerritt. (90 mins.) 18:30 Beverly
Hillbillies 19:00 48 Hours 20:00 CNN
21:00 NBA Action 21:30 NBA Game
- LA. Lakers vs Denver

Wave scene in late 70s London. A
rocker rises from small dubs to star-

dom. With Hazel O’Connor. Phil

Daniels and Jonathan Pryce.
Directed by Brian Gibson (99 mins.)
16:10 Mignon (1988, Italian) (rpt)

17:50 The Switch (1992) - a young
man invents a death-machine after

he has an accident. With Gary Cole
and Craig Nelson 19:30 Two
Brothers Running - two brothers
compete over everything. With Tom
Conti 21:00 Linda (1993) - a married
woman is having an affair with a mar-
ried man. Their desire to be together

causes them to think dangerous
thoughts. With Virginia Madsen (84
mins.) 22:30 Russicum (1989) - a
worker at the American Consulate in

Rome is sent to investigate the death
of a tourist and becomes involved in

a struggle to prevent the pope visiting

Moscow. With F. Murray Abraham
and Danny Aiello (107 mins.) 00:20
The Missionary (1983) - a mission-
ary returned from Africa tries to save
the souls of fallen women and dis-

covers a new world of excitement.
With Michael Palin and Maggie
Smith. (82 mins.) 1:45 Nowhere to
Hide (rpt)

CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons 8:00 Surprise Garden
(rpt) 8:35 Tau Tau (rpt) 9:00 Sonic
(rpt) 9:35 Sweet Valley High (rpt)

10:05 Beveriy Hills 90210 (rpt) 11:00
Chiquititas (rpt) 12:00 Family
Package (rpt) 12:30 Saved by the
Beil 13:00 Surprise Garden 13:35
Lizzie Bee 14:00 Peter Rabbit 14:35
Alice in Wonderland 15:05 Nils

Holgerson 15:35 Punky Brewster
'3:10

‘ “

CABLE
[TV 3 (33)

16:00 News in Arabic 16:15 Open
Studio 16:45 Arabic debate 17:15
Contemporary People 18:00 Weekly
Column (Arabic) 19:00 News in

Arabic 19:30 Today - News in

Russian 20:00 Mabat news 20:45
Telekessef 21:15 Top Cops 22:05
NBA 00:00 Closedown

16:10 Loony Tunes 16:30 Saved by
the Bell 17:00 Little University -
Encyclopedia 17:30 Hugo 18:15
Alvin and the Chipmunks 18:35 Tau
Tau (rpt) 19:00 Sonic (rpt) 19:30
Three’s Company 20:00 Married with
Children 20:25 Roseanne 20:50 The
Ren and Stimpy Show 21:05 Big
Brother Jake 21 :30 Cheers

I SECOND SHOWING (6)

22:00 The Hanging Tree (1956) -
classic Western starring Gary Cooper
as a doctor who comes to a mining
town where he is confronted with an

ETV 2 (23)

unscrupulous gold hunter and nurses
a blind girl. With Maria Schell and Karl

15:30 Sugar and spice 16:00 Fmal,
lor now 16:25 Mathematics in daily

life 1 6:40 Great Inventors- animated
series. Gutenberg and his printing

press 17:00 Sources ot energy 17:35
Legacy for the Future 18:30 A New
Evening (rpt) 19:00 Zombit 19:30
Weekly magazine in Russian 20:00 A

Malden. Directed by Delmer Daves
(103 mins.) 23:45 Pepe le Moko
(1936, French) - Classic thriller star-

ring Jean Gabin. A French gangster
hkfing in the casbah of Algiers loses
his survival instinct when he falls for a
femme fatale. With Mireille Balm.
Directed by JuEen Duvivier (89 mins.)

New Evening (with subtitles in

3:30 Famih

1 DISCOVERY (8)

Russian) 20:30 Family Album 21:00
La Fantome de La Uberte (1974) -
comedy of the absurd about a nurse
who spends the night in a hostel lor

priests while on the way to visit her
ailing father (99 mins.)

6:00 Open University 12:00 101
Austrafian Birds (rpt) 14:00 Open
University 20:00 Rediscovering
America 21:00 Human Nature 22:00
Stardust' 22:45 Rediscovering
America (rpt) 23:40 Open University

FAMILY CHANNEL (3) SUPER CHANNEL

8:00 Falcon Orest (rpt) 9:00 One Life

to Live (rpt) 9:45 The Young and the

Restless (rpt) 10:30 Second Time
Around 10:55 WKRP in Cincinnati

11:20 Perfa Negra (rpt) 12:10
Neighbors (rpt) 12:35 Dallas 13:30
Starting at 1:30 14:05 21 Jump
Street 14:55 Falcon Crest 15:50
Days of Our Lives (rpt) 16:40
Neighbors 17:10 Dallas 18:00 One
Life to Live 18:45 The Young and the

Restless 19:30 Local broadcast
20:00 Peria Negra 20:50 Seinfeld

21:15 Friends 21:40 E.R 22:30 The
Client 23:20 Wings - comedy 23:45
Melrose Place 00:55 Babylon 5 1:40
Hunter

MOVIE CHANNEL

6:00 Selina Scott Show 7:00
BusinessWeek 7:30 NBC News 8:00
Only Business 8:30 The Winners
9:00 Inspirations 10:00 ITN News
Live 10:30 Combat at Sea 11:30
Russia Today 12:00 Supershop
13:00 The McLaughlin Group 13:30
Europe 2000 14:00 Talking to David
Frost 15:00 NFL Football 15:30 The
World is Racing 16:00 PGA Golf

Tournament 17:00 NCAA Basketball

18:00 ADAC Touring Cars 19:00 ITN
News Live 19:30 First Class Around
the World 20:00 Wine Express 20:30
The Selma Scott Show 21:30 ITN
News 22:00 Golf: Andersson
Tournament 00:00 The Tonight Show
with Jay Leno 1:00 The Late Show
with Conan O’Brien 2:00 Talkin’ Jazz

10:30 Knights and Emeralds (1986) g STAR PLUS
(rpt) 12:00 Seeing Stars - Seinfeld

Onde(1l12:25 Mon Onde (1958, French) (rpt)

14:25 Breaking Glass (I960) -
Musical set in the pur* and New

6:00 Ike the Cat 6:30 India Business
Week 7:30 The Road Show 8:00

CINEMA
JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE Nixon 6. 9:30 *
The Arena of Murder 9:30 G.G.
GIL Jerusalem Mall (MalhaJ
788448 The Birdcage#Barb
Wlre#An Eye for 8n Eye-
•Shanghal 5. 7:30. 10 * The
Monster 5. 7:30 * Executive De-
cision 4:30. 7:15, 10 RAV CHEN
1-7® 792799 Credit Card
Reservations® 794477 Rav-Mecher
Building. 19 Ha’oman Sr.. Talpiot
Sense and Sensibility 4:45, 7:15.
9:45 * City Hall#The Juror 5, 7:30,
9:45 * Up Close and Personal 5,
7:15, 9:45 * Never Talk to
Strangers 5. 7:30. 9:45 * Dracula.
Dead and Loving It 5 * Mighty
Aphrodite#Toy Story (English dia-
logue

)

7:30. 9:45 Toy Story
(Hebrew dialogue) 5
TEL AVIV
CINEMATHEQUE 2 Sprinzak St. ®
5772000 Ulysses’ Gaza 6. 9:15 *
Smoke 7 * The Arena of Murder
9:30 OIZENGOFF ® 5172923
Leaving Las Vegas#The Monster
11 a.m., 1. 3, 5, 7:45. 10 DRIVE IN
Copycat 10 * Sex Rim 10 GAN
HA’IR * 5279215 71 Ibn Gabirol St.

Before the Rain 2:30, 9:45 GAT
Sense and Sensibility 4:30, 7:15,
9:45 GORDON Eat, Drink, Man,
Woman 5:30, 7:45. 10 G.G. HOD 1-4
® 5226226 Hod Passage. 101
Dizengoff St. The Blrdeaae#Barb
Wire 5, 7:80, 10 * Casino 5:30. 9 *
Gel Shorty 12. 2. 4:45. 7:30. 9:45 *
Copycat 11:30 a.m., 2. 4:45. 7:30, 10

Le Hussard sur le Toll 12:15

AFULA
RAV CHEN ® 6424047 Up Close and
Personal 7, 9:30 * City Hall 7, 9:30
ARAD
STAR ® 950904 City HallOTwelve
Monkeys#An Eye for an Eye 7:i5,
9:45
ASHDOD
G.G. GIL ® 8647202 An Eye lor an
Eye#Up Close and Personal#Barb
Wire 5, 7:30. 10 * Executive
Decision 10 * The Monster 5. 7:30
ASHKELON
G.G. GIL 729977 Barb Wire#The
BlrdcageMAn Eye for an Eye#The
Monster 5. 7:30, 10 * Executive
Decision 4:30. 7:15, 10 RAV CHEN
® 711223 City Hall#Dracula Dead
and Loving lt#The Juror 5, 7:30,
9:45 * Sense and Sensibility 4:45,
7:15, 9:45 * Up Close and Personal

~:454:45. 7:15. 9
BAY yam
RAV CHEN V 5531077 Up Close
and Personal 4:45. 7:15. 9:45 *
Never Talk to Strangers 5, 7:30.

p.m., 2:15, 5. 7:30. 9:45 * Shanghai
12:15. 2:30, 5:15. 7:45, 10 G.G.
PE’ER Copycat 5. 7:30, 10 * 12
Monkeys#The Birdcage#An Eye

9:45 * City Hall#The Juror 5, 7:30,
9:45 * The Birdcage 5. 7:30. 10 *
Executive Decision 4:45, 7:15, 9:45
BEERSHEBA
G.G. GIL The BirdcageOBarb Wire
5, 7:30. 10 * Executive Decision
4:30, 7:15, 10 * An Eye for an Eye
5. 7:30 * The Monster 10 RAV-
NEGEV 1-4 ® 235278 The
JurorflNever Talk to
Strangers#C(ty Hail S, 7 * Up
Close end Personal 7:15. 9:45
DIMONA
HECHAL HATARBAUT
New Indian Film 8
EILAT
KOLNOA EILAT Sense and

for an Eye 5. 7:30, 10 RAV-OR 1-5 *
5102674 Opera House Mighty

Sensibility 7:30, 10 * Smoke 7:30.
10 * Casino 7, 10

Aphrodite#Star Man#lt Postino
•La Haine 5. 7:30. 9:45
* Seven 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 G.G.
TAYELET 1-3 ® 5177952 2 Yona
Hanavi St. Heat#Underground 7:30,
10 G.G. TEL AVIV ® 5281181 85
Pinsker St. Barb Wire 5. 7:30, 10 *
Executive Decision 5. 7:30. 10 *
Twelve Monkeys 5. 7:30. 10 TEL
AVIV MUSEUM « 6961297 27 Shaul
Hamalakh Boulevard Nelly at M.
Arnaud 5. 8. 10

~ “

HAIFA
CINEMA CAFE AMAMI ® 8325755
Nelly et M. Arnaud»Antonia’s Line
7:15, 9:15 ATZMON 1-5 ® 8673003
Executive ' DecIsion#The
MonSterBBarb Wire 4:30. 7. 9:30 *
An Eye for an Eye 4:30. 7. 9:30 *
Twelve Monkpys 4:15, 6:45, 9:15
CINEMA CAFE MQRIAH « 8242477
Shangahf 6:30, 9:15 PANORAMA 1-

3

HADERA
LEV 1-4 Up Close and
PersonaMClty HallBThe Birdcage
5, 7:30, 10 * Hussard Sur Le Toll

&E&ZLIYA
COLONY CINEMA 1-2 (MANDARIN)
® 6902668 Mighty Aphrodite•Star
Man 5. 8, 10 STAR « 589068 Barb
Wire 7:45. 10 * City Hall 7:30. 10 *
The Birdcage 7:30, 10 DfeNlEL
HOTEL Antonia's Line 7:15, 9:45
KARMIEL
CINEMA 1-3 ® 887277 Sense and
Sensibility 6:45. 9:30 * The
Monster# fl Postino 7, 9:30
KFAR SAVA
G.G. GIL ®7677370 The
Birdcage*Barb Wire 5. 7:30. JO *

itlvExecutive Decision 4:30. 7:15. 10
* Twelve Monkeys 10 * Toy Story
(Hebrew dialogue

)

5 * Toy Story

Amyl India Show 8:30 Family Pride
9:30 The Fall Guy 10:30 Vegas 11:30

Hemingway - miniseries: part 2 13:30
The Love Boat 14:30 The Workj
Around Us 15:30 The Road Show
16:00 Amul India Show 16:30 The
McGregor Saga 17:30 Beverly HiUs
90210 18:30 Picket Fences 19:30
Street Legal 20:30 21 Jump Street

21:30 Star Trek; The Next Generation
22:30 India Business Week 23:30
Amul India Show 00:00 Oprah
Winfrey 1:00 Hard Copy 1:30 Home
and Away 2:00 The Sullivans

I CHANNEL 5

6:30 Bodies in Motion 7:30 Basic
Training 16:00 Bodies in Motion 16:30
Soccer Preview of World Cup 17:00
New American League Football 18:00
NBA Playoffs 19:30 Football:
European Cup of Champions - round-
up 20:30 BraziEan League Soccer
22:00 NBA Basketball Playoff 00:30
NBA Action

EUROSPORT

9:30 Car Racing: Formula 1 Monaco
Grand Prix (rpt) 10:00 Motorcycle
Rating: Italian Grand Prix (rpt) 11:00
Motorcycle Racing: Italian Grand Prix

50cc, warm-up - live 11:30
Motorcycle Rating: Italian Grand Prix

(rpt) 12:30 Motorcycle Racing: Italian

Grand Prix. race - live 16:00
Mountain Bikes - live from France
17:00 Car Racing: American Indy (rpt)

18:00 Golf: Volvo Championships -

live 20:00 Tennis: ATP Doubles World
Cup finals - live 22:00 American Indy
- live 1:00 Motorcycle Rating: Italian

Grand Prix - race (rpt)

I PRIME SPORTS

6:00 Gotf: Volvo Championships (rpt)

8:00 International Sports Magazine
9:00 Tennis: ATP US Clay Courts
Tournament - semi-finals 11:00 Sport
Magazine 11:30 Spanish League
Soccer 12:00 PGA Golf 12:30
American Football 13:00 Car Rating:
The History of the Indy 14:00
Badminton: Uber Cup, men's finals -
live 19:00 Car Rating - live from
Indianapolis 22:30 Motorcycle Rating
23:30 Golf: Volvo Championships

RADIO
I VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert 9:05 Bach:
Brandenburg Concerto no 2:

Beethoven: Piano trio no 6 in B flat op
97 “Archduke’ (Ashkenazy, Perlman,

Harrell); Dvorak: Legends op 59;

Mendelssohn: Violin concerto ft E
minor op 64; Chausson: Symphony in

B flat op 20; Mozart Flute quartet in

A K298 12:00 Light Classical -works
by Svendsen, Liszt, Gottschalk,
Tchaftovsky 13:00 Artist of the Week
- cellist Otra Har-Noy. Brahms;
Sonata no 1 in E minor for cello and
piano; Haydn: Cello concerto no 2
14:06 Encore 15:00 From the
Record Shelf 16:00 Music for

Sunday - Bach: Ascension Day
oratorio, Cantata no 34; Drlandus
Lassus: Mass; Haydn: Mass in D
minor ‘Nelson Mass"; Poulenc:
Mass in G 18:00 New CDs - Bach:
A Musical Offering (Sonnerie Ens);

Monteverdi: Madrigals from first

book. . (Consort of Music);
Mendelssohn: Symphony no 1 for

strings^(Cologne Concerto ) 20:05
From—Our Concert Hatls - live

broadcasf from Mann Auditorium.
Israel Philharmonic Orch. cond.
George Cleve, soloist Andr6 Watts
(piano). Mozart: Symphony no 39;

Lutoslawski: Orchestral concerto;
Brahms: Piano concerto no 2
22:30 Israel FestivakJerusalem
1996 - Israeli Jazz Marathon. The
Albert Beger Quartet with Roman
Kunsman. Iris and Ofer Portugal!

Quartet with Alon Oleartcnik,

Jazzeppeline

Monkeys 9:45
MEVASSERET ZION
GIL The Birdcage 5. 7:30, 10 An
Eye for an Eye 5. 7:30, 10
NAHARIYA
HECHAL HATARBUT Seven 8:30
UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL The Birdcage*An Eye for

an EyaSThe MonsterOGlty
Hall»Barb WlreUp Close and
Personal 4:30, 7, 9:30 The
Blrdcage*An Eye for an Eye^Barb
Wire 5.-7:30, 10
NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 * 628452 Executive
Decision 4:30, 7:15. 10 * The
Birdcage*Leavlng Las
VegasWBarb Wire 10 * Primal Fear
5. 7:30 RAV CHEN Up Close and
Personal 5. 7:15, 9:45 * City
Hall*Never Talk to Strangers#Ttie
Jurors 5. 7:30. 9:45
OR AKIVA
RAV CHEN City Hall*Dead Man
WalkingGSense and Sensibility 7,

3:30
OR YEHUDA
G.G. GIL An Eye for an EyeSTWelve
Monkeys 5. 7:30. 10 * Executive
Decision 5. 7:30. 10
PETAH TlkVA
G.G. HECHAL The Blrdcage*Barb
Wire 5, 7:30. 10 * An Eye tor an Eye
5. 7:30, 10 G.G. RAM 1-3 ® 9340818
Antonia's Llne*ll Postino 5. 7:30.
10 * Sense and Sensibility 4:30.
7-ir. in
RA'ANANA
CIN-MOFET II Postino 8:30 PARK
The Blrdcage*Sanse and
Sensibility 5, 7:30. 10 * The Juror
5. 7:30, 10:15 * Up Close and
Personal 5. 7:30, 10:15 * Never
Talk to Strangers 5, 7:30, 10:15

GANRAMAT
RAV-GAN 1-4 ® 6197121 City
Hall«Birdcage 5. 7:30. 9:45 * Up
Close and Personal 5. 7:15. 9:45 *
Sense and Sensibility 9:45 * Toy

Juror9Barb Wire*Never Talk to
Strangers 5, 7:30, 9:45
RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV ® 5491979 Copycat 7. 9:30
REHOVOT
CHEN 1-4 ® 362864 The Birdcage
7:15. 9:45 * City Hall 9:45 * Star
Man 7:30. 9:45 * Twelve Monkeys
7:15. 9:45 * II Postino 7:30
RIStlON LEZION
GAL 1-5 ® 9819669 Executive
Daclslon«Twelve Monkeys 6, 7:30,

10 * Primal Fear 5, 7:30, i0 haza-
HAV An Eye (or an Eye 7:30. 10 *

Shangahl 6:30. 9:15 PANORAMA 1- (English dialogue

)

7:30 * An Eye Blrdcag.

3 * #382020 Copycat 4:30, 7, 9:30 for an Eye 5, 7:30. 10 * The 9670503
* The Birdcage 4:30, 7, 9.30 RAV- Monsters. 7:30 7:15, 0:4

Dracula Dead and Loving It 5 * The
ie 5. 7:30, 10 RAV CHEN

GAT 1-2 ® B674311 [OS] The
to Strangers

445. 7. 9:15 RAV-MOR 1-7 ®
Juror*Never Talk

8416BS8 [OS] Never Talk to
Strangers 4:45, 7, 9:15 * Sense
and Sensibility 7. 9:15 * Toy Story
(English dialogue) 7. 9:15 + City
Hall#The Juror 4:45. 7. 9:15 * Up
Close and Personal 4:30, 7, 9:15 *
Dracula Dead and Loving It 4:45. 7,

9:15 * Ace Ventura 4:45 * Toy
Story (Hebrew dialogue) 4:45, 7.
9:15 * Up Close and Personal 7,

3:15 * Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue)
5 * Dracula Dead and Loving It

4:45 * Toy Story (English dialogue)

Monster 5. 7:30
KIRYAT BIALIK
G.G. KIRYON 1-9 • 779166 An Eye
for an Eye*The Monster 4-M5. 7,

9:30 * Twelve Monkeys -4:45. 7,

9:30 * The Birdcage 4:45, 7. 9:30
* Copycat 7. 9:30 * up Close and
Personal#Barb Wire# Executive
Decision 4:45. 7. 9:30 Ace
Ventura.4o45
KlRYAf SHMONA
G.G. GIL « 6905080 Sabrina#The
Monsier#The Birdcage 4:30, 7.

9:30
LOD
STAR An Eye for an Eye#Beyond
Rangoon 7:15, 9:45 * Dracula.
Dead and Loving It 7:15 * Twelve

Blrdes
9670503 Up Close and Personal 5,

7:15, 9:45 * City Hall#The Juror 5,

7:30. 9:45 * Never Talk to

Strangers 5, 7:30, 9:45 RON
Copycat#Leaving Las
vegas#Seven 7:30. 10 STAR 1-4 *
9619985-7 27 Ushinsky St. Up Close
and Personal 7:30, 10 * Broken
Arrow 10 * Sense and Sensibility

7:15 * Never Talk to Strangers
7:45. 10 * Barb Wire 5. 7:30. 9:45 *
Up Close and Personal 4:45, 7:15,
9:45 * Sense and Sensibility 4:30,
7:15. 9:45
Phone reservations: Tel Aviv

5252244 Phone reservations: Haifa
728878
All times are p.m. unless otherwise
indicated.
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Leah Rabin praises Reform
as ‘the other Judaism’

LEAH Rabin expressed solidarity withReform
Jews on Thursday, calling them “the other

Judaism,” as opposed to those Jews who value

land more than human life.

Referring to her husband's assassin and
“those who sent him," she said, “They do not

sanctify our Torah, it is not holy to them.

“They have a value more holy to them, a

political value: land. It is more important chan

a man’s life."

Rabin, who was dedicating a Torah scroll in

her late husband's name at a Tel Aviv Reform
synagogue, did not specify who “those who
sent him” weret

But in other interviews, she has used the

same term to describe the harshest critics ofhis

policy of ceding territory to the Palestinians in

exchange for peace.

Those critics had accused her husband of
treachery in the months leading up to

November 4, when Yigal Amir shot Rabin

dead after a peace rally.

Leah Rabin has also accused mainstream

right-wing leaders, including prime ministerial;

candidate Binyamin Netanyahu of cozying up

to the extremists.

US Ambassador to Israel Martin Indyk, seat-

- ed among the congregation, nodded as Rabin

Haredim stone

Western Wall
egalitarian worshipers

DOZENS of haredim attempted to

interfere with an egalitarian

prayer service at the Western Will
plaza early Shavuot morning, in

which men and women prayed
together and women took part in

leading the service. Some of the

haredim threw stones.

Participants in the service, who
came from a number of study pro-

grams and non-Orthodox syna-

gogues in Jerusalem, said that they

succeeded in completing die service

only thanks to die intervention of

policemen and border policemen,

who formed a human wall between

them and the haredi protesters.

HAIM SHAPIRO

The service began at about 5:30

a.m., after traditional Shavuot
night-long study sessions. About
100 men and women, including

some women wearing talitot, took

part in the service, which was held

at the very back of the Western
Wall plaza. Women also took part

in reading from a Torah scroll.

The participants said that they

had completed the shaharit ser-

vice and had begun to recite the

Book of Ruth when haredim
began to surround them. The
haredim shouted

u
pasuT' (forbid-

den), and began singing songs

indicating that those taking pan in

the service were sectarians or sin-

ners. A few stones were thrown,

but no one was hurt.

As the crowd of protesters grew,

the police, who had been present

from the beginning, sent for rein-

forcements, and a group of border

policemen arrived and formed a

human wall between those partic-

ipating in the egalitarian service

and the haredim.

Some of the bystanders shouted

"hillul Hashem” (desecration of

God's name) at the haredim. The
egalitarian worshipers completed

the rest of the service.

spoke. Indyk has refused to.comment on the

upcoming election, although the United States

is seen as strongly supporting Rabin’s succes-

sor, Shimon Peres:

Rabin described Reform Jews as “the other

Judaism, that is ready to.listen; to accept, that

has different values and ways to respect our

faith, so that man and his faith may live."

The congregation dedicated the new Torah

scroll to the memory of the slain Rabin.
‘Tighter and builder of the land and pursuer
of peace." It was donated by the Knesset
Yisrael Reform Synagogue in Philadelphia.

- (AP)

Lithuanian Nazi
stripped ofUS

citizenship
BOSTON (Reuter) - A federal

judge has stripped accused Nazi
collaborator Aleksaodras Lileikis

ofhis US citizenship. -.

The action by US District Judge
Richard Steams cm Friday means

ing pan in the government can begin deporta-

ans or sin- tion proceedings against Lileikis,

re thrown, 88, described as the secret police

chief in Nazi-controlled Vilna,

sters grew, Lithuania, from 1941 to 1944.

sen present Federal prosecutors, using cap-

ut for rein- tured records preserved at the

p of border Lithuanian Central State Archives,

[ formed a believe Uleikis participated in the

lose partic- destruction of the Jewish popula-

ian service tion of Vilna during the Holocaust

Lileikis, a retired publishing

irs shouted worker, who lived quietly in

ecration of Norwood, Massachusetts, a sub-

redim. The uri> southwest of Boston, refused

completed to answer any questions about his

war record doting court proceed-

ings.
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A model shows off a plastic dress whose compartments are filled

with water as part of Jerusalem’s Studio A annual fashion show
last week at the Jerusalem Hyatt Regency. (Brim Hendter?

At the Israel Festival

TODAY
Jerusalem Theater (JT)

Sherover - Hibrid, Semola Theater. 4 and 9:30 p.m.

Henry Crown - classical, Lincoln Center Chamber Ensemble. 8 p.m.

Rebecca Crown - Jazz Marathon. 9:30 pun.

The plaza - children. The Funny Theater. 5:45 p.m; family, Machola
Dance Troupe. 7 pjn; Flamenco dancing. S p.m: US Handbell Choir

from Taylor University. 9 p.m. FREE
Small Hall - young pianists. 9 p.m. FREE
JT foyer - jazz club, Macomba Combo. 1 1 p.m. FREE
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fhatdo the Hizbullah, Hafez Assad, Shimon Peres and Binyamin Netanyahu have in common?

they do not plan their moves for the Friday papers.

Supreme Court takes
strong stand on rape,

state attorney says
ESTHER HECHT

THE Supreme Court does not take

rape lightly. In the past two and a

half years, it has doubled the sen-

tences in rape-case appeals it has

granted, State Attorney Edna
Arbel said last week.

One-quarter of the appeals the

court hears relates to sex offenses.

And contray to die image pre-

sented by the media, the court
views rape and other sex offenses

as the most heinous of violent

crimes, she said. It expresses this

view in words like "revulsion"

and “vengeance" - terms it avoids

in other contexts, including mur-
der and drug cases.

Arbel was speaking on the
appropriate prosecution policy in

rape cases, the topic of this year's

Lafer Lecture, held by the Lafer
Center forWomen's Studies at the

Hebrew University.

Mandatory minimum sentences

in rape cases are not a solution to

the variability of lower-court sen-

tences, she said. Instead, the cor-

rect response is appeal to the

Supreme Court
"A proper prosecution policy is

to relate to the specifics of each
case." the state attorney said.

Many rapes occur within the fam-
ily, and the courts must not only

seek retribution but also consider

the family's ultimate rehabilita-

tion, she rad.

According to Arbel, the courts

view plea bargains as a necessary

eviL Often, testifying would do fur-

ther harm to the victim, and the

prosecution must consider this.

“We try to find the correct balance

between conviction and sparing die

victim further trauma." she said

The Rape Crisis Center has pro-

posed a treatment mode! based on

experience in the US, in which the

prosecution accompanies the vic-

tim throughout the judicial process.

'This would raise the percentage of
complaints,” Arbel said. “Of
60,000 women assaulted in 1995.

only 10 percent filed complaints."

The feet that the prosecution

policy in rape cases has become a

public issue is a sign of the matu-
rity of Israeli society, said

Supreme Court Justice Dorit

Beinish, who moderated the

event. The status of women has

become a legitimate topic of study
and discussion, and this is impor-
tant for the judicial system, which
must establish norms, she said.

Another sign of progress is that

it is no longer necessaiy to prove

physical assault in rape cases.

Beinish said. But the judicial sys-

tem is still operating on outmoded
notions, taking its definitions from
male constructs, said Eetta Prince-

Gibson, an instructor at the uni-

versity's School of Social Work.
“One out of four women will be

sexually assaulted in their lifetime,

but it is men who dictate how rape

will be defined," she said.

The law defines rape as sexual

contact without consent. "The
emphasis on sex comes from the

fact that men are defining it,"

Prince-Gibson said. Women who
are raped do not speak of the

attack in terms of sex: they speak
in terms of being turned into an

object. “This affects the deepest

layers of self-definition," she said.
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